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A slosh of extra virgin olive oil from Jaen, a red pepper from La Rioja, or a green
one frcim Crallcia (yes, Galicia!), a pineh of sail from Majorca or the (Canary blands...
this issue has all the bcgitinings of a really good salad.
Here eomes summer-ni least in the noiiliern hemisphere! Time to piii a bright
cloth on the table and invite friends round. Just the occasion to launch Godello.
Thanks to the enthusiastic efforis of certain wineries in-yel agairi-GallcIa, this
grape variety has been rescued from the brink of oblivion and is now enjoying
quite a remiissanee. Your guests will also be impressed by the new-look labels that
some niade-ln-Spain bottles are wearing these days. Exclling ihings are happening
in that department, too.
Our feature on new techniques invented by some of Spain's best chefs should come
in handy. Pick up a few tips and really dazzle those guests.
Do you long to get lo know Spain better? Avila and Caccres are atnong Spain's
lesser-known cities, yet they are UNESCO World Heriiage Sites. They are jusi
walling to be explored, and the cool fall weather is jusi the time to do it.
1 know you always read us from cover lo cover! This lime, tell us whal you think.
Any suggestions? Share them wilh us. 1 look forward to hearing from you.

Ciaihy Boirae
Editor-in-chief
cathy.boirac@icex.cs
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ipanish Olives
a popular choice for
consumers around
the globe !

O SPECIALTY FOODS, S.L. / www.loretospecia1tyfoods.com
Seville), Spain / Tel.34-954113825 / Fa)i:a«C955711056/e-mai!:infc
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Not only variety, but also quality.

Because of taste, know-how and richness, Andalusia wilt always offer you much more,
Jnique food worldwide. Brilliant olive oils and wines. Fruits, vegetables and market garden products, fish and meats, all uncomparable by nature
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There's more lo sail than there used to be. Over the past decade, this once standard substance
has been replaced by a wide-and slill expanding-range of products distinguished by their
quality, provenance and method of production. Gone are the days when salt was just a basic
necessity and no one bothered about where ii came from. The gastronomically inclined can
now choose between pink sail from the Himalayas, French //eur dc se! from Camargue and
Guerande, Maldon salt from England, Halen Mon from Wales, black salt from Hawaii,
Peruvian salt from Maras, etc. The qcogrJi^liical origin of ihese inlernational favorites is an
inseparable part of their identity, Spain's position wiihin ihis scenario is backed up by
impeccable credentials: a tradiiion that dates back over a thousand years to before the Roman
invasion, natural conditions that are ideal for producing the top-quality sea salt known in
Spanish as Jlor de sal, and a collection of pace-setting entrepreneurs whose thrust and
imagination is the focus of this article.

White Gold

SALT

TEXT
SANTIAGO SANCHEZ
SLGURA/OICCX
TRANSLATION
HAWYS PRITCHARD/OICEX

Our lour ol Spanish sails begln.s on ihc
Balearic island ol Majorca. Wc lirsl
encounier home-sourced sail ai
breakfa,si in our hold in ihe cenier of
Palma, ihe islands capiial. A scciion ol
ihe sel[-ser\'icc counier flagged as
Rmcon mallorquin (Majorcan comer)
display.s a selection of the most
traditional local loods-eiisaimcicJa.s
(coiled pastries), sobrasada (pork
spread), and. In pride of place, a liiile
heap of salt and its container, a
stylishly-designed tub beanng the label
Flor de Sal d'Fis Trenc. Thai salt would
probably noi have been there that
morning as a standard-bearer for local
gasironomy had Swiss-born Katja
Wohr not landed on the island a lew
years ago. When she arrived early in
2002, all Kalja had wilh her was an
old car, 350 euros and ihe
detennination to work with Majorcan
salt. Today, the Flor de Sal d'Es Trenc
brand can Ix.- found in restaurants and
delicatessens in the US, Canada, Japan,
Germany, Switzerland, Austria, the
LIK, Norway, Belgium and Iceland, and
her company, Gusto Mundial
Balcarides. has an annual turnover of
nearly 500,000 euros.
The Mediterranean waters iliat
surround the island of Majorca also
flow into the Ebro Delta in
northeastern Spain, the Iberian
Peninsula's deepest river estuary. This
IS the site of ihe Salinas de Trinidad
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saltworks, which has been supplying
this coastal area of Qitalonia with salt
for centuries and now exports it to
over 20 countries. Il was noi until six
years ago that INFO.SA, ihc com|xiny
that has managed this saltworks since
1946. started to harvest flor de sal and
supply various companies that had
responded lo ihe market demand for
this product. LIsing Ebro Delta sail as
their primary material, brands such as
Casanovas Barcelona and Carollngia
Sal Prcciosa have oixned up new
culinary avenues wilh such innovative
products as li(.|uid sail and an
enormous range of flavored salts. Their
success has been such that INFOSA
remodeled its premises last year to
incorporate 300 small cr)',siallizing
pools lor the exclusive purpose of
producing flor de sal. It has also
launched us own brand of gourmet
.salts, Flor de Delta, a projeci carried
out In conjunction wiihin Catalan chef
Joan Roca (of ihe 2-Michclln-star El
Celler de Can Roca restaurant in
(.K 1(111,1^

Far away in the Canary Islands,
Andres tlem^ndez and his father run
Salinas dc Fuencalicnte, built by his
grandfather over 40 years ago In a
spectacular setting on the island of La
Palma (declared a World Biosphere
Reserve by UNESCO), This .saltworks
has always produced itor de sal.
which, before its elevation to gourmet

status, used to be kepi for use by the
plant eiiipU)yees. Since the summer of
2007, it has Ix-en a product wonh
selling. This phenomenon has been
decisive in .saving artisan-scale stWinu.s
(saltworks) like the Hernandez family's
from going under: while they have
little hope of competing on price wilh
industrially-produced common salt,
they certainly know how to make a
lop-c|uality gasironomic product.
These three polled histories from the
Balcarics, Calalonia and the Canar\Islands perfectly exemplify the effecls
of the gourmet salt boom in Spain in
ihe last live years: il has introduced the
counir>' to new names and products,
triggered changes in the production
and marketing approaches of many of
its veteran companies, and revived
prospecis for small artisan saltworks.
All thanks to flor de sal.

The choicest of
salts
It is actually over 20 years since
iniemational haute cuisine first took
up flor de sal-or perhaps that should
be fleur de sel-since it started wilh salt
produced in the Guerande saltworks
on France's Atlantic coast. Kalja Wohr,
already in the know aboul ils
gastronomic qualities, recalls how
fa.scinaied she was by the distinctive
produciion process she witnessed
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during a visit to Brittany in 2001. For
her, it marked the end of a personal
quest: she had been looking for a
completely natural product of the sea
that required only artisan ireatmeni to
realize lis gastronomic poieiiiial.
Looking back on that period. Kaija
describes experiencing an almost
mystical conviction that she was
"destined to dedicate myself to the sea,
to do something that connected me
with it." She had worked surrounded
by sea in various countries-New
Zealand, .Australia, Thailand,
Jamaica-for nearly 20 years, always in
lounsm and the restaurant business.
Her new project was soon to take her
somewhere quiie differeni: southern
Majorca's Es Trenc salinas.
In choosing the Balearic Islands, Kalja
was following in the hisiorical
footsteps of the Phoenicians,
Carthaginians, Romans and .Arabs, all
of whom, in their day, extracted salt
from the same area as she, as well as
from Salinas on the neighboring island
of Ibiza. Long before Ibiza became a
famous international lourisi
destination, it was known for its salt.
Today, its saltworks produce salt of
excellent quality that is panicularly
suitable for industrial fish salting (it
has been exponed for this purpose for
decades to Norway, Denmark and
elsewhere), and
is ako used for
products sold
under the Sal
de Ibiza
brand. Like

other places in southern and eastern
Spain, the island possesses the
conditions needed to produce flor de
sal-an exclusive product precisely
because it forms only in specific
natural conditions, making it scarce
and sought after.
Flor de sal's irregular cr>'stals form on
the water surface of the pools as a
result of three physical influences:
sunlight, the relative humidiiy of the
air, and wind. Hot days with man)'
hours of sunshine, low humidity and a
light breeze to encourage evaporation
without ruffling ihe surface of the
water too much provide jusi the right
conditions lor thin cr>'stalline salty
layers-flor de sal-io fonii. In the San
Vicente salinas in Cadiz, s<5uthern
Spain, this type of salt is known as
sal dc hiclo: ice sail.
The distinctive
cr>'sialllzaiion
process that
makes it so
differeni from
common

sali-which is precipitated to the
bottom of the pan-has implications for
its composition. Flor de sal contains
less sodium chloride and a higher
proportion of oligo-elements such as
magnesium, potassium and calcium
The effect of this in cooking is that it
salts food more subtly (it is sometimes
described a "less salty" salt), while,
given thai magnesium is a natural
flavor enhancer, dishes can be
seasoned using less salt. "We try to use
salt that's as pure as possible in our
cooking," declares Roca. "That's why
flor de sal is the salt that fits in best
with our approach to seasoning." Flor
de sal is the only salt that retains all its
organoleptic qualities and its crunchy
texture when sprinkled directly onto
food before ealing (not cooked or
dissolved into it). As Marc Fosh, a
British chef settled in Majorca and a
participant in the Flor de Sal d'Es
Trenc projeci, explains: "That's whal
makes it so suitable for finishing a dish
before serving-it gives it that last dash
of fbvor."
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Artisan appeal
Antoni Torradas, director of INFOSAs
Gourmet Division, associates the
purity of flor de sal with ihe iraditional
vvay in which it is produced: ",,.il's
been done by practically the same
artisan methods for ihou.sands of
years, and ihey're still used today." A
visit lo a saltworks at harvest
lime-June to Sepicmber-is an
opportunity to witness this fascinating
process, which involves techniques
ihat seem more akin to farming ihan to
mineral extraction (the use ol the word
"harvest" is significant). On days when
a layer of llor dc sal forms on the
pools, it is skimmed off using a tool
known in French .saltworks as a /ouise,
which is esscnlially a ]5ole vvith a nei
attached to one end thai picl<s up the
cr)'stals as it is drawTi across the water
surface. The sail is then left on large
trays alongside the salt pans to dry out
in the sun. then iransferrcd to the
packing area where it is packed by
hand Manuel Ruiz, a biologist by
iraining and a partner in the family
business thai runs the San Vicente
saltworks, is keen lo highlight the fact
that, by iis very nature, flor de sal
needs no chemical additives: "You can
tell by the feel of it that It's very loosetextured, this IS the sign of a really
good llor de sal, and it means that we
don I have to add any anii-caking
ingredients before packing, as one
would with common salt,"
The laci that llor de sal goes from sea
to kitchen with so Utile human
inierveniion in between gives it
ecological kudos; indeed, the San
Vicenie saltworks has been approved
by the Slow Food movemeni. This
characterlslic also distinguishes it from
other salts currently enjoying the
boom, such as Himalayan salt which,
being fossil-derived, has to be dug out
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Spain's salt-making tradition is by no
means restricted to its more than
3.500 km (2,174 mi) ol coastline. Data
collected by the Asociacidn Culttiral
Amigos de las Salinas de Interior
(Friends of Inland Saltworks Cultural
Association) bear witness to the tact
that salt has been extracted at over
TOO wottss in the interior ot the Iberian
Peninsula in the course of its history.
However, when industrial methods
were adopted generally by marine
saltworks in the latter half of the 20"
century, the inland salinas could no
longer compete with production
costs. Furthermore, improved
communications made it possible for
supplies to be transported from the
coast to areas which hitherto had
depended on saltworks closer to
home. Consequently, most inland
salinas fell into disuse and neglect.
Recent years have seen rear guard
action from groups and public bodies
aware of the historical and
ethnographic importance of the salt
flats landscape of places such as
Pozas de la Sal (Burgos, northern
Spain), the Imbn and Olmeda de
Jadraque saltwori<s (both in
Guadalajara, in the center of the

peninsula) and Gerri de la Sal (Ueida,
northeastern Spain). Declared a national
monument in 1987, Salinas de Ariana's
Valle Salado (Salt Valley), in Ihe southwest
of the Basque Country, is where their efforts
have been most successful thus far On a
slope among hills through which their
parent salt stream flows. 5,000 salt pans
are spread, positioned to capitalize on the
lie of the land so that water flows where it is
needed. The overall effect Is of giant
terraces of stone, wood and waler-a
picturesque setting m which tourists can
witness the artisan process of extracting
salt (a product on the Slow Food list) and
appreciate its historical, natural and cultural
significance.
At Gerri de la Sal, the new take on salt has
been instrumental in saving its saltworks.
Flattened almosi entirely when the Noguera
Pallaresa River burst its banks in 1982, it
languished in disuse for eight years until last
year, when a local couple brought back to
life one of ihe 450 saltworks thai once drew
upon the salt water spnng tfiat rises in the
middle of town at a potential rate of 15,000
I (3,962 gal) an hour, Enric Canut, one of
Spain's top cheese experts, has emotional
links with this area, which was home to his
parents and grandparents, and has now
committed himself to a projeci lo rescue 30

more saltworks. The plan calls for
restoration work to begin in Ihe laiter hall of
this year, and by summer 2010 it is
expected to fiave reclaimed 1 of the 9 tia
(22 acres) Ihat the town's saltwori<s once
occupied. The rehabilitated works Is
expected lo extract and mar1<et 150,000 kg
(165 tons) of salt in Ihat first season, and to
be productive all year round from then on:
in the winter months, the heal needed to
evaporate the salt water so tfiat the salt
crystallizes into Hakes will bo generated by
burning woodland biomass.
The emergence of a new back-to-basics
approach to gastronomy, and more
specifically to salt, means thai artisan and
organic products have an advantageous
edge. Canut explains: "Not everyone can
provide salt made on a tiase of wood,
stone and clay in 30 m (98 ft) pools in the
heart of the Pyrenees. Inland salt was
already in the ground 40 million years
ago-the salt now found in Ihe form of mines
is from dried up oceans from thousands of
years ago, when the water was as pure as
could be."
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with spades or mechanical diggers
from the seams where It occurs, or salt
flakes, which are crv'stallized by
evaporating water using metal
hotplates similar to giant fr>ing pans
(Maldon salt, produced in the UK, is
perhaps the best-known example of
this lype).
Anoiher specific characteristic of flor
de sal is thai it varies according to
where It comes from. "Being a sea
product. It differs from one area to
another depending on the composition
of the water," explains Torradas. These
nuances make it possible to tell
whether a particular flor de sal is
Atlantic or Mediterranean in origin,
and even wiihin this latter category,
whether it comes from the San Pedro
del Pinaiar saltworks (located within
the biggest salt lake in Europe, ihe Mar
Menor at the southeastern end of
Spain's Mediterranean coast) or from
La Trinidad In the Ebro Delta at the
northeastern end. "Fhat said, all ihe
saltworks that appear in this anicle
have one highly significant feature in
common: the fact that ihey are all
classified by the Spanish auihonlies as
natural areas which enjoy special
protection has Imponani implications
regarding the purity of iheir water and,
by extension, the flor de sal han'ested
there. These areas constitute habitats
of great biological interest, and
although not all are open to the
general public, some are
tourist attractions in
their own right. The
Fuencaliente
^ gj^jjj ^
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saltworks, lucked in among the lower
slopes of Teneguia and San Antonio
volcanoes on the Canar>- Island of La
Palma, is a prime example.
The Fuencaliente saltworks exemplifies
artisan production of both flor de sal
and sea salt. Its owner, Andres
Hernandez, Is also coordinator of the
/Vsoclacion Espafiola de Salinas
Marinas Anesanales (Spanish
Association of Anisan Marine
Saltworks), to which ten or so
traditional saltworks along Spain's
Atlantic coast belong. He is confident
thai the general trend towards good
quality food will help these small-scale
works, and the natural and cultural
heritage that they encapsulate, to
sunive despite having been pushed to
the brink of exiincilon by
industrialized salt production. Like the
Janubio works on the neighboring
island of Lanzarote, and the San
Vicente and Isla Crisiina salinas on the
Andalusian coast, the Fuencaliente
saltworks produces artisan, handharvested, addliive-free sea salt: "Il's a
lop quality product. The salt is
produced entirely by natural forces: it
Is precipitated as a result of sunInduced evaporarion."

The alchemy ot salt
Taking a traditional product as their
point of depanure, imaginative chefs
have opened up whole new culinar)'
vistas for sail in the last few years.
In Spain, they have come up
wilh salt-plus-llavor
combinations that are firmly
rooted In the nation's
gastronomic repertoire:
salt with
Mediterranean herbs,
irmm
citrus, saffron, tomato,
black olives, wild
mushrooms, pimcnion

(a t)-pe of paprika from Spain), and
others of more e.xotic origin, such as
caviar, chili, hibiscus and curry. Carlos
Pardo, owner of the Carolingia Sal
Preciosa brand, declares: "Flavored
salts do more than jusi season a dish,
they also contribute extra aroma and
flavor which, in combination with flor
de sal's Intrinsic properties, are a boon
to any cook." As such, what Roca likes
most aboul these mixtures is that his
cooking benefits from "complex
seasoning which, because it's made
with the sort of precision that usually
applies in confectioner)-, means that
you are able to replicate ihe results."
Flavored salts have been made for
some years in the workshop of his
restaurant, initially just for the
exclusive delectation of its clientele,
until they were invited by INFOSA
(their supplier of Ebro Delta salt) to
work in tandem and market the salts
as a product.
Fosh has spent most of his
professional career in Spain since
training under Martin Berasaiegui. He
first met Wohr in 2002, a few months
before Bacchus (the resiaurant at
Reads Hotel that he ran until January
2009) won its first Michelin star. As
he recalls his first encounier with her,
Fosh says with a smile: "If you've met
Katja, you'll know that she's someone
who emanates a lot of energy-she's an
Infectiously positive person. She
hadn't quite worked oul what form
her scheme would take then, but
when she explained the general idea
jusi to see what 1 thought of i l , I was
very taken and encouraged her to go
forwanl vviih il In hindsight, it now
seems incredible that in Spain, a
countrv' with plenty of sunshine, and
wilh sunlight being an essential
element in obtaining flor de sal, no
one had put a Spanish one on the
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market before, whereas everyone
knew' about flcur de sei from France."
IL was a few months later, when Kalja
was considering launching various
mixiLire.s alongside her natural flor de
sal, ihal he first became actively
involved in the projeci: "There was
very lillle choice in the Spanish
markeiplace at that lime, except lor
salt with herbs, and vve decided to
work wilh other flavors, capitalizing
on my resiaurant experience wilh
these kinds of salt."
Fosh sums up ihe i wo-way pull
involved in choosing flavors: "You can
either go for a crowd-plea,ser like
Mediterranean herbs, or for something
determinedly differeni, like fiibiscus or
black olive salt, aimed primarily ai
chefs." Rosa Bevia, proprietor of the
Sal de Mar I j i Cococha gourmei sail
range, focuses largely on this latter
group; backed by 80 years of family
experience in the salt business, she
also knows her way round the US
market, to vvhich her company has
been exponing for the pasi ten years.
As an example of her deienninatlon to
bring something new to the
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marketplace, she invites us Lo lasie her
petals of seaweed in flor de sal:
browned gently in a little extra virgin
olive oil, these tum crunchy, rather
like a salt and seaweed puff pastry.
Anoiher aspect ihal gets close aitcniion
when creaiinga flavored salt is
choosing qualiiy ingredients that are
representative of Spain's various
gastronomic cultures. Describing his
product range, Roca focuses on one
mixture as being particularly special:
"We wanted lo make a citrus salt
because of the particular importance of
ciirus fruits in Spanish cuisine in
general, and in our own in particular.
We tried various ihings (concentrated
rind, juice reductions, exotic
combinations) and e^'en used some
fmiis, such as bergamoi, wiih no
previous gastronomic record,"
Similarly, Sal de Mar La Cococha's
product range includes a salt flavored
with Marcona almonds-a
quiniessentially Mediterranean nut
that is known all over the world. Sal
de San Pedro has opted for including
an organic range among its products,
for vvhich the seasonings and spices

bear the quality stamp of the Region of
Murcia Organic Farming Regulator)'
Council {southeastern Spain),

Spirit of adventure
Spain is acquiring an impressive and
ever-expanding repertoire of gastroproducts such as these, and they are
being put to new, sophisticated, and
sometimes surprising uses. Longestablished companies have been
swept along by the spirit of adventure:
Sal Costa, which pioneered the use of
iodized salt in Spain in the 19'*^
centur)'. has had its own line of
gourmei salts since 2003 (ils smoked
salt, made by adding natural liquid
smoke to sea salt, is doing particularly
well in the US). Another company
with over a century of experience
behind it is Especias del Sol, which
first ventured into the gourmet salt
world lour years ago with a mixture of
flor de sal and La Vera piment6n (PDO
Spanish paprika), since vvhich lime it
has ex-panded its product range In
directions hitheno unexplored in
Spain. "We're starting work on a very

small-scale production of flor de sal
flakes extracted from salinas in
Huelva," explains Jose Manuel
Rodriguez, one of the current
proprietors of this family business,
"We're experimenting wiih changing
temperatures in the water flow and
prolonging the time the flor de sal
crystals spend Hosting on the surface
before they sink, with a view to getting
flakes of flor de sal that arc bigger, and
therefore cnmchier. similar lo Haien
Mon from Wales."
The wine world has also been
involved. In La Rioja, young
winemaker Gonzalo Gonzalo has been
working for the past few months with
Tofio Alcali, chef at Caminante
restaurant, towards adding .sail to ihe
product list ol The
Wine Repubhc,
their Jcindy-

owned brand, established, as Gonzalo
puts it: "...lo create a world in which
you can do anything with wine."
Having already come up with products
as distinctive as wine jelly and wine
chocnlaie. their latest projeci, which
has yel lo hit the marketplace, has
been to create a wine salt using as their
raw material the sodium and
potassium bit art rate that are
precipitated after must has lemienied
in chilled storage tanks. These siilliranspareni salts are ihen dissolved
and recrv'stallized, this time by
evaporation, during which process
wine is added to intensify their color.
In another area whose winemaking
tradition is among the longest in
Europe-Castile-Leon (in the northern
half of ihe Peninsula)—the Abadia
Retuerta winery has been equally keen
to be involved in reincarnating salt as
an haute cuisine product. Il is using a
technique invented by Bordeaux
winemaker Pascal Delbeck thai harks
back to the 16'*' century, when the wife
of a Liboume innkeeper created the
first wine salt in historv' from the sacks
of salt that had arrived In the port

soaked wilh the wine alongside which
they had been stowed in the ships'
hold. f5elbeck reinterprets that
accidental invention with a secret
recipe, macerating grapes with llor de
sal and selected spices to produce
three different t)'pes of salt that match
the grape varieties grown in the Abadia
Retuertn's vine)'ards; Tempranillo,
Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah.
Some of the new sails seem to suggest
a concept of gastronomy above and
beyond the strictly ciiHnar)'. According
to Carlos Pardo. producLs such as salt
[lakes with gold and silver, and
Carolingia's range of colored salts
"represent the trend towards
sophistication and a new aesthetic in
cooking. They give added visual
appeal to a engagingly modem
interpretation of an ingredient as
traditional as salt." Casanovas
Barcelona, vvhich also uses Ebro Delia
salt as its basic ingredient, takes much
the .same approach, pla)ing with
textures and materials lo create two
intriguing products: flavored liquid
salt and salt gelecs. The Casanovas
family, a dynastic Catalan clan of
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artisan charcuiiers since 1924, are
constantly experimenting so that they
can treat the clientele at their
Barcelona restaurant and consumers of
their own-brand products to an extra
zing of originality. Their salt gelees are
made from marine raw niaierials such
as salt and seaweed combined with
truffles, ciirus fruit, saffron or honey,
and their liquid salt, which comes in
three flavors (Mediterranean herbs, hot
coals and piquant) involves an
additional and attention-grabbing new
departure: you spray it. rather than
sprinkle it, onto your food.

Centabrian Saa
Franco
Anana Saltworks
•

°

Poza de la Sal Saltworks
Imon and La Olmeda de
Jadraque Saltworks

•

Atlantic
Ocean

Trinidad Saltworks

Portugal
Es Trenc Saltworio— a
Balearic Islands
n
Ibiza Saltworks
o — San Pedro del Pinatar Saltworks

Savory desserts
What could be seen as the last barrier,
at least in semantic terms, fell some
time ago In the realms of haute
cuisine, and the revoluiionar)' results
are now starting to filler through to a
broader public. Using salt in sweet

Gerri de ta Sal Saltworks

M&JtterranBan Sea

Isla Cristina Saltworks
B

Strait of Gibraltar
San Wcente Saltworks -

Fuencaliente Saltworks

Canary Islands

m—

-Janubio Saltworks

o Coastal saltworks
a Inland saltworks

dishes is no longer the prerogative of
top chefs in Spain, though it is not yet
as commonplace there as it is in
France, Italy or even the US (where
sailed candy Is already available from
the big wholesale chains). Barcelona
ice cream manufacturer Sandro Desli,
who has invented a flor de sal ice
cream that he distributes to restauranis
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and ice cream parlors all over Spain
and Portugal, is a typical example of
Lhe many small-scale businesses that
make this sort of thing for their own
customers.
Back in Majorca, far away from the
tourist traps, Jaume Oliver welcomes
me 10 the cake shop he runs in
Algaida, a quiet little town in the

island's interior. I tuck into delicious
coffee, pastries and ensaimadas while
this young pastrv' chef tells me how,
four years ago, he took the reins of
Can Salem, the patisserie founded by
his father in 1967, He decided to
expand its range of traditional
Majorcan products with a few more
creailve items: these include savor)-
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des.serEs such as white chocolate turrOn
(nougat) wiLh hibiscus flor de sal;
Majorcan turron with almond slivers
and dark chocolate, hazelnut and
natural flor de sal praline; and bitter
chocolate mousse with olive oil and
salted chocolate fiakes.
In the course of several periods spent
in France, Oliver had the good fortune
to meet master patissier Pierre Herme,
who became a decisive influence on
his style as a pastry chef, "He uses flor
de sal in nearly all his pastries and
chocolates. Seeing that, and knowing
that we have top quality salt in
Majorca, 1 realized that this was a
terrific opportunity to capitalize on
one of the islands natural resources
and 1 started using il in my patisserie."
As Oliver himsell points out, this
touch of local color not only adds
appeal for visitors iniere„=;ted in
regional food, but it is also something
aboul which native Majorcarts can be
proud, A few short years ago, salt was
very much a minor ingredient,
required for certain pastries and
dougfis; it has now been revealed as a
source of exciting new flavors, the
counterpoint between sweetness and
saltiness generating what Oliver
describes as "a taste explosion".

Sontiago SAnchez Segura has worked
as a trainee journalist at Radio television
del Principado de Aslurias and at the
Economic and Commercial Office of
the Spanish Embassy in Miami. He is
curTEJifly on a similar placement at Spain
Gourmetour.
Recipes page 110
Exporters page 130
Credits page 132

WEBSITES
www.institutodelasal.com
Instituto de la Sal
A not-for-profit organization of 18 constituent companies representing the salt
sector in Spain and Portugal (Spanish)
salinas.castiital amanc ha, es
Asociaci6n Cultural Amigos de las Salinas de Interior
An association (open to individuals, instituttons and companies) for those interested
in inland saltworks and the natural and cultural heritage associated witi them. Its
aims are to prated and promote these saiinas and disseminate information by
means of talks, conferences, publications and excursions. (Spanish)
www.sal-atlantic.nel
This project, which is co-funded by the European Union, aims to raise
awareness about and promote traditional salt from the Atlantic, rehabilitate and
revitalize the saltworks and call attention to their environmental, economic and
cultural importance (French, Portuguese, Spanish),
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IL vvas in the late 1980s, as the
acclaimecd Dutch wine writer
Hubrecht Duijker signed a copy of
his excellent Wine Adas of Spain, that
he whispered in my ear: "Keep an
eye out for Godello." This welltraveled expert had been touched by
something special while researching his book, and of all the
wonders in Spain's cornucopia of treasures he singled out an
unknown white grape from the northwest. Yet, as the years went
by and Uttle information trickled out, it became evident Godello
was not going to rival Rioja. Had something gone wrong to dampen
Duijker's expectations? It was time to investigate.

I

Waiting for

TEXT
HAROLD HECKLE/©1CEX
PHOTOS
PATRlCl/\ R. SOTO/®lCEX

There had been one exciring
sighting, when I came across my first
bottle. It was a fine, tightlystructured yel understated bianco
Joven called Guitian that jumped out
at me from a wine list in a restaurant
in the mountains of Calalonia.
Although it underperfonned
aromatically, its rounded palate and
firm siruciure did a wonderful job of
accompan)ing a spectacular fresh
(not salted) cod dish, which had
been served, still cooking, on a
sizzling hot slate (hacalao a la Uasa).
Little did 1 know at the time of the
significance of slate in that marriage
of Ingredients.
Godello had been headed for
extinction. Phylloxera infestations
in the 1900s wiped out many grape
varieties in Spain and bore down
hard on the northwest. To restock
the area's dev^astated vineyards, the
authorities of the time opted to
bring in varieties that could
replenish wine supplies rapidly by
giving bumper yields. Hence, vast

plantations of heavy-cropping
Palomino, which Gallegos called
Jerez, further squeezed what few
Godello vines had survived, 'While
famous in Andalusia for producing
sherry, up in Galicia, Palomino
tends to make dumb, lifeless wines
best suited to quantity rather than
quality.
Life in Galicia in the f950s and '60s
was very hard, with many Gallegos
forced to emigrate to find work.
Those that remained earned what
the)' could from fishing, agriculture
and the slate industry. Galicia has
some of the finest slate in Europe
and among the best quarries, to the
point they call it oro negro (black
gold) locally. Some wise heads in the
wine industry reahzed simple, cheap
cooperative wine was not a good
way to boost employment. Among
them vvas regional agriculture leader,
Salvador Chico.
'Salvador had the idea to send me to
Gennany to investigate wine. It was
enjo)ing commercial success because

of its abilily to give pleasure lo
consumers," said Horacio Fernandez
Presa. Horacio had been a teetotaler,
but so Impressed was he hy German
producers making Kabinett wines
that he underwent a Damascene
conversion and took up what
became the passion of a liferime.
'They had adopted stainless steel
vinification, using totally hygienic
technology borrowed from the milk
industr)'," said Horacio. The date was
1972. It wa.s obvious Palomino
could not be relied on to trigger a
qualiiy wine revolution, so a process
to find suitable candidates was
instigated.

Back from the
brink: Valdeorras
At the headquarters of the DO
Valdeorras, m the mountainside
village of Villamanln de Valdeorras,
director Jorge Luis Mazaira Perez
explained thai the 1974 projeci,
called Reviv^al, recovered Godello
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from the brink of extinction. Tests
were done into what rootsiock liesi
suited Godello. Diverse training
methods were also tried. A major
concern vvas its tendency to mature
ver)' rapidly." Jorge Luis explained. "In
autumn sunshine il can go from 11 lo
13 degrees in two days, givingriseto
high alcohol." Horacio vvas among the
first to identify Godello's potential.
Someone told him of vines on a
hillside that had given c.xcellcni wines
from way back into antiquity, siiid
Jorge Luis,
"There were just a few vines lefi,"
said Horacio. "In all there couldn't
have been more than 1,000 sq m
(1.200 sq yards) of vineyard
surviving." The Revival project
lot)ked into what soils and locations
were best, Horacio said. Bodegas
Godeval. the winer)' he took charge
of, was the first to get to grips with
Godello and also one of the first in
Spain to use ihe stainless steel he'd
spotted in Germany "Our
fermentation hall slill looks new
today, more than 20 years later,"
Horacio said with pride.
At the early trade fairs vvhere
Godello first appeared it was
sometimes hit and miss, admitted
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Jorge Luis. '\ou always knew that
four or five would fail; now that
doesn't happen." he said. Godello is
not a terpenic grape, like Albarino
or Muscatel, he explained, "it tends
lo lake on the aromas of
Icrinentalion." This initial lack of an
immediate varietal aroma has
slowed ils appeal in markets such as
Hriiain, where nose Is considered an
essential requirement of a wine's
attractiveness. Recent careful work
in vineyards and total control of
rising maturity at harvest lime are
beginning to allow Godello grapes
to have both an appealing nose and
a fleshy rounded palate, said Jorge
Luis. "The fantastic thing about
Godello IS ihat it allows terroir to
shine thnmgh, but you have to
make sure odd smells don'i creep
in." A selection table at harvest time
is essential, he explained.
"The surviving Godello vines were
around (SO years old, grafted onto a
hybrid of Vifis vinifera and rupcstri.'s,"
said Horacio at Bodegas Godeval.
"Ninety percent of the Godello we
know today descends from that early
genetic material, aboul 200 original
vines," he observed. A clonal
selection was made and now, with a

deeper under.standing ot what
winemakcrs arc looking for, "we are
approaching a lime when a new
clonal selection could be made, now
thai vve belter undersiand the wines
we are making," he added. However,
he is war)' of narrowing down the
genetic stock loo lightly ' Polyclonal
vineyards may still contain some
very attractive points," he
recognized. Bodegas Godeval, built
into the aiins of the San Migtiel de
Xagoaza Monaster)', has a 150,000botile capacity, harvesting 16 ha
(39.5 acres) of vines producing 6.6
lb per plant. Only Godello wines are
made.
Godeval 2007 is brilliant yellow with
an herbal, lemony nose that is still
largely closed. On the palate il is
quite lull, with good structure. All
grapes are de-stalked, cold
fermented with inoculated yeasts al
18''C (64.4°F) for around 15 days.
The feature Godeval treasures is the
mineral quality dravvm from slate
soils, Godeval Cepas Vellas 2007 is
from old vines on slate in the Sil
Valley It is also aromatically closed
still, Willi potential to open and
flounsh. Herbal and lemony, it has a
very fresh palate, albeit vviih a bit of

a gap mid-palate and as yet a short
finish.

A white as serious
as the best reds
Rafael Palacios, brother of the lamed
Alvaro (Sficiln Gourmetour No. 62),
began his Valdeorras projeci in 2004.
He has made himself hugely popular
by moving his family to the region.
HIS kids go to the local school. "It
shows tremendous confidence in our
region when someone from Rioja
moves to live and work here," a local
woman explained. Rafael's winery is
temporarily located in a modern
suburban house.
A new bodega is to be built next to
some ancient stone terraces vvhere
Rafael has planted vines. The idea is
to use the slope's gravity to go from
selection lable, ihrough vinifitalion
stage, lo bottle. 'The new winery is
ver)' expensive, so we have to work
hard, " said Rafael. His Do Bolo
(name of the region) Louro (second
wine) 2007 is light yellow with a
restrained perfume and a vcr)'
polished palate. It gives the
impression it will mature excellently
in botile despite being made from

the youngesi estate-owned vines as
well as some boughi-in gr;;pi'>
Rafael has around 12 ha (29.6 acres)
planted, from which 26,000 liters
were produced in 2008.
All the grapes are dc-stalked and
pressed. Once chilled, they ferment
in oak foudres (large casks) and
barrels, although 20 percent is
lermenied in stainless sieel. When
the new winery is built in Valdagua.
at an altitude of 750 m (2,460 it),
Rafael hopes lo ferment everything
in wood. .After fermentation the wine
is lefi on its lees undergoing weekly
bationagc to make for a fuller, more
glyceric, rounder palate.

As Sortes 2007 is his top wine,
made from older teiTace-grown
vines in Val do Bibei. Bright yellow,
on the nose it's more accessible,
albeit you know it is going to open
further wilh bottle age. Better
grapes make a difference. On the
palate it is all contained youth. For
the moment wood dominates, but
you can tell the fruit is going to
burst through once bottle age gets
going. It is lemony citric and full in
the moLuh. It spent six months in
barrel afier fermentation. "This is
the most complete wine so far, the
best fruit and the most finely
worked wine," said Rafael.
By now it was clear Godello is a
white grape ihal can be aged. Like
the almosi eternal Bical in Portugal
or Chardonnay in Burgundy it
positively benefits from aging. With
its restrained nose, over-chilling
stuns Godello's aromas, and those
wary of darker yellows, or not
prepared to venture into previous
vintages, are never going to know
the glories they missed. So if you
see older vintages for sale, buy
them, and go easy with the ice
bucket.
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Terroir shines
through
Bodegas Valdesil in Vikimartin de
Valdeorras owns 26 ha (64 acres),
including amazing slate vineyards at
510 m (1,673 fi) above sea level. The
idea behind Monienovo (2008 tank
sample tasted) is to express lerroir ai
affordable prices. Yellow, wilh green
stalky nuances on the nose, il opens
up to an impressively balanced
palate even at this early point in its
evolution. Val de Sil Sobre Lias 2007
is pure yellow. On ihe nose the
influence of ihe lees adds so much
complexity that initially it appears to
have been fermented in oak. On the
palate it is full, glyceric and
rounded.
Pezas da Portela 2006 is rermenied
in oak and then passed to stainless
steel to homogenize. It is rich yellow
with a glorious nose echoing wood

mingled vvith fruit. Old vines from
11 dilfercni plots are harvested for
this wine. Pedrouzos 2006 (500
magnums) is from vines on broken
slate soils in the Pedrouzos vineyard.
While still clearly young, it is rich
yellow, vvith a fabulous nose infused
vviih pure Lerroir mineral hints. It
has a huge length and is an
impressive wane despite obvious
youth.
Roberto Fernandez Garcia's family
has lovingly restored a I'onner 18'''centur)' winer)' thai had lost ils roof.
They own 11,5 ha (28,4 acres) ihat
lie astride what in AD 79 was the Vict
Nova which linked northwest Iberia
with Rome during the reign of
Emperor Vespasian. The winer)-,
called A Coroa ("the crown" in
Galician), makes a wine by the same
name whose 2007 is yellow vvith
greenish hints. On the nose, fruity
greengage mingles with fennel, even
if not too generously yet, ll has a

balanced pakilc, linn .siructLire and a
shortish finish. A Coroa 2006 is
beginning to open up a bit more on
the nose. But it is the 2005 that is
developing a lovely perfume of
icriiary evolution in bottle, with
crisp acidity right to the end,
Adcga O Ca^al. in Rubia. vvas built
to make the 2008 harvest. Jose Luis
Garcia, one of five partners, said
vineyard orientation allows for
perfect maturation of Godello. At
550 m (1.804 fi) above sea level it is
imporiani ihal Godello enjoys slower
maturation. "One of the problems
with Godello is that it matures so
rapidly that lis acidity drops right
down and the alcohol level shoots
up," he said. Jose Luis grew up in
England, vvhere his family emigrated
to in the 1960s.
His Casal Novo 2007 packs peaches
and tropical fruii on the nose. "If we
hadn't gone ihrough the Revival
process we wouldn't be making
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wine," said Jose Luis. "Palomino,
vvhich a lot of the cooperatives still
use, can't make good wine here." He
puts the aromaiic impact of his
wines down lo orientation and age.
"Practically all our vineyards are
from the first plantation 30 years
ago," he said, adding that his
winery has a 60.000-liier capacity,
harvesting from 8 ha (19.7 acres),

Bierzo: versatility
shows
The Roman naturalist, Pliny the
Cider (AD 23-79), mentioned the
wines of ihc northwestern Iberian
setilemeni of Bergidum Flavium,
today called El Bierzo. For Rome,
Bergidums main importance was
gold, vA'hich w-as extracted by
diverting river water ihrough orerich hills. Such wealth contrasts
with 20''' ceniury poverty in the
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wake of Phylloxera. The infestation
hit the region particularly hard, and
while Garnacha Tiniorcra and
Palomino were brought in, the star
grape in the areas recovery has been
the red Mencia, The DO Bierzo
(Spain Gourmctour No, 72) was
founded in 1989 and out of 18,739
tons of grapes crushed a year,
Godello represents a mere 441 ions.
Despite this small amount, Godello
has been attracting increasing
attention and loyalty among
producers and consumers.
Bodegas y Vifiedos Beigidenses is a
winer)' with 10 ha (24.7 acres),
which supplies its entire Godello
lequiiemeni. Carios Fernandez, one
of five family members involved,
says he harvests at two moments,
usually three days apart, to gel the
bcsi GodelUi blend. lli> \"MI,I
Gamelo 2008 was fermented in two
tanks, harvested three da)-s apart

The later and riper lank is much
more aromatically active, while the
palate of the )'Ounger wine has
fresher acidity The wines are
blended to combine characteristics.
"We sell 22,000 liters a year, and our
blend coiuains some Dotia Blanca
while (known as Vaienciana locally)
from ancient family vineyards and
jusl a liny amount of Malvasia." The
blend works well,

A passion for
perfection
.'\t the Luna Bcheride winery
(founded 1987) in Cacabelos,
.Alejandro Luna, son of founder
Bernardo, is enthusiastic about
Godello. 'My father bought this 70
ha (172.9 acre) j^roperty off a man
called Mr. Cascallana for 75 million
pesetas (aboul 450,000 euros) who
liad worked for Gonzalez Bvass,

'including as watchman'," said
Alejandro, refernng to the original
deed of sale.
Two years ago they began replanting
vvith cuttings taken from old vines.
They have 1.5 ha (3.7 acres) of
Godello. "It is selling very well," said
.Alejandro. Luna Berix'ride Godello
2008, freshly bottled, is Godello
with some Dona Blanca blended in
for added aroma. On the nose it is
reminiscent of green apples. "Apple
is very tv^pical of Godello," said
.Alejandro. The winery took early
winemaking advice from Mariano
Garcia (Spuin Gournictour No. 75).
Two of his sons, .Alberto and
Eduardo, collaborate in red wine
produciion.
Luna Berberide 2007 has more color
but is less aromatically forward, with
hints of apple mingled vvith spices.
Its rich palate is a consequence of
having rested on its lees. Alejandro

said. "In 1975, Gonzalez Bya.ss
commissioned a study into this
region and made experimental
plantings of the while grapes
Gewurziraminer and Sylvaner.
probably the first in Spain, even
before Somontano," said .Alejandro.
Prada a Tope, based in the
imjire.ssively restored Palacio de
Canedo (Canedo Palace, circa 1730"),
has made a big effort to move to
more sustainable, organic viticulture,
lis incredibly energetic owner, who
introduces himself with a firm
handshake simply as "Prada", began
life as a shoemaker Today he
oversees a nationwide empire that
includes restaurants, gasironomic
retailing, a hotel, vineyards and a
winery Prada a Tope red pepper are
renowned throughout Spain. His
2007 Godello is "ver)' lightly
filtered" and delivers a wild, joyous
aromaiic experience. The palate

backs up the nose, although the
fini.sh Is a bit short.
.Among the most passionate
proponents of Godello are Giiies
Fernandez Lopez and his wife Juam
Gancedo Hidalgo. Their Bodegas y
Vinedos Gancedo in Quilos was
founded in 1998 to cultivate 13 ha
(32 acres), vviih another 10 ha (24.7
acres) supplying fruit. Their Godello
IS blended vvith some Dona Blanca,
said Gines, who harvests with
infinite care from 63 individual
plots. Most of their Godello comes
from Val de Paxarinas, Gin^s added.
Their Capricho 2007 from Val de
Paxarifias (19,000 bottles), "smells
of broom blossom," he said. It
contains 20 percent Dofla Blanca
"which adds 'wisdom' lo the blend."
Bottle temperature is vital. "If you
let it rise much above 8"C (46.4''F)
it becomes too obvious and less
enjoyable. At its correct
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temperature Godello is truly
gorgeous," Gines said. The wine is
fermented very slowly at a lovv
temperature for a long period of
lime. "This vvay it roughs up the
yeast, giving the impression it was
raised on ils lees," he explained. A
slow, extended fermentation allows
for a richer, fuller mouthfeel.
Gines commented that a
winemaker's eternal problem with
Godello is the need to harvest il
green. •'Allow full maiuriiy and
alcohol lakes over and spoils the
party. But picking green leaves you
with the quandary of how best to
deal with a slightly bitter finish," he
observed. Their Herencia del
Capricho 2006 (1,200 bottles) was
vinilied Burgundian-slyle, having
been fermented in 225-liter
barriques. Vibrant yellow in color, it
has plenty of rich oak cocooning
citrus fruit and jasmine blossom.
The mouthfeel is full, refined,
smooth and long, with a very
persistent, fresh finish.

Ribeira Sacra:
ancient slate
terraces
The vv'orld woke up to the potential
of slate in Spain wiih the emergence
of the Catalan region of DO Priorat

as a producer of world-class wines.
.Alvaro Palacios discovered that old
vines on ancient slate terraces there
produced powerful, terroir-driven
wines, ll comes as no surprise,
iherefore, to find vvinemakers in
Galicia restoring the achingly
beautiful, antique and extremely
steep-sided slate terraces of Ribeira
Sacra.
Although wines have been made
here since time immemorial, the
region only received the right lo sell
Vinos de la Tierra in 1993. In 1996
this was upgraded to DO status.
There are 3,000 ha (7,413 acres) of
vineyard and 2.600 growers, a
typical situation in Galicia w here the
niini/iinciu) (small parcel) inheritance
system divides property like in
Burgundy The average plot is 500 sc(
m (600 sq yards). A total of 2,755
tons of grapes, mostly red, are
harvested annually. Wines can be
made of Godello, .Albariho, Loureira.
Trei.xedura. Torronies and Dona
Blanca.
Adega Pena das Donas (a dona is a
mythological figure, a female elf, in
Galician culture) is located in the
tiny hamlet of Ribas del Sil. The
wineiy owns 1 ha (2.5 acres) and
oversees another 2 (5 acres). One
tiny patch is in San Cosmede on an
incredibly steep-sided V-shaped
valley Farmers use roads vvhere the

inclination is just about manageable,
but owmer Jesus Vazquez Rodriguez
says, "1 often leave the doors of my
Land Rover open jusl in case I need
to jump out."
JesUs has worked vines here for 50
years and founded the winery three
years ago. His wife, Elvira, helps
with pruning. In this dramatic
landscape each plot measures
around 20-30 sq m (24-36 sq yardsl,
he said. The minilundio tradition,
still observed today, stipulates that
one third of an estate be divided
equally between all offspring (la
legilima), another third can be
divided equally or given entirely to
the eldest son (lu inejora) and one
third (la libre dispo.sition) can be
disposed of at will, even given to a
lover. To make up his hectare (2.5
acres). Jesiis had to acquire 30 deeds
of ownership, know as esciituras.
Their .Almalarga, 100 percent
Godello, vinificd on ils lees with the
help of Antonio Lombardia. The
2008 (lank sample) is a wild
ferment (no yeast added) from
hand-harvested bunches vvhich
were taken up the slopes on minirails, Alpine-style. The wine has
apple and gooseberr)* nuances, and
is surprisingly full bodied and
opulent in the mouth. "Working the
lees helps to make the wine
voluminous," said .Antonio.
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Almalarga 2007 has a big nose,
redolent of sophisticated perfume.
The secret, Jesus said. Is ver)- old
vines producing liny bunches.

From Burgundian
monks to
biodynamic ideals
Three rivers, Mino, Sil and Bubal,
drain Ribeira Sacra. The Roman port
of Portus Polumbaris on the Sil vvas
used to export prized wines from a
local patch called Amandi.
Sarcophagus lids In Temes' little
chapel made from Italian stone that
arrived as ships' ballast are proof of a
once thriving trade. Fnnn ihe 6''^
century, lollovving the departure of
ihe Romans, aesthetes began to
arrive to live as hermits in the
valleys. Many gorgeous Romanesque
churches dot ihc slojies.
Winemaking underwent a boost
with the arrival of monastic orders,
including monks from Cluny, in
France.
Adega .Algueira in the curiouslynamed town of Sober, makes a blend
of 45 percent each of Godello and
Albariho and the rest Treixedura.
Owner Fernando .Algueira Gonzalez
works 10 ha (24.7 acres). "The
mineral quality of our soils is always
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very present in our wines. We have a
lot of slate." Terraces on these
exceedingly steep slopes are called
bancales. Fernando barricjue
lerments and then leaves his whites
one year in 750-liter French casks.
He achieves honeyed aromas from
the wood and lemony grapefruil.
"Godello is greai, il always lends
citrus fruit character and structure,"
he said.
"11 vve could return to the ways of
our forefathers in ihe vineyards it
would be great, they spent so much
lime and backbreaking effort there
we just couldn't do it today." Their
weak point vvas poor quality water,
vvhich wrecked winemaking, he
said. Today, wineries are clean and
capable of making great wines, but
vineyards cannot really return to
old, manual viticulture, said
Fernando.
Dominio do Bibei in Langullo.
Manzaneda, is al 550 m (1,804 fi)
above sea level on hillsides
surrounded by vineyards and
mountain herbs. Viticuliuralisi Laura
Lorenzo, 26, has worked here five
years, using organic composts and
pruning during full moons. "In
Galicia, the full moon has always
been considered propitious for
pruning or even culling hair," she
siiid. She cukivates 30 ha (74 acres).

five of which are very old. The 2008
from Bibeiro at 700 m (2,296 ft)
above .sea level (lank sample) is
spectacular in Its aromatic vivacity,
full of freshness and pure,ri]5efruit.
Two clones of Godello arc involved.
Frei(uent bationage makes the wine
big in ihe mouth
Javier Dominguez, who owns the
winery, says Godello is, for him,
"beyond doubt, Spain's greatest
white grape." At harvest, the grapes
pass inlo cooling and drying
chambers vvhere they spend up to
three days. "When it rains these
chambers are vital," said Javier
Winemaking here is gravity driven.
Grapes arc hand selected on a table
and pressed in a small pneumatic
press. From there they pass into
large wooden barrels, then Austrian
foudres and finally Nomblot "eggs."
France's Marc Nomblot began
specializing in concrete wine lanks
in the 1980s. His egg-shaped lanks
offer excellent thermal inertia,
controlled micro-oxidation and
flavor netitraliiy They have become
very fashionable, particularly among
biodynamic producers who believe
the shape helps convey the mineral
qualities of icrroir. greater weight as
well as fruit intensity
A 2008 lank sample from fertile
lowlands is still marked b)- wood
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bui has a spectacular perfume.
"Fertile grounds tend to give less
satisfying acidity," Javier said. Still,
the wine has appealing herbal
qualities, full of thistle. A 2007 lank
sample is utterly spectacular, having
spent six months in new oak, seven
in used and then seven in Austrian
foudres before undergoing seven
months in a concrete egg. "It'll then
spend 14 months in bottle." Javier
said.
The 2006 Lapena. to be released in
November 2009, is full of
.sophistication, a unique and c|uite
special perfume. On the palate il's
glyceric, wilh a hint of something
savory, almost .salty The acidity is
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jusl about enough to carry the wine
into future. It's big and complex.
Sara Perez (Spain Cournu'four No.
63) and Rene Barbicr are partners in
ihis projeci When Javier asked them
over, they initially arrived aiming lo
say no, but when they saw the slate,
they soon changed their minds.
The 2005 Lapena has been on sale
since November 2008. You gei the
feeling it'll improve. For the moment
it's best laid down. Lapena 2004 is
jusl beginning lo open up The wood
is slill present but perfume is
beginning to rise from underneath lo
gently erupt upwards. It's a wine that
commands attention.
Javier and Laura both recognized

that the 2003 Lapena had a
problem. While the palate is pretty
spectacular, the aroma is sulfurburdened, "a problem vvith the
yeast," we concluded. The 2002
Ljipena was the first wine vvhere
total integration ol wood, fniit and
acidity became evident. The
aromatic integration is admirable
and intense, with tertiary perfume
emerging. It has good acidity and
great fruit, as well as a huge finish,
a clear indication that Godello is
world class. It proves that though
Godello drinks well as a jovcn, it
can be outstanding If vinified to
age, making it certainly worth the
wail.

GODELtO
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Harold Heckle is a corrcspondentfor
the Associated Press. Since fiejirst
vi.sitfiJ SfMin as a student, he has kept
himseljconnecleci wilfi Spanish
gasironomic culitjre. On this topic, as a
joi^rfialist he has contrikttcd to ihe BBC
antl to magfizines such as Decanter,
Wine Magazine and Wine & Spirits.
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When faccid wlih a shelf
displaying (dozens of
varieties and hundreds of
producers to choose from,
the wine consumer is left
with a bewildering choice.
Research has shown that
the sawier shopper will
choose first by region and
then by price; however, in
a highly visual market, the
label of the product also
plays a mammoth role.
Whether we admit it or
not, most of us do, at least
subconsciously, judge a
book by its cover.

by Design

Text
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Photos
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Traditionally, cutting-edge label
design and branding has been the
domain of New World wines.
Experts regularly cite the
phenomenally successful Yellow Tail
label from Australia, with its
aboriginal-ins pi red kangaroo motif,
as the benchmark of contemporary
wine brandmg. CJf course. New
World wines have the advantage of a
"blank slate"; vvith no history to
projeci, marketers are in the perfect
posirion lo endow iheir product w-iih
a fresher, more playful look. Spain,
on the other hand, is a country with
a millennium-long histor>' of
viniculture. But it is also one that,
over the past decades, has reinvented
itself in a modern renaissance in the
arts, jjoliiicsand all faceis of culture.
And the image of its wdne is starting
to reflect this shift.

Consumer choice
1 put this premise to the test at La
Cane des Vins, a shop in Barcelona's
El Born district selling wines from all
over the world. With a heavy' tourist
trade and a high number of foreign
local residents, it's a sale bet that a
large number of its customers choose
their wine by the image it projects.
First up, I ask manager Gareih York
if Spain is keeping up wilh trends in
modern, engaging wine label design.
"Of course, just look at the
difference. Here are the French
ones," he replies, whilst pointing to a
rack of bottles featuring various
chateaux, crests and heavy serif
typefaces on white backgrounds.
"And here are the Spanish ones. "
A sweeping gaze does indeed reveal
mmiature reproductions of modern
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art, appealing cartoon-like drawings,
vibrant colors, wacky syTiibolism and
other strong design and graphic
elements. 1 then ask York which ones
have been his latest best sellers, l ie
points lo Lautus, a Tempranillo from
Guelbenzu bodega in Navarre with
an ornate pale ]jink and gold label
reminiscent of an ancieni
manuscript, "ll works really well,"
continues York, "It's almosi Masonic,
yel also feminine and mysterious."
Another iiit has been Dehesa Gago
'G\ which has a minimalist label
feaiuring a large white "G" on a black
background, a creation of maverick
winemaker Telmo Rodriguez. But the
one that has walked off the shelv^es
has been Vi de Gel, a Catalan sweet
wine presented in a stylish, elongated
black glass bottle. York says that
customers were buying it by the
dozen, then asking what sort of wine
it was at the cash register. "A good
wine label can make or break a wine,"
he concludes. "And most cusiomers
do in fact admit to buying by label
alone."

Contemporary
design sense
With Catalonia's strong design and
arts heriiage and knack for branding,
perhaps il's not surprising that some
of the most well-conceived niche
wine brands hail from its \ineyards.
Standout examples include COrigan,
a cava with an Art nouveau-style
label and bottle shaped like a
perfume flask; Pardas, vvith ils
playful jafoili (wild boar) icon; and
Petit Grealo, whose differentiating
and succinct text-only label (by
Barcelona-fiased graphic designer

Joan Beriran) was conceived to
reflect ihe "advanced" character of
the wine: a blend cif Syrah, Merloi
and Cabernet Sauvignon varietals.
Even Ton-es, a leading bodega not
nonnally associated vvith young-gun
vvinemaking, has started to battle
with the upstarts.
"I think that Spanish wine has
changed a lot ov^er the past years,"
says Miguel Torres, head of the
company's marketing division, "and
its image has changed accordingly."
The company currently has tw-o
varieties on the market that have
broken with Torres' 130-year mold.
The first is Celeste. Produced from
the company's only vineyard in the
DO Ribera del Duero, the label
features a seducrivc portrait of the
night sky on the date of the grape
harvest, Nerola, an organic wine, is
an homage to the swirling (and yes.
organic) forms of Barcelona's
modernisla architecture. Mid-vintage,
the label vvas modified and resized
so that it actually wraps around the
entire girih of the bolile, much In
the way a decorative elemeni would
svvqrl around one of the movement's
signature candy cane columns. "Sales
wen I up when it wa? rclca.sed."
continues Torres. "You always sell
more when a product stands out.
Every 2-3 years we upgrade our
labels. If you look at Vina Sol's label
today, it's completely different from
vvhai it vvas 40 years ago, " he slates,
referring to Torres' best-selling, midpnced while. "We do this by making
subtle changes to details, such as the
size of the typeface and color
scheme. Of course, some you can
change more than others. The more
traditional ones we leave alone."
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Pardas, with its
playful wild boar
icon

A5PRIU
PARDAS

Nerola, an
organic wine,
wfhQse label
pays homage
to the swirling
terms of
Barcelona's
modemlsta
architecture

Celeste, which
features a
portrait of the
night sky on the
date of the
grape harvest

Espelt, a company from the relatively
new wine region of LEmporda had
no such tradition to draw from. So
instead they contracted Javier
Mariscal, the renowned Catalan
image maker who first shot to
iniemational fame with Gobi, the
canine mascot for the 1992 01>'mpic
Games in Barcelona, For Espelt, he
has created a corporate image thai
encapsulates the young, lighlhearted
culture of the company. Wine labels
and other promotional material
feature a cheeky collection of
colorful Slickfiguresploughing the
fields, harvesting the vines and
prancing through the vineyards wilh
a glass in hand.
"In the beginning, the most
importani thing for us was to creaie
a brand for our product. We didn't
have any credibility or a concepi
says Espelis general direcior Xavier
Cepero. "ffisiorically, LEmporda has
always had a close association with
art; ever)' village here has ils own
artist or writer. So we approached
Javier Marisca! to creaie something
modem and full ol life, h vvas a risky
ihing 10 do."
Cepero admits that Espells fresh,
carefree image has probably meant
sacrificing a few potential clients,
and thai more conservative
somineliers lend to leave their wines
alone. But the upside is that il has
also helped their export market
(Espeli exports 50% of its 500.000boitle annual produciion) and it has
been pivotal in helping them tap imo
the younger, mnie design-conscious
consumer The brand, claims
Cepero, is particularly popular in
Japan, where the carioon-like
imagery of Mariscal resonates well
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Espelt's labels,
which depict an
assortment of
happy colorful
stick figures,
(>erfectlv reflects
the winery's
young, upbeat
spirit.
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vvith a generation vvhich has grown
up on manga.

Avant-garde
influences
Across the Mediterranean, on the
island of Majorca, two wine
companies have played the outsider
aesthetic to the max. Anima Negra's
diabolic, culi-like imagery^ has been
Inspired by the lovv-ylelding grape
principally used for ils wines: ihe
indigenous, purple-black callel.
Their labels look like ihcy have been
tailor-made for a gathering of Goihs.
with the red 'AN' logo contrasted
againsi a jet-black background and
ci-udely cut in the fonn of ripped
pieces of paper.
On ihe lighter side of ihe specimm
is 4Kilos, a boutique bodega created
in 2006 by Francesc Giimali (who
previously worked at Anima Kegra
and is largely credited vvith rescuing
the callel grape from ubscuiily) and
Sergio Caballero. one of the founders
of Barcelona's enormously successful
modern music and multimedia
festival Sonar. Given their
backgrounds, a novel approach to
marketing iheir two varieties (4Kilos
and 12Volls) was predictable. The
4Kilos website comes wilh neat
feaiures such as You Tube videos and
Google Earth links to ihe vineyards.
"We didnt have the money to hire a
star architect for our bodega," laughs
Caballero (the name 4Kilos comes
from the pair's original invesimenl in
their venture in Spanish pesetas,
w hen a kilo meant a million pesetas
in argoi. Today's equivalent of 4 kilos
is 24,000 euros). '"So we invested
money in our web. We decided that
we would have fun wilh the project
and do something different. For me,
the culture of wine Is a little boring,
and modem wine labels ofien look
verv' "designed ." Instead, they took
inspiration from the French Chateau

12\olLs
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Mouton Rothschild Vkines-ihe first to
use works of art on iheir labels-and
asked two eslablished contemporary
artists for permission to use their
artwork on their bottles. As a result,
4Kilos feaiures the florid, mystical
imagely of Canadian artist Marcel
Dzaraa, whilst 12Vblls bares the
edgy, graffiti-like work of LA-based
illustrator Gar)' Baseman. Boih are
leadingfiguresin the underground
art and design scene. Their visuallyarre.sting labels for 4K!los have
broken ground in Spain by forging a
connection between fine wine and
pop culture, and at the same time
have helped the company cap into a
New World market (4Kilos exports
approximately 50% of its 10,000bottle annual produciion).

The art of wine
The relationship beiween an and
winemaking is as old as the crafi
itself. The Romans regularly featured
Bacchus-lheir God of wine-<in all
manner of artifacts, while the
Renaissance painters eslablished the
connection between the
consumprion of wine and the
creative process ("I feast on wine and
bread, and feasts ihey are," declared
Michelangelo). The modem art

pioneers cemented this relationshlji,
as the image of ihe rough-living,
bohemian artist forged its way inlo
the collective consciousness.
In Spain, the Aragonese winery
Enate, following the concept used by
certain cavamakers ai the end of the
[9ih cenlur)' and shenymakers al the
beginning of the 20'^" century, used
contemporary art on iheir DO
Somonlano label (Spain Gourmetour
No, 73). Their striking and timeless
labels feaiure artwork by some of the
art world's elite, including Antoni
Tapies, Eduardo Chillida and
Antonio Saura.
Founded in 1992, this family-run
business decided from the word go
thai ihey wanted to break the mold.
"Back then the wine market was very
traditional," explains Ramon Jusies,
Enate's art and communications
director, "There is such a huge
number of bodegas in Spain, so you
have to find your place. Our strategy
was to break v^iih tradition and
communicate in a modem
language."
So Enate set aboul finding artists
interested in their proposal. The
process is the same today. Each one
tries the wine and then produces
about five paintings inspired by the
sensations it emits. Enate then
chooses one lor the label, but il also
buys all the originals, which it then
displays in the galler)' thai forms
pan of its stunning modernist
headquarters, a work of Jesus
Manzanares, a Madrid-based
architect renowned for cuiting-edge
winenes. Further signs of the
company's strong commitment lo
contemporary an include a onccyearly gram awarded to an up-andcoming arrist and temporary shows
of their collection in the country's
top cultural palaces.
Admirable patronage aside, Enate's
commitment to contemporary an
has carved them a privileged place In

4 Kilos' label
displays the
florid, mystical
imagery of
Canadian artist
Marcel Dzama,
while i2Volts
bares the edgy,
graffili-like work
of LA-based
illustrator Gary
Baseman,
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S P A iN I S H D E S I G N
BR1NG S
IN
A GOOD
II A R V E S T
A product's packaging is its skin and carries
the basic information the consumer is
looking for. And consumers today are
increasingly well-informed and live in a
society that sets high standards.

New is not necessarily good. But the
emergence of design in the wine world is
showing that there is still plenty to say
about labels and bottles, and these things
are being said.

But packaging can also practice the art of
seduction. The huge range of products on
offer makes for tough competition and
intense natural selection. Products that are
unable to attract attention and create a
desire to purchase are quickly replaced by
others that will achieve higher rotation al
points of sale. You either sell or you die.

The world of wine Is growing. More and
more people now know the difference
between a quality wine and what the
British and Australians call "plonk". But
there are also more and more wineries.
Designations of Qrigin and winemaking
regions and countries.

The rationale of the market is relentless.
Quality is necessary but not enough in
itself-it has to be clearly expressed. This is
one of the reasons why packaging has
traditionally been an important nnedium for
graphic design, and why brand strategies
constantly vie with each other in a race that
is both cultural and economic.
But the race may have certain collateral
effects that we as designers must be careful
to avoid. Quantity and noise are threats to
quality If the emphasis is placed on visibility
alone, the aesthetic element in messages
and its suitability to the content lose ground.
Volume and trendiness then take over and
become the prime values. Ever since the
streamlined, conceptual designs by
Raymond Loewy for Lucky Strike, levels of
semiotic contamination have been rising
constantly
As with gastronomy and architecture,
Spanish design is entering an interesting
phase of maturity, in the wake of design in
other European countries. This can be
explained in part by Spain's political and
cultural situation up to the 1970s.
But Spain is fast making up for its late start
with intense activity in publishing, institutional
graphics and advertising and, of course,
packaging and product design. This is
especially apparent in the world of wine.
In just a few years, a world that seemed to
work behind closed doors and to be stuck in
a groove of repetition has been overwhelmed
by an inrush of new ideas and creativity, and
transformed into an interesting observatory

of graphic trends and new concepts.
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All of this means thai the development of
processes and methods Is speeding up,
as are quality standards and consumer
expectations.
In parallel, the search is on for the
expression of wine quality in its wrapper,
in its presentation. Like pertume, wine
offers plenty of added value. This value
must be passed on in the packaging, the
paper and the printing on the label, and in
the color, the typeface, the glass, the
appearance of the cork. Everything must
be noteworthy and open to appreciation.
The image of the wine should help fix and
create an understanding of ils flavor. It
should also take us back to the winery,
and help build up the image of the
country of origin.
So there is Spanish wine and there is
Spanish design. And today they go hand
in hand.
We need to keep a watch over them
because good harvests can be expected
from both in the coming years.
Manuel Estrada, Graphic Designer and
Art Director, Spain Gourmetour
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the market (the company currently
produces over 2.5 million bottles a
yea r, 20 % o[ which are expo rted).
"There are various messages we are
trying to convey," conti nues justes .
"Th e first is that we are a
contempo rary, high-quality product.
The second is that this is a product
to sha re , something tha t yo u are
proud to put on the table Another
ad vantage is that contempora ry art is
not bound by cultu res . Th e sa me
pi ece o [ art co uld have been made b y
an artist from Chin a or indeed
an ywhere else ."

Exporting an image
Whilst Enate has created an image
free of cu ltural restraints, there are
many companies for whom it's still a
challenge. Exporting is vital for the
n1aJO rity of Spanis h vintners, as they
generally produce considerab ly more
than is needed [or local
consump tion . Catavino is a
consulting firm that helps Spanish
producers break into foreign
markets. Ryan Opaz, Catavino's
CEO , says that he is constantly
shown beautifully-designed bottles
by winemakers who claim ho w
much they are go ing to sell on the
strength of them . He then laughs.
"Label laws in Spain have loosened
up a lot over the yea rs," he says from
h is office in rural Catalonia . "As a
result , there are a lot of OTT and
well-designed labels out there. But
fo r a lot of manufacturers 1 think it's
a case of putting the horse before the
cart ."
Opaz believes that, on an

in te rn at ional leve l, Spanish wine,
which is highly regional by nature,
doesn't have a globally coherent ,
marketable image. He also says that
producers need to carefully consider
their image befo re they ex port, and,
on the whole, should conceive a
tailor-made label for th ei r different
markets .
Madrid-born Javier Rom ero of the
Wine Branding Group agrees with
the latter point. He has spent the last
15 years designing Spani sh wine
labels fo r the US market.
"U you want to make it here you
have to understand the way the
consumer thinks," says Romero,
from his studio in Co nnecticut. "In
Spain, there is much more of an
awareness of wine. Wine was always
on the table, so from a very young
age we lea rn who's who and what's
what. Now Americans are
consuming m ore wine than beer, so
there has been a co nsumer shift. The
growth market here is with the
younger consumers-it's a lifestyle
thing. They are more open to
branding and packaging, or to wine
that is presented in a different way"
That said , he is wary o [ the current
trend in Spain for conceptua l
image ry in wine marketing. "I think
it's out of control. Everyone seems to
be looking for an identity and trying
to compete with the New Wo rld.
They have to find th eir identity and
clea n up their act. All this abstract
craziness , it's confusing."
One of the Win e Branding Group's
m ore success ful , co untry-s pecific redesigns has been for Marques de
Gelida , a cava th at mixes traditional
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Ysios, the Calatravadesigned winery. Its
simple, arc-shaped label
recalls the undulating
forms of Calatrava's poetic
architecture.
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Arag6n's Enate winery boasts
contemporary art on its labels, which
feature works of some of the art world's
elite, including Antoni Tapies, Eduardo
Chillida and Antonio Saura.

E NATE
MER LOT - MERLOT
2006

JEN ATE
AESE AVA
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and symbolic design elements on its
elegant label. "The thing that
impressed me with that makeover is
how immediate the impact was,"
claims Romero. "As soon as the new
bottle was launched, sales went up.
was shocked. " Taking this as an
examp le, and with the label being
the only form of advertising many
producers have , Romero believes
that it is essential for producers to
invest money in their visual
language. "There is no design
integrity in a lot of new labels, and
people are sensitive to that. Labels
need to have a strong personality.
The po int is not to do something
crazy. They need to tell a story. "
One company that has uncorked the
story formula in a hip, stylish and
incredibly direct way- as well as
overcoming Spanish wine's
rationality hurdle-is the Galician
company Rosalia de Castro. Their
Paco & Lola Albarifto, which was
conceived especially for the export
market (a third of its 150,000-bottle
yearly production leaves these
shores) is a stellar example of
lifestyle marketing, which, much like
App le computers does,
acknowledges the co nsumer as much
as the product itself and sells an
"experience". The bottle sports a chic
black and white polka-clotted label
and turquoise blue cap On the Paco
& Lola website, consu mers can read
about the parties and launches
"attended" by the "divine duo" on a
blog (including the Los Angeles
premiere of Woody Allen 's latest fi lm
Vicky, Christina, Barcelona) and link
to style bibles such as the British
magazine Wallpaper and the

influential si re el-fash ion webzine
The Satorialist.
"We are quite a young team, so vve
decided very early on that the image
was very important." says Paco &
Lola's marketing director, EKira
F ure los. "The problem we were faced
wilh was that nobody really knows
anything about us. Overseas they've
heard aboul Barcelona or Madrid but
certainly not Galicia. So we decided
to do something very 'Spanish'-and
that's where the flamenco-iype spots
came in." Regarding the name,
Furelos explains thai whilst Paco &r
Lola are boili quite Spanish names,
they also translate well into other
languages and don't present any real
problems with pronunciation. This
helps ihe wine have global appeal, as
it could be as easil)' enunciated by a
Berlinfilmmakeras a fashion stylist
from Shanghai, both of whom would
belong to Paco & Lola's target
market.

Architecture and
wine
With chateaux, masios (farmhouses,
typical in the regions of Aragon and
Catalonia), monasteries, villas and
other traditional winemalung
faciliiies being standard fare on
many labeb, homage to Spam's
newest wine palaces is a logical step
in the realms of modem wine
marketing. Santiago Calatrava, Frank
Gehr)' and Zaha Hadid are just some
of the star architects that have lent
their vision lo the new wave of
wineries in La Rioja over ihe past
decade in a trend largely conceived
to promote wine lourism in the

region. But It's only relatively
receni ly ilKil hoi lie M.-m!ilaiiLu li.i:,
equaled the visual assertiveness of
the product's home base. One of the
first to do so were the makers of
Ysios, the Calairava-designed winery
that fonns pan of the Domecq
Bodegas group. lis unci uttered, arcshaped label recalls the undulating
forms of Calatrava's poetic stnicture,
Navarre's Selnorio de Arinzano winery
(pan of the Chivite group) has gone a
step further Their first vinoi dc pago
(single vineyard) label features
original archilcciural sketches by
Rafael Moneo, the Pritzker Prizewinning archiieci responsible for
Senorio de Arinzano's elegant,
harmonious project that fuses the
winer)''sold f S'^'-ceniur)' estate with
modem offices antl wings.
Just released onto the markei-and
winner of first prize on the Honours
Board of the 2009 Rcpsol Cuklt,'—is the
limiied edition (5,000 bottles) Frank
Gehry selection for Marques de
Riscal. The exuberant packaging
feaiures an abstract drawing by the
uber-archiicci in the same gold,
silver and grape palaie employed in
his famed City of Wine, a five-star
hotel located on the Marques de
Riscal estate in El Ciego, La Rioja.

Carlos Mena Bayon,
the desigher behind
Mania's latMl. The
bottle features a
charming butterfly
design, as tight and
uplifting as the vwne
that it holds.

The perscnalization
of wine
Modem, digital lechnolog)' has made
the personalization of wine a
powerful, and certainly affordable,
marketing device. A bespoke wine
label is an attractive and prestigious
tool for companies and event
organizers and a handful of
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V'.'lf.JE BY DESIGN

Since 2006. Spain's foremost fashion
evont, Cibeles Madrid Fashion Week,
has commemorated the occasion with a
lailor-made special edition bottle of wine
from the DO Vinos de Madrid.

mi
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companies are now specializing in
the process of making them.
Personalized and rare wine labels
can also become cult items; once a
year the cutiing-edge advertising and
communicaiions agency La Fabrica
approaches an of-ihe-momeni artist
to design a label for their Matador
wine, which is then marketed
ihrough La Fabrica's websiie.
A handlul of bodegas are taking this
concept a step further by involving
the consumer in the winemaking
process. At Ysios, customers who
purchase an entire barrel of ils
namesake Tempranillo can have their
name printed on rhe label when il's
ready for bottling, Pago del 'Vicario, a
bouiique winer)' and wine resori
near Ciudad Real has a similar
scheme. Qil Celdoni, a small bodega
in the Catalan DO Conca de Barbcrii
region, part-owned by Ferran Adria
(he of el Bull] laint'l, inviics people lo
invest in the venture by buying iheir
owm vines. Takers get a 25-year lease
on 20 GPS-tracked vines on Cal
Celdoni's up-market estate and 42
personalized bottles per year al the
end ol the production process. Even
more hands-on activity is available at
AriCava, an innovative projeci run
out of a small masia in Penedes.
Clients can participate in every facet
of the cava-making process,
including the design of their own
labels and cap.
Pairing wine with fashion ha.i also
come into vogue. Since 2006,
Cibeles Madrid Fashion Week,
Spain's main fashion event, has
commemorated the occasion with a
tailor-made special edition bottle of
wine selected ihrough a blind tasting

of the DO Vinos de Madrid. The firsi
bottle featured the names of all 31
designers who participated in the
event in a sleek, graphically-direct
red and black design b)' local
creative Modest Emperatlor

The future
With more and more young
oenologists claiming their place m
Spain's wine industry, il's a safe bei
that ihe image of ils wine will refiect
the aesthetic ideals and tastes of this
new generation, Carlos Mena Baybn,
a designer based in Valladolid, is
witnessing ihis shifi, as he creates
labels for DO Ribera del Duero's
vvinemakers. "It's when their children
lake over the business thai its image
generally changes," he says, "or
when the vintner starts producing
vino de autor (signature wine)." He
cites his design for Mania, a verdejo
conceived by ilie second generation
of owners from the Felix Lorenzo
Cachazo winery. The boitle features a
charming butterfly design, as light
and ujililiing as the wine ihat it
holds." Mania has sold well on its
image." says Mena Bayon. "Bui the
wine is also good and the boitle
reficcts that."
In the near future, designers such as
Mcna Bayon will have new
challenges to face. With wine sold in
aluminium tins, cardboard casks,
mini-dose bottles and even tubes all
gaining popularity in foreign
markets, they will have more formats
to work vvith than the iradiiional
glass bottle. (Freixenei has jumped
the gun on small volume cava wilh
ihe party-friendly Mini Black, vvhich

comes in a cool black and white
bottle with a built-in cup). Opaz
believes ihal Dynamic Wine Labels
will soon become the norm, meaning
ihat cusiomers will be able lo read
notes and ratings of wine on their
mobile phone via an imbedded QR
code {or two-dimensional bar code).
Blogs, social networking sites and
other digital supports may also, in
the future, sway consumers one way
or anoiher on their next wine
purchase.
In the meantime, the label acts as
our windovv to ihe wine. From ihc
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labels on the wine jars found in King
Tutankhamen's tombs to the first,
ivciangular-shapcd labefs of ihe earl)1800s lo today's cacophony of
creative imagery, wine label design
rellccis a social and artistic history as
rich and nuanced as the lasie of wine
itselL
Suzanne Wnles, born in Australia, is a
freelance journalist based in Barcelona.
She specializes in travel, design and
architecture. Her work has appeared in
publications such as Wallpaper, Vogue,
Frame aiitl Concierge.

LOOK

4Kilos
www.4kilos.com
(Spanish), Vinos de la Tierra de las Islas
Baleares
Anlma Negra
www.annegra.com
(Catalan, English, Spanish). Vinos de la
Tierra de las Islas Baleares
Enate

www.enate.es
(English, Spanish). DO Somontano
Espelt Viticultors
www. eel lerespelt. com
(Catalan, English. Spanish).
DO Ampurdan-Costa Brava
Felix Lorenzo Cachazo
viAWV.cachazo.com
(English, German, Spanish). DO Rueda
Gueibenzu
www.g ue I benz u .es
(English, French, German, Spanish),
Vinos de la Tierra Ribera del Queiles
L' Origan
www. I origanca va, com
(Catalan, English, Spanish).
DO Cava

Marques de Riscal
www. marquesderiscal.com
(Chinese, English, Euskara, French,
Gemian, Japanese, Spanish). Frank
Gehry Selection DOCa Rioja
Paco & Lola
www.pacolola.com
(English, Spanish), DO Rias Baixas
Pago del Vicario
www. pagodelvicario .com
(English, Spanish). Vinos de la Tierra
de Castilla
Pardas
www.pardas.net
(Catalan, English, Spanish). DO Penedes
Torres
wviAv,torres,es
(Catalan, English, Spanish). Celeste DO
Ribera del Duero; Nerola and Vina Sol
DO Catatonia
Ysios
www.domecqbodegas.com/castei^ode
gas/index.php? bodega=ysios
(English, Spanish). DOCa Rioja
The Wine Branding Group
www,winebrandinggroup.com
(English)
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New Takes on
Woulid it be possible
to cook (differently?
CouM we prepare tlie
same oM ingredients
in new, better ways?
Could we improve on
time-tested recipes?

TECH

Text
Julia Perez/®1CEX

Phoios
Toya Legido/©lCEX

Translation
Jenny McDonald/©ICEX

MQUES

Culinary techniques are little more
than a set of actions that we repeat
almost mechanically, without
Slopping to think of new ways to do
ihings, or of changes that might lead
lo a better result. We rarely bother to
question why we cook the way we
do. We just follow the set routine,
never doubting the know-how that
has been passed down from
generation to generation, as if it were
absolute truth. Until along comes a
free spirit, showing curiosity and
sparking rebelliousness. Then nonconformism, the driving force behind
change, lakes over Such times of
breaking wilh the past, of
transgression, have punctuated the
history of gasironomy, opening the
door to advances in culinar)'
techniques. These revolutions in the
kitchen uninicniionally raise
gastronomy to new heights. Similar
processes take place in art or certain
scientific disciplines, with every
contribution representing a step
forward.
To understand how cooking
develops, we have to travel in time.
In the past, new gastronomic models
appeared in parallel with sociological
changes. Going back a few centuries,
some of the names that come to mind
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are La Varenne (17^^ century), Menon
(IB'^" century), Careme (IQ'^' century)
and Escoffier (19^^-20^^ century).
Each of them brought a qualitative
change, the birth of a new system
with new rules and methods. The fall
of the aristocracy in France triggered
the birlh of public ealing houses,
when the now redundant chefs of the
nobility started to cook for the
bourgeois, not in their homes, but in
restaurants. But the 20''^ ceniury saw
a different type of change, one
affecting the role played by chefs as
trendsetters. Nouvelle cuisine in
France was born out of chefs'
personal enthusiasm and their need
to establish a different relationship
with their cusiomers.

Thirty decisive
years
In Spain, the changes began in the
Basque Country where, back in 1977,
a group of young chefs (Arzak,
Subijana, Arguifiano, Irizar,
Castillo...) dared to proclaim that
.scilsa verde, the emblematic green
sauce of Basque cuisine, should be
made only from parsley and garlic,
and no longer thickened with flour
And they started to lighten other
u acliiional recipes, under the
infiuence of the modern dietary
approach of nouvelle cuisine. It's true
they made some mistakes, offering a
surfeit of terrines, puddings and pies,
and decorating all their dishes with
tomato fiowers, herbs and cream,
departing from the spirit of Basque
cuisine. But, over the years, their
wildest initiatives have been forgotten
and the essence of whal they were
doing has remained. Today they are
seen as having exerted a great
infiuence. During this initial episode,
changes were worked not so much on
techniques as on ingredients, cooking

limes, serving, etc. Cuisine became
lighter and healthier, cooking times
were shortened and aesthetics
received the importance i l deserved.
Chapter two of this story takes us to
the mid-1990s and feaiures a bright
young man from Hospilalet de
Llobregai (Barcelona). His natural
intuition led him, after a series of
successes and failures, to start
questioning everything and applying
scientific method to the humble art of
cooking. Without being chauvinistic,
nor revering him as a national hero,
there is no doubt that Ferran Adria
marked a turning point, a before and
afier, in Spanish and global cuisine.
His technical contribution to avantgarde cooking is unquestionable, bui
his intellectual contribution is even
greater He caused a re-think among
his colleagues all over the world,
encouraging them to show curiosity
and to experiment. Jacques Maximin
had once told Adria, "creating is not
copying", and Adria took this advice
seriously, creating a new culinary
paradigm: the Adria revolution.

Cuisine, science
and technoiogy
Similar challenges were being faced
more or less at the same time by
scientists such as Herve This in
France, Harold McGee in the United
States, and Davide Cassi in Italy. They
were all, in their different ways,
searching for the answer to the
questions being posed by Adria.
Whal happens inside food when it is
cooked? Can certain reactions be
avoided to bring out flavor, texture,
color, etc.?
At the end of the '90s, cuisine and
science met up and started out on a
path that opened up new horizons,
with encouragement coming from
some quarters and rejection from
others.

11
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Following the example of clBulli,
many chefs began to search for new
methods, new techniques thai would
allow ihcm to acfiieve results that
previously had been unthinkable. But
ihey had to set out across a desen,
with practically no landmarks to
follow. The path was plagued by
doubts and questions, not to mention
lack of understanding, but it
gradually cleared as their experiments
proved successful. And they did to
cuisine what restorers do to
cathedrals: ihey cleaned, polished,
and restored it lo glory. While using
the latest technology, they were
careful to acknowledge the cultural
weight of the taste memory that
existed in each location.
.•\1; I hv' IK
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over these years and the technology
that has made them possible have
helped expand know-how. We could
maybe leave aside the loams-lhe
s)rmbol of so many excesses-bui afier
that whirlwind which looked as if it
might put an end lo food as we knew
it, the fact is thai now vve know how
CO fry better, boil belter, roast better.
And, most imponanily, ihis new
expertise is not limiied to haute
cuisine and restaurants, il has
reached all social levels, homes,
hospitals, schools, etc.
ll'-. - : i m e : l i m u . ' f p , t r . t i k ' S . ' >.iyi.

Adria, "but afier all our innovations,
creations and inventions, I think our
greatest provocation was in the early
1990s when, at elBulli, vve serv-ed
grilled vegetables and fish, ll was
food that was not typical of
gastronomic restaurants, but raiher of
beach eateries and bars. We
converted ihem into haute cuisine.
What vve were trying to do vvas to
creaie a difierent language to respond
to new concepts; to that end, we
devised brand new techniques which
led to the modernization of
preparations."

All the elBulll books have been
important, but it was Ei sabtir del
Mediterraneo (^\993) that really
planted the seed of the Adria
revolurion. "The importance of ihe
sea and ils inclusion in haute cuisine
vvas essenual," says its author "We
reduced fish and shellfish cooking
techniques to absolute simplicity, an
approach that was unheard of in
haute cuisine."

Cooking: from
stews to the Roner
"One of the first ihings I changed
when I started cooking," explains
Juan Mari Arzak. "was the way we
cooked pot ages. In my mother's day,
i Sv'rvthm^; ^^.ls cifkct! •vi;.'i.'M"ii.-r in
one large pan-the meal, vegetables,
and legumes, Bui 1 realized it was
better to cook each ingredient
separaiely That vvay 1 could give each
product the right consistency, without
running the risk of mushy potatoes
and lough chorizo (a type of red
sausage). At Arzak (three Michelin
stars, in San Sebastian), since 1965
ever)'thing has been cooked thai
way-se]>arately It might seem a
minor detail, but in fact it its an
t>sfni i;i 1 s 1 e]T forwafd."
Arzaks initiative created a great
following, and many chefs began
experimenting in their own way with
the process of cooking .solids in a
liquid. Manin Berasategui (Martin
Berasategui, three Michelin stars, in
San Sebastian) has adopted a similar
process for the popular marmitako
(bonito and potato stew). "People
used to cook the bonito wilh the
other ingredients, leaving the fish dr)'
and tasteless. But what I do is make a
good fumei full of flavor, and then 1
use it to cook the potatoes and
vegetables. When ihey're ready, I cut
the fish into dice and fry them
separaiely, adding them at the end.

AriiLhokc hroih, vc(;etable micro-wafers, broad
bc:in!i ,mc] ptas
(Caltli) (il- altHLhoja. mkrclammas dc vt-rduras,
habiliu yguaantfi)

That vvay the fish is slill moist and
full of flavor. It's a great dish." Andoni
L. Aduriz (Mugaritz, tw-o Michelin
stars, in San Sebastian) made his
name for the stocks and broths he
uses to accompany his dishes. These
are wholesome, iiansluceni liquids
without a drop of fat; they draw
admiration. "Preparing a slock is
simple but Lime-consuming. You have
to cook It first, then remove the fat,
then clarify it. To make ihings easier,
all you have to do is ensure thai ihe
liquid does not boil vigorously,
because ihis makes it cloudy The
idea is lo control the temperature the
whole time so that the slock hardly
moves and panicles do not come off
the solid ingredients. I realized this
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Jusl by observing."
The conirihution made by Carlos
Cidon (Vivaldi, one Michelin star, in
Leon) centers on how to cook
legumes (Spain Gourmeiour No. 69),
although he is also an expert on
mushrooms. Basing his observations
on the science of rheolog)', CidOn has
studied legumes under the
microscope, and has proven ihat the
porosity of a chickpea's skin (of the
Pico Parda! variety grown in Castile)
increases if soaked at 60''C (140"F),
I Irs v..:) • lie c\pl.t ii^, "Villi get
ihem to soak from inside because the
lip opens up more and the skin does
not separate from the seed during
cooking." He has also tested
empirically how the percentage of fat
in the cooking liquid affects legume
texture. If cooked in a medium Fat
stock, chickpeas end up greasier than
if cooked in plain water.
The most significant changes in
methods for cooking vegetables were
l-ried Ptto Pardal chickpeas wilh garlic
shrimp and shnmp cn>p
?C(ii ()unciis iff pica dc piirddl frilos
(•(in .ijiiiiifiLis £il li/rduy i/iiji.-iiic' Jt-giii?il)ii.i
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introduced by Navarran chefs who
daringly moved away from Spanish
I radiiion to offer vegetables al denie,
crisp, colorful and full of vitamins.
Enrique Martinez (Maher, in
Cininienigo, Sptiin CDunnciour No.
74). Koldo Rodero (Rodero, one
Michelin star, in Pamplona) and
Ricaido Gil (Resiauranie 33, one
Michelin star, in Tudela) spearheadetl
this small "green movement", Rodero,
in collaboration with farmer Floien
Domezain-probably the person who
knows most aboul vegetables in Spain,
and vvfiose fruil and vegetable
company Floren is now the main
distributor ol quaUiy Iresh produce in
the coimtry-has analyzed the
vegetable universe in Navarre. "Each
vegetable is A world in itself," claims
Rodero. "You can't ovcrgeneralize. but
essentially ihere are three main facioi^
involved: cleanliness, cooking
lempcraiure and water quality
TraditionalK', in order to preserve ihe
color of the vegetables, other
ingredients such as lemon, flour or
parsley were added to the cooking
w-aier. We've found that, when you
wash cardoons or borage, provided
)'ou keep them constantly under
running water, you don't need lo add
anything. Nor should you pull off the
direads because this process releases
an enzyme that encourages oxidaiion.
You should jusl trim ihem using a vervsharp knife, culling lengthways."
Rodero alsci recommends thai the
cooking lemperaiure never exceed
70"C (158T), i.e. the liquid should
never boil, and ihe lype of vvater
available should be studied so tliat any
necessar)' adaptations can be made.
Receni analyses have shown that
magnesium helps fix chlorophyll, so
when vegetables are cooked in vvater
vvith a higher salt content, iheir
colors are retained better Rodcro
declares himself a fanaiic of sous-vide
cooking. "When asparagus is cooked

sous-vidc, vvithoui adding any liquid
at all, the result is sensational because
the vegetable keeps its earthy and
nitratefiavorsbui also ils
characteristic sweetness w^hen it's in
season. 1 always say that when you
cook asparagus in water, you leave its
flavor behind in the water. Cooking
in 3 vacuum is the best way to avoid
ihis."

Tlie work done by Ricardo Gil, in
collaboraiion with liiboratorios Olea,
has helped him quaniify the
advantages of using osmotized water
for cooking vegetables, detennine to
whal extent they oxidize and see how
oxidaiion can be avoided by reducing
the level of water and using a cover to
ensure that the vegetables remain fully
submerged at all times. To this end, he
has designed a set of baskcis, one for
each lype of vegciable. These are
placed in the pan to ensure thai the
original shape is maintained and no
morphological alteration takes place.
Enrique Martinez, Koldo Rodero,
Ricardo Gil, each of them in their
own vvay and guided by intuition,
have traced their owm paths, but all
vvith ihe common aim of improving
methods of cooking vegetables.
An unusual kitchen gadgei is the
Gasirovac, designed by Sergio Torres
(Dos Clelos, ill Barcelona) and Javier
Andres (La Sucursal, in Valencia) in
collaboration vvith Valencia's
Polytechnic University, and sold by
the Calalonian company !CC (Spain
Gounntiour No. 73). It is a son of
pressure cooker in which food can be
cooked sous-vide at a lovv
temperature. An artificial lowpressure atmosphere is created inside,
with no oxygen, in vvhich il is even
possible to fry at low temperatures.
This method retains the texture, color
and nutrients in foods. The best
results are obiained with vegetables
and fish, which end up moist and
tasty

Quique Dacosia (El Poblet, two
Mtchelin stars, in Denia) has written
what is practically a thesis on rice in
his book Amices con tempo ran co.';
(Contemporary Rices). In addition lo
anal)*zing rice varieties, recipes,
utensils, etc, he explains his twophase cooking method. This allows
restaurants to have rice dishes
prepared in advance so ihat they can
jusl be finished off when ordered, but
wiihoui affecting the lexiure. Instead
of pre-cooklng the rice in water and
then mixing it in with the so/ri£o
(sautSed garlic, onion and tomato in
ofive oil), he interrupts the natural
cooking process of the rice, "The
need to serve perfectly-cooked rice
halfway through the menu was what
led us to experiment," explains
Dacosta. "We now stop the boiling
afier eight minuies then recover it
four minuies before taking the dish ici
the lable. We had to find oul how
long it lakes for 98% of the rice grain
to gelatinize, depending on ihe
vaiiety." The procedure is simple. The
rice is cooked in the traditional way,
and alter eight minuies, it is drained
and the cooking liquid set aside. The
grains are placed in an inverted bainmarie, i.e., one containing ice rather
than hot water, lo cool down. During
this process, cooking continues al a
rale of 10%. When the dish is
ordered, the cooking liquid is heated
and ihe nee added lo i l until cooking
is complete,
Dacosia has also tried cooking rice
sous-vide, and Joan Roca (El Celler
de Can Roca, two Michelin stars, in
Gerona) has researched this method.
To achieve absolute precision he uses
a Roner (Spain Gourmeiour No. 73), a
device used in medicine but which
Roca has transferred to the kitchen
with huge success. Many large-scale
rice restaurants or catering companies
now prepare their rice dLshes in
advance using the sous-vide method.
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making the whole process much
simpler Dacosta explains: "'Vi'hat you
do is place the rice in a vacuum pack
with the exact amount of warm slock.
Then you place the pack in the Roner
and cook it at 82''C C180°F) for 60
minutes, ihough the timing may vary
depending on the variety. The pack
mus! then be ctwled down in ice.
Then all you need to do is regenerate
the rice by healing il up in a bainmarie just before sening."'
Sous-vide cooking for all sons of
ingredients has brought a real
technical shift, even subsiiiuiing and
complementing such old-time
methods as roasting. Many
professionals today, instead of
roasting lamb or suckling pig, now
cook them in a vacuum and then
flash grill it to make the skin as crisp
as il would be if ii had been roasted
in the oven. Even in the heart of
Castile in central Spain, where woodfired roasting is a iraditional
technique thai has been mastered by
the experts, today many young chefs
such asjesiis Ramirojr (Ramiro's.
one Michelin slar, in Valladolid)
prefer lo use the sous-vide method in
their restaurants because it simplifies
the logistics of preparation.
The main characteristic of sous-vide

cooking is thai the ingredienis,
whatever they are, retain their juices,
aromas and nutritional properties.
The possibility of prolonging cooking
for a long period at a very lovv
lemperaiure is anoiher way of
preserving organoleptic
characteristics.
As a cooking method, the
combination of lovv temperatures and
vacuum cooking shows maximum
respect for product qualily. Al low
temperatures, chefs can control the
amount of cooking needed b)'
ingredients as delicate as an egg yolk,
'this technique has been developed
with precision by Aduriz, who can
achieve lens of differenL textures for a
single ingredient-from the velvety
graininess of a completely-cooked
yolk lo the extreme fluidity of a
liquid yolk.

Escabeche,
presefA/e or
dressing?
Sous-vide cooking can even be used
to prepare an escabcchc, one of the
earliest and most characteristic
methods used in Spanish cuisine,
stemming from Arab traditions and
practically unchanged over ihe
centunes. Rircipes for escabeches can
be found in the eariiest Spanish cook
books and in Hispano-Arabic books,
such as La cocina hispano magrebi
durante la epoca aimohade (HispanoMaghreb Cooking During the
Almohad Period), a translalion inio
Spanish by Ambrosio Huici Miranda
(Edicioncs Trea) of an anon)Tnous
manuscript in vvhich they appear as
sikbay.
Originally, the main purpose of an
escabeche was to conserve food,
especially in the summer montlis
when it went off quickly It was
iherefore necessarj' to place the food

in an add medium (vinegar) to which
they added spices, herbs and
vegetables wilh antiseptic qualilies
(garlic, coriander, bay leaf, pepper,
and ciims fruii peel, for example).
Cooking times were extended to
ensure that any bacteria were
properly killed off Today, Inaki
Camha (Arce, in Madrid) explains
that escabeches no longer have to
preserve food and are produced for
immediate consumption. This turns
the escabeche into a dressing, and
means the food does not have to be
cooked for hours nor fried previously
as used to be the case wilh trout,
sardines, etc. The goal is to maintain
the flavor that certain foods acquire,
because ihat flavor belongs to our
taste memory. "Whal we've done,"
says Pepc Rodriguez Rcy (El Bohio,
one Michelin slar, in Toledo), "has
been to simplify recipes, making
them more delicate, lighter,
sublimating escabeches. Now ihat we
sometimes prepare them sous-vide,
we have been able to alter the
proportions, reducing the strengih of
the \inegar. Also, the vinegars vve use
are now of much fjciier quality,
usually sherr)' vinegars,"

The revolution in
the frying pan

V\'arm chive stiup, wild garlic and bluefish.
(.Si)f(i nhia dc u-bolUno, ajos srivcsiri-s v pc\i:ados azulcsl

Frying, one of Spain's most
widespread culinary techniques, has
been the focus of much research by
Malaga chef Dani Garcia (Calima,
one Michelin slar. in Malaga), in
CO 11 a boration wi I h Rai m u nd o Ga rcla
del Moral, Professor of Pathological
An,iioniy at Granada Llniversiiy The
resuli is whal ihey call "21 ^'-cemury
frying", in which fish are fried
whole, with their skin and even their
scales. This makes them swell up, as
if cooked en papiiloie, so dial the
llesh cooks inside its natural casing,
;\>Ifling in all ilic :r.oi.-.luiv Wfu-n
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talking to Garcia del Moral," says
Garcia, "he told me how he had been
served an 'inflated" sole at Casa
Joaquin (Almeria, on Spain's
souihern coast) in which the skin
formed a natural proieciion. causing
a double cooking process. And I
realized that in some bars which are
especially popular for their fried
tapas. the anchovies are served with
a swollen skin. So 1 staned lo think
seriously about frying which, in
avant-garde cooking, is generally
ruled out." Bui with frying, il is not
easy lo get the right results and it is
not suitable for all types of fish. The
most suitable are sole and lurbot,
but ihe kitchen learn at Calima has
also been successful with red mLillet,
small red bream, gikhead bream,
and even wlih John Dory. It is
essential for the skin and scales of
the fish to be iniact-any cut or
damaged fish cannot he cooked this
way The lemperaiure is also
imponant. The fish should be
cooked al no more than 1 -2"C (3436''F) to ensure a marked contrast
when it is submerged in oil at 180"C
(356"F), This will blow up the skin,
separating it from ihe flesh, vvhich
cooks in its own Juices. The fal does
not penetrate, it just makes the skin
crisp, "I realized," explains Garcia,
"thai in an hauie cuisine restaurant
we can't serve the fish whole, and
customers usually remove the skin
before eating the fish anyway So 1
had lo re-ihink the recipe. We ended
up serving ihe flesh on its own,
paired with an cinhlanco (a typical
Malaga stock of fish, salt and water)
as a sauce and with the skin served
separately as a crtsp. First we
prepare ihe fillets in the kitchen,
then we re-fry the skin. The dish has
been tremendously successful but its
so complicated to serve that we don'i
always include il on the menu."
Garciafindsfrying fascinating and is

always experimenling. His latest
contribution is a new v'ersion of the
iradiiional (OTtilla de camarm, a
shrimp crisp from Cadiz. In this case,
however, the noveliy is not in the
technique, but in the ingredients. The
flour has been replaced by two
transparent starch wafers-discovered
by Garcia injapan-with the shnmp
inserted between them in a spiral
shape. The result is a crunchy, very
delicate filigree, ihe sublimation of
this Cadiz specialty, in which the
shrimp are not overwhelmed b)'
either the Hour or the oil. Pure poeirv;
fhc Riojan cliel Francis Paniego
(Echaurren, one Michelin star, in
Ezcaray in nonhem Spain) has also
made an important contribution to
the an of frying. His famous Hake in
batter fried at low temperature (4.5 "C /
113 "D has really made the headlines
in Spain, and hundreds of
chefs-even people cooking at
home-are making it on a daily basis,
"The idea came from watching my
mother," says Paniego. "When she
cooked for the restaurant, she used
to fry the hake portions in hoi oil,
then leave them for a few minuies in
the oil bui off the heat. I thought we
should be able to achieve the same
effect by carefully controlling the
lemperaiure, first fr)ing the fish in
hot oil for a few seconds to form a
crisp outside layer, then submerging
It 111 oil at 45"C (113"¥). The result
is exceptional, as if the fish had been
cooked the whole time at a very low
temperature, confit-siyle." He vvas
right. His hake with rice soup and
fried peppers is one of the simplest
yet most delicate dishes 1 have ever
lasted. Hidden beneath a golden
wrapper is a portion of immaculate,
white fish that falls into fresh, juicy
Hakes full of fiavor A celebration for
the lasie buds.

MiJ)'nijI(jl,'Li (Albacnre tuna and potato stew)

Emulsions, soups
and delicate
sauces
There is a whole range of
preparations that basically consist of
an emulsion of a fat or oil with other
ingredients. They include the popular
ciJioIi (made from extra virgin olive oil
and garlic) from Spam's east coast,
Basque pdpil (an emulsion fonned
from the gelatin in cod skin wilh
olive oil), and the iradilional
Andalusian cold soups: gazpacho
(tomato-based), ajohlanco (with
crushed almonds), salmorejo (vvater,
tomato, vinegar, olive oil, salt and
pepper) and porra anteqiierana (with
bread added).
All these preparations have changed
over the years either because of the
arrival of new kilchen devices such as
the ThermomLx, which makes it
ptis-sible to fonn emulsions of a
smoothness ihai vvas previously
unimaginable, because of changes in
the actual process as with pilpil, or
because of changes in the wav' the main
ingredient is treated, as vvith the garlic
in mtxlem aliolis. And all of them have
seen ihe inclusion of other ingredients.
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Creamy rice w-ilh artichoke,
clain and Manchego cheese
Olnoz crcniosD dc iilcailio/u,
almeja v Qucso KUnchcgo)

"We never imagined," says Garcia,
"that a popular, everyday cold soup
such as gazpacho could be
transformed inlo haute cuisine. In
1998, when 1 was just 22, 1 made my
first gazpacho wilh goose barnacles,
following in the footsteps of Ferran
.Adria and his lobster gazpacho. It was
a provocation, certainly, but the rcsull
was an elegant, smooth, veiy refined
suni.i llial COLI.LI
r^.-. t I\ vvc-li Hear
comparison vvith the vichyssoises
served in French haute cuisine
restaurants." In this case, technolog)'
and moderate use of certain
ingredients such as garlic were
decisive for this new-look gazpacho.
Mari Carmen Velez (La Sirena, ui
Alicante, Spain Gourmctoiir No, 74)
has done something similar with
alioli, described by Josep Pla (a
Spanish wmter and journalist, 18971981) as a "youthful sauce, one that
.stimulates die senses and encourages
h)'perbole". The first dictionary
reference to alioli dales from 1600
and, although the formula does not
api^car in the recipe books of Sent Sovi
; I 4'^' veiiiii:\-. auth.-iT nj liu lir-^t
collection of Calalonian recipes) or
Rupeno de Nola (15'*' century, author
of Libra de guisados, manjares y potajes),
it vvas certainly part of popular cuisine
even before their time.
Behind its harmless appearance as a
delicate, light emulsion is die power
of garlic. Binding Allium salivum with
oil is not ea.sy, and a shon cut is ofien
taken by adding other
ingredienis-water, stock, vinegar, a
few drops of lemon juice and egg
yolk. This practice has degenerated
into the widely-used "false alioli",
which is essentially garlic-fiavored
mayonnaise.
The genuine, traditional method was to
cmsh the peeled garlic cloves wilh salt
in a marble or china nionar, forming a
creamy paste. The oil was then added
gradually in a process which, to avoid
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COOKING IN LIQUID
Legumes

Stocks

• Traditional method: No control ot
temperature or liming of soaking
and cooking processes. All
ingredients cooked together.
• Updated method: Temperature
control during soaking and
cooking. Each ingredient is
cooked separately according lo
the time it needs.

• Traditional method: Boil all the
ingredients together for a relatively short
time, then strain and remove the fat.
Leave to settle to remove any cloudiness
and then filter again,
• Updated method: The ingredients are
used raw, without being fried at all so
there is much less fat. Everything is
cooked together over a very low flame
for a very long time al almost exactly
boiling point. This means the liquid
hardly stirs so it does not become
cloudy and does not have to be filtered.

Rice
• Traditional method; Cooking rice
for one period of 18-20 minutes.
• Updated method: Two-stage
cooking. This makes it possible
to prepare the rice in advance
and finish the cooking process
just before serving. The traditional
method has not changed, but,
rather, it is iDarried oul in two
Stews
• Traditional method: Boil all the
Ingredients together for the same
amount of time. Drawback: loss
of nutritional and organoleptic
qualilies.
• Updated method; Cook each
ingredient separaiely for just the
time it needs to retain all Its
nutritional and organoleptic
qualilies.

Vegetables

• Traditional method: No special method
for cleaning or trimming. Cooked in
plenty of water, adding other products to
prevent or reduce oxidation,
• Updated method: A specific method is
established for each vegetable to
prevent oxidation.

EMULSIONS

ESCABEGHE

.Aiioi;

• Traditional method: Ttie foods are
cooked at length in an acid medium,
usually vinegar, the aim being their longterm preservation,

• Traditional method: An emulsion of raw
garlic and oIK'e oil made by manually
cmshing the gariic with salt lo obtain a
creamy paste, then gradually adding oil,
• Updated method: Use of boiled or
roasted garlic to make the flavor milder,
and manual or mechanical production of
the emulsion. Inclusion of new
ingredients.
Cold soups
• Traditional method: The ingredients are
crushed and water and olive oil are
added to form an emulsion. The texture
is thick and may be lumpy.
• Updated method: ll is essential to use a
food processor to fomi the emulsion at
high speed, thus achieving a very fine,
delicate texture.
Ptipil
• Traditional method: The cod is cooked
with the skin on in olive oil and the
emulsion is formed with the gelatin from
ils skin.
• Updated method: The sauce is prepared
separately using cod skins cooked in
olive oil to form an emulsion. Then the
sauce is poured over pieces ot cod
which are finished in a cool oven for
approximately 12 minutes.

• Updated method: Reduction of cooking
times and use of quality vinegar so that
the food acquires added aromas. The
aim is no longer to preserve the food,
but to give It a special flavor and texture.

FRYING
Confit
• Traditional method: Portions of battered
fish are submerged In oil at 17(PC
(338T). First a caist forms on the
outside, then the oil is removed from the
flame and the fish is left in it to continue
cooking for a few minutes,
• Updated mesthod: The temperature and
timing are calculated exactly. Rrst the
pieces of fish are fried in hot oil a i d then
transferred to oil at 40°C (104°F) until
cooked. This is similar to making a confit
in olive oil.
Traditional - 2 1 " century
• Traditional method; Whole, battered fish
is submerged In oil at 17D°C (33S=F),
Only small fish can be used (anchovies,
whitebait, red mullet, etc.)
• Updated method; The technique is the
same but is used for large fish so that
the skin forms a papillote, creating a dual
cooking process. First the food cooks on
the outside, forming a smooth, crisp
exterior layer. It then cooks gently inside,
without absorbing any oil.

SOUS-VIDE
• This new method allows foods to be
cooked without losing any flavor or
nutritional qualilies. It replaces both
cooking in liquid and traditional roasting
(lamb, suckling pig, flsh, etc.).
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curdling, requires skilled wrisiwork
and plenty of patience.
Velez has become Spain's alioli expert
for two reasons: the fine sauces she is
capable of producing, and her
thorough .study of the process. She
diSIingiIisht'S beiween dilfereni types
of garlic-purple Pedroneras and
white garlic arc not the same-and
.someiimes prefers to use cooked
garlic. If boiled or roasted, the
shaipness of the garlic is reduced and
the sauce becomes more delicaie.
This allows her to produce hundreds
of different aliolis-wiih almond milk,
orange, foie gras and seaweed, lo
name a few. What might seem
newfangled nonsense is, in fact, just a
continuation of long-established
tradiiion in which added ingredients
might well have been pear, quince,
potato or bread. In her hands, an
alioli becomes elegant, with the
strengih ol ihe garlic in check lo
prevent il from overwhelming the
other ingredients. "The garlic should
he treated one vvay or anoiher
depending on whal son of alioli you
want," says Velez. "You remove the
germ and sometimes you use il raw,
sometimes boiled, sometimes roasted.
That way it loses its piquancy but the
taste remains."
Something similar has been done vviih
Basque pilpil sauce, to vvhich chefs
such as Manm Bcrasaiegui and Senen
Gonzalez (Saganoki, in Alava) have
added new ingredienis, achieving
some unusual flavors. "Preparing pilpil
in the restaurani is always
complicated." says Berasaiegui. "You
have to prepare the sauce in advance
and then add the cod just be lore
serving. I couldn't prepare it like my
moihcr and my aunt used to do."
Traditionally pilpil vvas prepared by
healing extra virgin olive oil with

garlic and then placing the pieces of
cod in the pan with the skin side
down. The pan then had lo be genily
but consiaml)' shaken for the fish to
release its gelatin, slowly forming an
emulsion. The problem is that the
pieces of rod may fall apan when they
bump into each other, spoiling the
appearance of the finished dish, and it
has to be served as soon as it is
prepared, so il must be made poriion
by portion. "1 lound a vvay to prepare
the sauce," says Berasaiegui, "by
making an emulsion wilh garlic oil
and the gelaiin from cod skins,
keeping the oil ai a verv' lovv
temperature. Then, jusl before serving,
I sprinkle carel'ully-cul pieces of cod
with the emulsion and place them in
the oven, also at a low lemperaiure,
Atler aboai 12 iiiinuics, the olive oil
has penciraletl ihe fish and ihe center
has reached the right lempermiitc."
Berasaiegui has also expenmented
with adding citrus fruil skin to ihe
pilpil lo give it an unexpected aroma.
This brief review must include Victor
Argi nzo n i 2 (EI xeba r ri, nca r San
.Sebastian), the real innovator behind
the ancestral technique of grilling
(.Spain Gourmeiour No, 71). Fie has
shown how such delicate products as
caviar or baby eels can gain a lot from
chargrilling.
Jnlf£i Peres i.s a food writer who has
worked for over 15 years as the
gastronomy editor of several magazines
(N-lla Cocina, Vogue, Gala, Biba, File).
She aho writes regularly for the
newspaper Cl Mundo and Esquire,
Spanoraiiia and Vino+Gasironomia
magazines, as well as other media in
Spain ami elsewhere. She has published
several books and rf.s(aio'ati( guides. In
2005 she received the Spcuiish National
Gasironomy Au'tird/or jnunialism.

Spain G'tiiiriiifitJKr would like lo thank
chef Claudia Bertorelli for her
collaboration on the photo shoot at La
Huerta del Emperador, vviih the help of
Alambique (kilchenware shop and
cooking school).
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Thirteen is the total number of UNESCO-declared World Heritage Cities
in Spain. Thirteen gems all shining by their own light, but jointly making
up quite a piece of jewelry which, since 1993, have comprised the Spanish
Group of World Heritage Cities. Thanks to the savoir-faire and expertise
of their custodians, these well-preserved ancient urban spaces, laden
Text
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Past

RICHES
.4vilas Wall

Yerbii Tower wall, Caceres

Today's

ASSETS
with history and impregnated with the legacy of diverse cultures, are
shining bright again, not just for a mere few but for all of us. In this
second of three articles, we stroll around the august palaces, churches
and convents of walled-in Avila, and penetrate into the sinewy alleys
and splendid squares of medieval Caceres.

Keenly aware of the relevance of
their cities' heritage-not only as
invaluable monumental enclaves
bearing witness to an otherwise
irrecoverable past, but also as a
sizeable source of income from
tourism, a sdmulus for cultural
expansion in Spain and abroad, and
a source of cohesion for the local
population-in 1993, the mayors of
six cities (Avila, Caceres, Salamanca,
Santiago de Compostela, Segovia and
Toledo) gathered for the first time lo
unite forces and exchange
experiences. They have been
gradually joined by the remaining
localities (Alcala de Henares,
Cuenca, Spain Gourmetour No. 75;
Cordoba, Ibiza, Merida, San
Cristobal de la Laguna and
Tarragona).
Soon the group will take possession
of ils new permanent seat in the
briUiantly-refurbished Palacio de los
Verdugo (Los Verdugo Palace),
which will also house Avila's
complete historic archives, in
addition to the third external
UNESCO office (after Venice and
Moscow). So why not let this
characteristic 16''i-century palace be
the point of departure for our stroll
through monumental Avila?

towers, 2,500 merlons and 9
imposing gates. Once there, you can
do two things: take a guided walking
tour or, map in hand, just wander
around, meandering in and out of ils
gates, as the UNESCO protected area
also includes some magnificent
churches and convents outside the
main wall. And, of course, there's no
reason why you can't do both! Or, in
order to take in the inner city and
behold the splendid views on the
nearby Sierra de Avila, you can take
a walk high up along the
exceptionally well-rehabilitated
ciciarve (battlement), perhaps even
attending one of the theatrical visits
organized regularly in summer

From gate to gate
Upon reaching .Avila-at 1,127 iii
(3,697 ft) it's the highest located city
in Spain-and not unlike millions
before you, you will be aweslmck by
the appearance of its over 2.5-kiii
(1.5-mile) long, fully-intact
surrounding wall wilh 87 fortified
A\'ila's Wall

74
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The Palacio de los Verdugo was
built as a markedly defensive
mansion with two lateral towers,
only a few upper windows on its
sparingly but beautifully-decorated
facade, a matacan (a narrow stone
balcony generally located high
above the entrance door from which
unwanted attackers could be fended
ofO, a large zagudn (a remnant of
Arab architecture; this typical
entrance hall shields off the interior
from visitors or intruders) and a
gorgeous porticoed patio, allowing
the natural light to pour into ils
surrounding quarters. The building
is certainly representative of the
civil architecture from that era, of
vvhich Avila, the "City of
Noblemen", preserves an impressive
number by chance of fate. They, of
course, rival the numerous splendid
Roman and early Gothic convents
and churches.
What cannot go unnoticed in front
of this palace is the massive
rudimentary stone carving of whal
appears to be a bull. Over 50 of
these life-size zoomorphic
sculptures representing bulls and
boars can be found spread
throughout the city They are a
testament to the presence of Avila's
eariiest dwellers, the so-called
Vettones, a livestock breeding
people settled in an area of western
Spain beiween the Duero and Tajo
Rivers. At the Centro de
Interpretacion de La Veitonia
(Veltonia Museum), you can get a
comprehensive idea of this preRoman culture and ihe well-

WORLD HERITAGE SITES '^^J^
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preserved remains of their
seiilcments, or cosin's, throughout
the area. The museum is housed,
together with the municipal
governmenl building, in the
majestic Torreon de los Cuzmanes
(Los Guzmanes Tower), soaring
high over a number of neighboring
noble mansions. Most of these
sione-cast witnesses of past riches
have been beaulifully renovated and
now contain official institutions,
banks, museums or hotels. Don't
miss out on sipping cocktails to the
sound of the piano on the patio of
the Renaissance-style Palacio de los
'v'elada (Los Velada Palace), now a
hotel, perhaps after a visil to the

Mcrcadn Grande Square, .•\\'ila
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peculiar cathedral which lies
opposite.
Initiated In the 12'h century but not
completed until the 16'i', its not only
Spain's eariiesl Gothic cathedral, but
it's also one of Europe's mosi
outstanding examples of a foriresschurch. Ils apse is foriilied with a
triple row of oversized battlements
with interior galleries and firing
holes protruding from the city wall.
You can actually see it for yourself
walking alongside the cathedral and
through the Puerra del Peso de la
Harina (Gate of the Flour Weight) lo
the other side of the wall.
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Extra civitatem
nulla securitas
Once you're there, to your left lies
what is probably the mosi interesting
pan of this sober, imposing granite
wall. Fonunalely tourists no longer
have to comply with the Latin
premise above; "no security outside
the city". The wall has remained
greatly intaci most certainly due to
extreme poverty here in the \9^^
centur); vvhich prevented the city
from expanding and abolishing its
older sirucmres. With the help and
expertise of Moorish workmen and
Jewish handcrafters, the wall vvas

built in the 12''' ceniury to secure a
solid stronghold during the
painstaking recovery of the Araboccupied Iberian Peninsula, known
as the Rcconquista. The fact thai
remains of nearby Roman
settlements were often used here is
clearly visible. Abutting the outer
wall you will also see a series of
modest buildings that used lo be
butcher shops.
Today its stables house La Bodeguiia
de San Segundo. a bustling wine bar
(open until 1:30 am) vvhere you can
taste any wine by the glass, always
accompanied by a lapa (a small
serving of food). "In Avila ihey're

Avila's Wall

free," says Emilio Rules, ils jovial
owner Patrons can choose between
select Iberico ham, delicious cccina
(dry-cured beef typical from the area
north ot Avila), excelleni carpaccios
and even the classic T-bone steak,
the latter iwo from the famed PGl
Carne de Avila (beeO (LInique lands
produce unique meats, page 83), Il
conies as no surprise that it was
wn I ten up in the New York Times.
Rufes has been in the wine business
for almosi 40 years and, logeiher
with his wife Paqui, also runs the
nearby Vinoleca, w-hich boasts over
1,300 differeni wine references
where you can get all the advice you

need on any wine you like. Now, as
you resume your walk, head two
doors down lo Teo Legido's
workshop for a chat and a look al his

Municipal govenn^nl building

elegani minimali.st pieces of
contemporary gold jewelry: And why
not surprise somebody with a truly
unique gift?
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Something mystic
in the air
"1 was born in Avila, the old walledin city, and 1 think that its almost
mystic silence and serenity entered
my soul at birth", wrote Miguel
Delibes (born 1920), one of Spain's
foremost contemporary authors.
Indeed, although il certainly is lively,
Avila has a singular quietude to it. It
is not only the city of noblemen, but
also the city of Saint Teresa (15151582), one of Spain's great universal

LITTLE

BITS

So what do we do with egg yolks? The
question seems fair in an area where
sherry was traditionally fined with egg
whites. Religious orders were the perfect
beneficiaries and it is precisely in the
convents of southeastern Spain where
the confection of yemas (yolks) allegedly
originates and from there spread to other
convents throughout the country. There
are Vfemas de Sevilla, de Ecija and de
Cadiz, Yemas de San Pablo, and certainly
the most widely-known are Yemas de
Santa Teresa from Avila. However no
nuns are directly Involved here. It was
Isabelo Sanchez who started making
them in 1860, and even though for well
over a century it remained a family

mystics. Here she was born, here she
wrote her famous works, and here
she spent most of her life, especially
at the Monasterio de la Encarnacion
(Monastery of the Incarnation) some
3 km (1.8 mi) from the city and well
worth a visit. But let's walk to the
Convento y Museo de Santa Teresa
(Saint Teresa Convent and Museum)
via Avila's central square, known as
Mercado Chico because of the
traditional farmers' market still held
here every Friday. It is a porticoed
square presided over by the
municipal government building from
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operation, Avila became inseparably
linked to ils famous yolks and vice-versa,
so much so that in order to safeguard
quality the product had to be patented as
imitations showed up everywhere. You
will find Vfemas de Avila in the city's
ubiquitous pastty shops; however, only
the three gourmet stores called Flor de
Castilla sell the original Yemas de Santa
Teresa, still 100% handmade today with
the best ingredients: egg yolks slowly
stirred into sugar syrup, left to solidify just
enough to be gently hand rolled into small
balls and dusted with powdered sugar
The ethereal texture, beautiful deep yellow
color and exceptional taste surely make
them bits of heaven.

where small streets, full of little
shops, run towards all cardinal
points of the wall. At the Baroque
Carmelite Convent, popularly called
The House of the Saint, you can visit
the chapel built where Teresa was
born in 1515. It features a statue of
the saint as well as a beautifullycarved Christfigure.The adjacent
museum holds manuscripts, clothes
and other relics. October 15'*', the
day of her passing, is celebrated wilh
a large procession and a solemn
mass, which attracts thousands of
devotees to the historic site.
Yet popular religious fervor aside,
Avila has also become the seat of the
first Centro Internacional de
Estudios Misticos (International
Centre for Mystical Studies),
founded by the municipal
governmenl with the support of
official and private institutions and
UNESCO, which closely collaborates
on the frequent events of
international scope organized in the
city These include monographic
congresses, seminars, musical and
other performances and exhibitions
like the recent Art and Mysticism,
which filled the city center with

XkTcadt] tirande Square, A\nla

bronze statues by the cubist artist,
Jacques Lipchiiz (Lithuania, 18911973i. The foundation also includes
a novel muliistor}' Ceniro de la
Inieipreiacion de la Misiica (Centre
lor Mystical Inierprciation) where,
armed with a wniten guide, you are
invited to experience your own sense
ol mysticism.

Minding the body
However, noi only the spirit but also
ihe body needs to be nurtured, and
you happen to be in the right spot.

rhrough ihe Pueria del Rasiro
(Rastro Gale) jusl across the street, a
waft of wood fire will undoubtedly
draw you to Meson HI Rastro,
probably the most well-established
restaurant in Avila; Maiiluz, one of
the friendl)' waitresses, lias worked
here for more ihan 40 years and
knows several generarions of
assiduous clients by name. On
weekends people often drive from
Madrid jusl for lunch, "We're like a
big family," says Pilar Sanchez, who,
togeiher with her brother, is the
fourth gene ration in charge of ihe
family business. This is ihe place to
taste typical palatas revolconas (diced
potatoes stirred slowly unlil forming
almost a puree in olive oil perfumed
vvith fresh bacon, spicy pimcnton,
garlic and w-ater) or PGl Judias de El
Barco de Avila (beans) (Spain
Gout-metoar No, 69), a wonderfully
delicate white bean stew. Bui these
are merely appetizers. As a main
course, ir\- the lender roast suckling
pig or the famous chukia de Avila, a
veal chop that cuts like butter.
Desserts are all homemade and, if
you have withstood the temptation
until ihen, order Ycmas de Santa
Teresa, Avila's quintessential sugared
yolks (Little bits of heaven, page 78)
with your coffee.
Now, as you leave the city, exit
ihrough the Pueria del Puenie (Gate
of the Bridge) and over the wellpreserved Roman bridge crossing the
Adaja River towards the Cuatro
Posies (Four Posts) monument,
vvhich offers a spectacular view of
the walled city But then again,
periiaps don't need to walk up that
far Just after crossing the bridge v'ou
will find El .Almacen, vvhich used to
be a grain warehouse; today it is a
restaurani mn by Isidora Beotas,
who reigns in the kitchen, and her
husband Julio Delgado, who takes
care of the resiaurani and its bodega.
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The views from their huge bay
window are spectacular, especially at
night when the wall is lit; enjoy
them over a lovely dinner and a great
glass of wine.
It will not be easy to say goodbye to
Avila, but there is always a reason to
come back. As we menlioned in the
(irst anicle of the series, this is noi
meant to be an accurate guidebook,
but raiher a ghmpse of the city; there
are many more things to see and
experience. Jusl check Avila's
calendar and organize your visil to
coincide with any of the numerous
events and medieval reenactmenls
planned throughout the year in this
placid and welcoming city.

Sampling views
and products
Schedule perniiiting, we now
coniinue to our next destination,
Caceres, some 200 km (124 mi)
away. Our journey leads us beiween
the Sierras of Avila and Credos inlo
the lovely Jerte Valley, and from there
ihrough the vast Exiremaduran
dehesas (a melange of woodlands and
meadows), crowded with livestock,
to Cacercs. Il is a route that suggests
many interesting shon deiours, like
the aforementioned casiros and the
magnificent Monasierio de Yusie
(Yusie Monastery), and luck has it
thai il also allows us lo sample some
of Spain's outstanding qualily
designated products along the way.
Our first stop will be in El Barco de
Avila, where some of Spain's special
dried beans arc produced. Their
quality, evidenced in the buttery

texture of the cooked beans that you
may remember from Meson El
Rastro, was officially recognized with
PGl status in 1984. Although ii's
accompanied by seven other types,
the ]udia blanca rihon, or white
kidney bean, and the oversized
judion accouni for aboul 90% of
production. A nice place to visit—in
addition lo the Castillo de El Barco
dc A Vila (Id Baivo de Avila castle)
and its magnificent Roman bridge-is
the cooperative store on Mayor
Street where, in addition lo other
regional products and wines, you
can see how the l^earrs come neatly
presented in 1 kg (2.2 lb) sacks all
provided with numbered tags.
We now drive along gently sloping
foothill meadows where the Negra
Aviiena, characteristic black cattle
from Avdla, graze (Unique lands
produce unique meats, page 83),
and then gradually up lo the
Tornavaca pass. The eniire Jerte
Valley stretches out below,
culminating in an immense silvery
reservoir. As pretty as It is, the valley
truly shines in all its ephemeral

Municipal goverment building

beauty in spring when, for just a few
days, the cherry tree orchards on
both of its slopes are in full bloom.
This stunning display attracts
thousands of viewers from difl'erent
countries. Sheltered from ihe
prevailing northern winds, il is not
surprising that, in this microclimate,
the valley has been producing
quality cherries since they were first
planted here in the 14''' ceniury
Although over 40 varieties are
grovvm, only a few produce the
famous Cereza del Jerie, a PDO
certified, red to purple, crunchy
cherry, always sold without the stem.
It is also unsurprising thai, in
addition to the many difiereni
preserves, the area also produces an
all-natural cherry eau-de-vie and
liqueur, which go by the name Valle
del Jeric. Export efforts are well
under way, so keep an eye peeled.
We coniinue our route all along the
valley towards beautiful Plascncia
and, jusl before enienng, we make a
short detour to JaraLz de la Vera,
where the Regulatory Council of the
famous PDO Pimenton de la Vera
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(paprika) resides. This small area
produces the unique smokeflavored, deep red pepper powder
knowm as pimentdn. It comes in three
different varieties; sweet, sweei and
sour, and spicy, according to the type
of pepper used: jaranda, jariza and
jeromin, respectively, all from
selected Capsicum annum and longum
seeds. The pretty Museo del
Pimenion (Paprika Museum) in
Jaraiz's Plaza Mayor focuses on the
history and producuon process of
this wonderful spice, widely-coveted
by gourmets and professionals and
exported all over the world (albeit in
small quantities). And before leaving
this village, you should visit a tiny
shoe store where, for over 150 years,
Teodoro Sanchez's family has
handcrafted beautifully-embroidered
tradiiional shoes. "Dorin" and his
wife Angela will be delighted lo
show you their collection, take your

order, and forward it to you
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wherever that may be. It's a good
thing Christian Lacroix hasn't got
wind of it... yet.
Our next and last stop immediately
before reaching Caceres is the village
of Casar, where the creamy, but
pleasantly pungent and fragrant torta
of the same name is produced. This
peculiar PDO sheeps' milk cheese is
dealt with in detail in Spain
Gourmclour No. 75. If you haven't
tasted it yet, now is your chance, and
if you have, you'll surely be eager to
savor il again in ils place of binh.

Breathing it in
"Caceres is a city to be breathed in,"
affirms Amparo Fernandez, its
director of tourism. So let's take a
deep breath and be carried away
Like in Avila, IQ'ii-centur)'
backwardness has meant
preservation. Caceres, well before it
became a Worid Heritage City in
1986, had already been proclaimed

the 3'''' monumental complex of
Europe as early as 1968 (after
Florence, Italy and Tallin, Estonia).
But compared to Avila's majestic, yet
somewhat distant, granite
architecture, Caceres seems more
proximate. Us surrounding waU,
built by Almohads (occupying
Berbers) in the 12''' century, is
mostly made of adobe but is not
always readily noticeable, as over
time it was partly sandwiched in by
buildings. Here palaces and
churches, although no less imposing,
are made of the simpler stonework
supported by massive cornerstones
and beautifully-sculptured arches.
While traces of prehistoric and preRoman cultures remain (Vettonic
boars will cross your path again),
Caceres became a relevant colony on
the Roman Via de la Plala (Silver
Route). However, the city gained
tme relevance under Arab
occupation and, as it was not
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Anybody familiar wilh Spanish
gastronomy will rave aboul its
mari/elous hams and other dry-cured
products, but what is far less widely
recognized is the outstanding

iVI E A T iS

reputation of its fresh meat. This is why,
under the auspices of the instituto
Innovacarne (Innovacarne Institute) and
with linancial suppori from the European
Commission, a group of beef, veal and

lamb producers all holding PGl status (12
in total, among them the aforementioned
Carne de Avila, and Ternera de
Extremadura (veal), Spain Goarmetour No.
67) launched an ambitious three-year
nationwide campaign to promote and
underscore the offrcially certified, highly
sanitarj;, health-promoting organoleptic
qualities of their meat. The campaign's
slogan is Carries Onicas de tierras unicas
[Unique lands produce unique meats).
Miguel Morillo, director of the PGl Ternara
de Extremadura, explains that relevant
factors include the animals' diet and their
environment. As a general rule, adults
graze practically all year round in open,
often sloping meadows which offers the
following advantages: movement allows a
fine infiltration of fat and causes the meat
to be more savory and lender, and eating
grass and herbs aromatizes the meat but
also produces substances beneficial both
for our health and for a better
conser^/ation of the product. So next time
you travel through these unique lands,
don't hesitate to savor their unique meats.
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Parador, Torreorgaz Palace, Cacerf

"reconquered" until 200 years later
than Avila, was far more influenced
by Arab and Jewish cultures.
Accordingly, more vestiges have been
preserved and are still being
recovered. Not to be missed is the
city's gorgeous 11'•'-century multiarched aljibe, or cistern, in the
basement of the Casa de las Veletas
(House of Las Veletas), also home to
the Museo de Caceres (Caceres
Museum). Just opposite we find the
fortified mansion known as Casa de
las Ciguenas (House of Storks). It
features a tall tower, the only one not
"beheaded" by Queen Isabel 1 (14511504), who, allegedly in an effort to
put a halt to regular armed feuds
beiween inner-city noble families,
had the upper part of all towers
removed (in reality she did it as a
favor to its owner, who had taken
her side in the dispute over the

inheritance of the throne of Castile).
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The fact that it's called House of
Storks is no coincidence; storks are
as intrinsic to Caceres as its
monuments, and if anything
intermpts the reigning silence, it's
their characteristic clappering. There
is not one outstanding point without
either a stork or a nest. Marcelino
Cardalliaguet, the Extremadura
representative from SEO/BirdLife in
Spain, explains that as many as 178
couples and over 300 nonreproductive storks are registered,
making it by far the largest urban
population in Europe.

Be their guest
Here, as in any historic Spanish
town, convents are not only a deeprooted part of architectural heritage,
but many also tend to be industrious
places where delicious traditional
homemade pastry is produced. At

the nearby 15'*'-century Convenio de
San Pablo (San Pablo Convent),
Clarisse nuns coniinue to make their
delicate bits of heaven; the famous
Yemas de San Pablo (Little bits of
heaven, page 78).
Now let's stroll to the old city center,
to the Plaza de Santa Maria, an
irregular square surrounded by a
number of magnificent medieval
buildings. Caceres owes that era's
great wealth to therichesbrought
back from the New World by its
conquerors-in their majority from
impoverished Extremadura-as well
as to the lucrative transhumance and
wool trade. There is the church of
the same name with a bronze statue
of San Pedro de Alcantara (patron
saint of Extremadura) who, upon
touching his feet, grants such
disparate favors as passing exams
andfindingfiancees.The Palacio de
los Moraga (Los Moraga Palace), jusl

across the way, houses the
Centro Provincial de Artesania
(Center for Handicrafts), which
offers ihree floors of beautiful
samples of the most varied
traditional and contemporary
handicrafts from all over
Exiremadura on display and lor
sale.
Wandering up and down these
cobblestone alleys undoubtedly
whets one's appetite, so we head

to nearby Torre de Sande. It is a
I'onified vine-covered mansion that
houses a cozy resiaurani and
beautiful garden where Cesar Raez
delights his guests wilh what he calls
•"classic-daring" cuisine. Based on
regional and seasonal products, il
includes a choice of what is one of
the area's gasironomic fortes; game.
His Cocirici cie Gaza (Game Cuisiiicl
afforded him the 2006 Gourmand
World Cookbook Award for the best
local cookery book in Spain (Spain
GouiTJictour No. 70).
Bui hear ye, hear ye! Under the
auspices of Relais & Chateaux, right
next door, construction is in progress
of an exclusivefive-starhotel
conceived by the phenomenal team
of Tofio Perez and Jose Antonio Polo,
owners of the famed two-Michelinstar restaurant Atrio (Spain
Gourmetour No. 68), which attracts
food and wine connoisseurs from all

over the world to Caceres. And
keeping with the trend of investing
this exceptional historic selling with
21 ^'-century luster, just few a feet
away, the magnificent Palacio de
Torreorgaz (Torreorgaz Palace), home
to the Parador (Spain Gournielour
No. 69), will undergo
comprehensive refurbishment
startifig in May.

Beyond the wall
Exiting through its Puerta de la
Estrella (Gate of the Star), down
below we find the Plaza Mayor
watched over by the magnificent
Torre de Bujaco (Bujaco Tower) and
surrounded by while stucco
buildings. Every year in November
the square lakes on its old guise and
for a few days becomes the center of
a huge medieval market thai spreads
throughout the old city and attracts
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over 100,000 visitors. After a shon
walk from here we reach the Gran
Teatro vvhere, ihroughoui the year, a
wide range of cultural indoor events
are organized; however, vvith its
generally mild climaie, Caceres is
also the scenario of a number of ver)successful outdoor festivals such as
Womad (World of Music and
Dance). Play! Cdceres (contemporary
music), Irish Eleadh (cellic music)
and Classical Theatre, among others
Jusl across from the theater, one of
Gabriel Mosiaza's small stores will
provide you with a snapshot ol the
best traditional products IVom
Exlreniadura. The store, which is a
feast lor ihe eyes, and its aromas will
undoubtedly tantalize your appetite.
So now is the lime to wrap up our
visit wilh what Juan Mari Arzak (one
of Spain's foremost Basque chefs)
described as a "magic" meal at El
Eigon de Eustaquio in San Juan Plaza
(San Juan Square). Today the
restaurant is run by Eustaquio's
niece. Pilar Blanco. ".As a gid I used
to be so happy in the kilchen," she
says, smiling. Today she runs the
show, and continues to radiate thai
same happiness. Decoration is
simple, but inviting, leaving cenier
stage to the food that is always
delicious. "Things ihal work don't
need lo change," says Pilar In
addition to their hallmark perdiz
esiofada (braised partridge), other
emblematic dishes are fiiie (fried
morsels of lamb with potatoes),
oven-roasted lamb and suckling pig,
venison, or locally-found
mushrooms and criadillas de la lierra,
a trtiffle-like tuber For dessert, iry
their delicious i;is£ji(i( dc higo (fig
biscuit glacd).

nearby Segovia or Salamanca, and
vve have strolled ihrougli splendid
Caceres, but not through
neighboring Trujillo and Mcrida. It
just goes to show the unparalleled
density of Spain's historic and
cultural heritage, always casi in
splendid landscapes and enlivened
by a myri.id of events and superii
gastronomy. Our next trip w ill take
us to the Mediterranean vvhere vve

will visit Roman Tarract', present-day
Tarragona, and Phoenician Vkslini,
loday's while-washed Ibiza. Il will be
an entirely difliercni experience so we
hope you will join us again!
.Alike van Wijck Adan i'- ,i MU ii'h'\:isi
and has a Master's degree in
gastrontmiy from BosUm University.
Her articles (lavc appeared in The
Boston Globe.

mm

Here yet another journey revealing
some of Spain's hidden treasures
draws to an end. We have been to
stalely Avila, but haven't visited
Isan Juan Square and Church. Giccres
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Paul Richardson/OICEX

lllustralions
Luis Serrano

A pepper is just a pepper-right?
Wrong. There are hundreds of
Capsicum types the world over,
and a good proportion of them are traditionally
grown in Spain. Some are hot, some are not. Some
are made for drying, others to be ground into
pimentdn (a type of paprika from Spain) and others
are grown specially to be eaten fresh. They are
omnipresent on European supermarket shelves at
almost any time of year: big, fat, brightly-colored
peppers from southern Spain, with a mild and
inoffensive flavor. But there is a great deal more
to the world of Spanish peppers than the
intensively-grown products of Murcia and Almeria.
A host of traditional varieties, as-yet little-known
outside their places of origin, offers an unsuspected
wealth of curious shapes and aromatic flavors.
Paul Richardson reports on the Spanish pepper
varieties that are poised to hit the big time.

PEPPERS
Born to

be Mild

The pepper and the numerous
relatives of its extended
family-green, red, orange, yellow,
small and spicy, large and sweet-are
one of the characteristic ingredients
of Hispanic cooking in the widest
sense. Their uses in Spanish cooking
can be broadly divided into three.
They can be dried and ground into
powder to produce pimenton, a
uniciue Spanish flavoring and an
irreplaceable elemeni in any sellrespecting spice rack, from Cadiz to
La Corufia and from coast to coasi in
Spain. They can be preserved whole
by various methods: in vinegar or
brine, or peeled and bottled in their
own juices. And last but not least,
they can be eaten fresh, in or oul ol
season, as an ingredient in one of
countless Spanish recipes. They are
so ubiquitous that, like the tomato,
they are easy to take for granied;
how^ever, without them the worid
would certainly be a poorer place.
In the kilchen. peppers are happy
either lo take center stage or to
blend discreetly into the
background. Green pepper is an
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essential element of cold soups like
gazpacho (.cold vegetable soup), as
well as Spanish summer recipes like
Majorca's trempo (lomato, onion and
pepper salad). Classic summer
vegetable dishes like pisto (vegetable
stew with egg])lant, tomato and
onicm) and tiimbet (oven-baked
layers of potato, eggplant and
pepper) would be literally
unthinkable vviihout peppers, green
and red Stuffed peppers, with a
filling of ground beef, pork and ham,
morcilia (blood sausage), salt cod,
mixed shellfish and/iT rice, are a
staple of culinary life in Navarre, l ^
Rioja and ilie Basque Counii v' The
Basques add green pepper to their
potato and salt cod tortilla; the
Aragonese use red and green jieppers
in the sauce known as cliilinciii'n.
As a culinary resource the pepper is
vinuallv' limitless, and few world
cuisines offer a richer testament
to ils versatility.
Peppers of one sort or another are
never far from the vegetable basket
in my own kilchen. Just in the last
week, if 1 cast mv mind liack. I fried

whole green peppers in olive oil as a
garnish for lamb chops grilled over a
fire of vine cuttings. Ifinelychopped
antl genil>- sauiecd a green pepper in
olive oil along with tomato and
onion (knowm in Spain as a sojriio)
as a base for wild boar stew, and 1
sliced red peppers into bold chunks,
giving a burst of color and flavor to a
rice dish with chicken and
vegetables.

A rich history
The genus Cctp.slLuni belongs lo the
family Solanaceac. vvhich also
includes the potato, eggplant,
lomalo and deadly nightshade
(belladonna). Of the five cultivated
species of Capsicum, that which
encompasses by lar the widest
number of varieiies is Cap-sicum
anniami. Under the umbrella ol
annuum we find most ol the peppers
cultivated on a worldwide scale,
from Mexico to Italy, Peru to Spain.
The pepper vvas first encountered by
Spaniards on Columbus' second
voyage of discovery (1493-1496),

^-4
when the great conquistador
observed the natives eating a frtiit
similar in shape and color to a small
chciT)'. The fruits seemed lo be very
spicy, vvhich led them to believe that
this was a relative of pepper-the
spice, not the frttil-thereby laying
ihe ground for a confusion vvhich
has continued lo puzzle and
infuriate both cooks and linguists

•4
to this day. The Spanish word for
pepper (the spice. Piper nigrum in
Latin) is piniienla, and il vvas under
this thoroughly misleading name
that Columbus brought the first
Cap.sicum back to Europe. The
learned Fernandez de Oviedo
(historian of the Indies, 1478-1557)
described the plant knowm as aji (the
name by which hot peppers are still

known in much of South .America),
as "the piniienta of the Indians, a tall
plant with grains or pods as large as
a finger in length and width", vvhich
would now coincide with ihe
different varieiies of pepper (in
Spanish, piinicnfo),
the pepper is a rich source of
carbohydrates, proteins and minerals
such as potassium, calcium and
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phosphorus. High in vitamin C, it
also contains vitamins A, 81, 82, E
and P The popular belief that raw
peppers are indigestive turns out to
be the culinary version of an urban
myth. Exactly the opposite is true;
the properties of peppers as a
foodstuff include inducing appetite
and aiding digestion, while also
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acting as a mild disinfectant.
As the world's fifih largest producer
of peppers, with 4.09% of the total
(after China with 53.85%, Mexico
with 6.48%, Indonesia with 4.22%
and Turkey wilh 4.18%; FAO.
2007), Spain boasts a magnificent
variely of these often overlooked
vegetables. The center of pepper

cultivation on an intensive scale is
the province of Almeria. where
Capsicums account for as much as
40% of all the available surface area
(in greenhouses). Produciion on this
scale is largely dependent on the socalled Morron variety, and especially
Lamuyo, the familiar fat, fle.shy,
mild-flavored pepper typically found

PEPPERS

o
o
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on the supennarkei shelves of
Northern Europe. Following the
Morron in tenns of quanlily are the
Cristal varieties, vvhich are long and
thin, are mostly eaten green, and
have a sweetly penetrating aroma.
Thereafter come a host of varieties,
most of which are unknown outside
Spain, or even outside iheir home
terriior>'. To calculate the number of
pepper varieties in this counir)' is
even beyond the scope of experts in
;hc held, given the extraordinary
biodiversity within the Capsicum
family. Often cultivated for ceniunes
in private vegetable gardens, Spain's
specialist pepper varieiies are highlyvalued by local chefs and gourmets
but are seldom seen outside their
home regions. For the vast majority
of consumers, peppers are simply
peppers, and the awareness of
differeni varieties ihai exist, for
example, wilh respect lo the lomalo
and ihe potaio, has not yet come
into being.
But 2009 looks set to be a year of
change for the Spanish pepper. Some
of the finest local varieties are finally
being recognized for their unique
qualilies, and recognition in ihe form
ol PGl (Protected Geographic
Indicalion) and PDO (Protected
Designation of Origin) is on the way
for a generous handful of them.

Some like it hot
One of the varieties soon to receive a
(long overdue) PDO is a pepper
which has enjoyed something of a
boom in receni years, its fame
spreading throughout Spain and
even abroad. The Pi mi en lo de
Herbon, a pepper from Galicia

(norihwesi Spain) that has become
famously known as Pi mien to de
Padron, partly owes its success to a
curious botanical fact: while most of
these peppers are naturally mild in
flavor, a few examples on every plant
develop a spontaneous piquancy
Around 10% of Herb on peppers are
spicy, but this percentage rises the
longer they are left on the plani.
Here is a vegetable that effectively
comes with its own marketing
slogan. "Unos pican y olros no"
(some are hot, some are not) was a
traditional saying in the region of
Herbon, and is now known all over
Spain, 10 ihe point where il has
almosi become a proverb illustrating
the loiter)' of life, along the lines of
"some you win, some you lose".
The Pimienlo de Herbon is a small
pepper, usually measuring 4-6 cm
(1.6-2.4 in) in length, and always
picked green. As traditionally served
in the tapas bars (a tapa is a small
sening of food) and restaurants of
Santiago de Compostela, the big city
closest to ils original place of
cultivation, it was simply fried in
olive oil and sprinkled with coarse
salt, and eveniuaOy Pimietiios de
Herbon-known almosi universally, if
incorrectly, as Pimienios de
Padron-look their place amt^ng ihe
classic dishes of Galician cuisine,
alongside pulpo a Jeira (octopus with
potatoes, rock salt, sweet pimenion
and olive oil) and lacan con grehs
(pork shoulder with turnip tops). In
Galicia, a popular combination was,
and is, sardinillcb" con Pimicnto de
Herbon: small sardines fried with
peppers on the side. In the Plaza de
Abasios (Abastos Square), the great
central market of Santiago de

Compostela, il's slill common to see
famiers' wives silling beside big
baskets of fresh green Hcrbon
peppers, vvhich they usually sell by
the hundred, not by weight.
The "Russiati rouleUe" aspect of
ealing Herbon peppers, noL to
mention their glorious green color
and near-addictive flavor, makes
them enormous fun to eat Though
they had been grown in the region
for centuries, their "boom" began in
the late 1980s wilh the advent of
improved distribution and
refrigeration systems. The fashion for
Herb6n peppers quickly spread
ihrough the diaspora of Galician bars
in the big Spanish cities, especially
in Madrid and Barcelona, where
there were large permanent
communities of expatriate Galicians.
And from there ihey made the leap
into foreign markets. Growing
demand led to a Herbon-tyjje pepper
being grown in Murcia and Almeria,
and even in Morocco, for export to
Argeniina, the US and Great Britain.
This has led to the eventual creation
of a Protected Designation of Origin
for the Pimiento de Herbon. The
demarcated area centers on the
moulli of riiL- I ";i,.i R:vcr, on ilic

borders of Ponievedra and Coruna
provinces, and includes the villages
of Padr6n, Dadro, Rois, Poiitecesures
and Valga. Two cooperatives are
mostly responsible for the
produciion of Pimienlo de Herbon
within ihe PDO area: Pimerbcin and
A Pemenieira. One source estimates
total produciion vviihin the PDO at
around 1,700 kg (3,748 lb) per year,
principally during the main grovving
season of mid-May to late October.
The pepper that's sometimes hot,
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OCouto

Gernika

PIMIENTO DE O COUTO

PIMIENTO RIOJANO

PIMIElvrTO DE H E B B 6 N

Zone

Zone

Zone

La Rioja
Shape
conical with a slightly pointed end
Color
intense scarlet
Skin
slightly uneven
Length
16 to 18 cm / 6.3 to 7.0 in
Flavor
sweet

Galicia: La Coruna and Pontevedra
Shape conical or truncated conical
Color bright green
Skin slightly rough
Length 3.5 to 6 cm / 1.4 to 2.4 in
Flavor
90% are sweet, 10% are spicy

Galicia: Corufia province. Petrol county
Shape
trapezoidal taincated cone
Color
ciark qreen with a sliqht qloss
SKin
sllghlly craggy
Length
4 to 8 cm / 1.6 to 3.1 in
Flavor
sweet

PIMIENTO DEGERNiKA
Zone
Basque Country {Guipuzcoa, Vtzcaya and
part of Alava)
Shape biangular, long and narrow, with a
very pointy lip
Color very glossy medium to dark green
Skin delicate and fine
Length 6 to 9 cm / 2.4 to 3.6 in
Flavor spicy
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Fre.sno-Benavente

I

I

PIMIENTO DE ARNOIA
Zone
Galicia: Orense (Amoia muniapallty and
town ol Merens, Cortegada)
Shape
large, long and beil-stiaped, with 3 or 4
lobes and 4 ribs
Color
yeHowish-green
Skin
smooth and glossy
Length
11,5 to 13,5 cm/4.5 to 3.1 in
Flavor
smooth, not spcy

PIMIENTO DE
OIMBRA

PIMIENTO DE
FRESNO-BENAVENTE

Zone
Galicia: Orense municipality, Venn
county
Shape
regular and elongated
Color
light green with slightly yellowish
tones
Skin
smooth and shiny
Length
8 t o 1 7 c m / 3 . 1 to6,7in
Flavor
sweet

Zone
northeastern Castile-Leon (Leon, Zamora
and Valladolid)
Shape
rectangular
Color
intense red
Skin
smooth with 3 or 4 lobes at one end
Length
810 12cm/3.1 lo4.7in
Flavor
medium sweet, slightly bitter and not spicy
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sometimes not, has a close relative in
the far north of the country whose
growers like lo boast that it's never,
ever hot The Pimiento de O Couto
is grown exclusively in the counly of
Fcrrol, in the verv' furthest
northwestern reaches of Galicia and
of Spain. According to Antonio
Rivera of the Mabegondo Agrarian
Research Center (ClAM), which has
been working on the PDO projeci
lor Herbon and the PGl for O Couto
peppers, the similarity between these
two varieties mav have a hisiorical
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explanation. Peppers and
monasteries in Spain are intimately
connected, given that it was often
the friars sent as missionaries to the
New World who brought back newspecies and began growing them at
home. Despite the distance beiween
ihcm, the monasteries of Herbon
and San Mariiho do Couto belong to
the same order It would seem
logical, then, that the pepper was
originally brought from South
Amenca during ihe 15''' centur)' and
vvas planted by the monks in the

gardens of these two monasteries,
where over lime the Pimiento de O
Couto began lo develop along
slightly different lines from its
relative in Herbon. The O Couio
pepper is larger, usually around 6-8
cm (2.4-3.1 in) in length, and grows
erect on the plant, whereas the
Herbon pepper hangs from the stalk.
11 is grown by only 40 to 60
producers over a surface area of jusl
3.5 ha (8.6 acres), and, as is
common in Galicia, these producers
operate on a family-run basis. Some
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consumers delect a grassierflavorin
the Pimienio de O Couto than in
that of Herbdn. But the main
dilference is in ihe heal, or raiher,
ihe lack of it. In a part of the world
where spicy foods are not widely
enjoyed, the Pimiemo de O Couio
has made a name for itself locally for
its reliably non-piquaniflavor.As-yei
unknown beyond the borders of
Ferrol counly, it remains to be seen
whether the PGl (whose final
bureaucratic hurdles are due to be
overcome some time this year) will
give this product the boost ii
deserves.

Sweet and gentle
Gailcia is prodigal in iradilional
pepper varieties. Of the eight or so
Capsicum types recognized at the
local level, at least four are
currently looking for iheir niche in a
much wider markelplace. Hailing
trom the south of the region, the
vaiieiies of Arnoia and Oimbra are
very different from their small
and occasionally spicy norihem
cousins. These are big, sweet, palecolored peppers, perfect for use in
cooking when slill green, or for
roasting and preser\ing when ihcy
turn red. The Pimienlo de Oimbra
hails from the counly of Verin, where
it has been planted for generations
by local families and is virtually
unknown outside this small area,
ihough an attempt was recently
made lo begin exporting them to the
UK. The Pimiento de Amoia is also
large, long and hell-shaped, wilh a
shiny and yellowish-green skin, but
at 50-90 g (1.7-3.2 oz), it's smaller

and lighter than its relative, which
weighs in at beiween 70 and 400 g
(2.5-14,1 oz).
Jose Manuel Garcia, a professor at
the University of Vigo, knows these
peppers better than anyone; Garcia
produced botanical studies as part of
the team working lo set up the PGl,
soon to be awarded to both of them.
He emphasizes the localized nature
of these two varieties and iheir
perfect adaptation to the climate of
souihern Galicia with its hot
summers and cool, wet winters. In
practice they are organically growm,
since chemical fertilizers and
pesticides are rarely used by the
la mi lies who farm ihem on a liny
scale, Tradiiionally. these varieiies
have been served fried as a garnish
for roast meats, as pan of a summer
barbecue menu, and Garcia also
describes a wonderful-sounding
empanada (pie) made in the area
around Verin feaiuring a filling of
fried Oimbra peppers wtih onion
and ground meal or shellfish, Garcia
sees the culinary liiiure o{ both
Amoia and Oimbra varieiies in the
ever-changing world of Spanish
lapas, proclaiming their excellence as
pan of a pisio and in ihe classic
peppers stuffed wilh ground meat
Their sweet and delicately aromatic
flavor also makes them ideal, he
claims, for more refined treatment in
mousses and pasteles (a soft "cake"
analogous to a lerrine).
The excellence of Galicias
contribuiions to the Capsicum
family is well-known lo Marcelo
Tejedor (Casa Marcelo, Santiago de
Composlela, Spain Courmeioiir No,
54), who is rapidly becoming knovra

as the Autonomous Community's
miiM iiilliicnual L iu-: W-lu::! I
mention the Arnoia pepper during a
conversation with him, Tejedor goes
inlo raptures about its "softness and
perfume. It's wonderful in season,
you could eai it raw, il's crunchy and
mild, or roasted, or fried, ii!s
absolutely delicious!" Tejedor points
out thai, apart from ihe omnipresent
Padron/Herhon, the pepper family
plays a relatively modest role in the
gastronomic life of Galicia, Its main
use is inguisos (casseroles and
stews), especially those featuring fish
and seafood, as part of ihe initial
sofrito wilh onion and lomato. In his
own life and cooking, hovvever, ihey
have a much wider use. As the son
ol' fruit and vegetable merchants, he
remembers his mother serving ihem
stuffed, roasted and preserved in
olive oil. Among the sesisonally
varying dishes on his daily menu, 1
have seen roast sardines wilh
Herbon peppers, hake with a sweet
and sour red pepper sauce, and sea
bass served vAith a stock made with
locally-grown green peppers. He
stresses that his dishes very rarely
use hot peppers, "We are more fond
of gentleflavors,"he says, "and when
ihe Herbon peppers are hoi, people
round here usually put them to one
side."

Basque roots
A general dislike of hoi and spicy
foods is common to Spain's nonhern
territories, where inany of the
counir)''s classiest pepper varieties
are to be found (there are few
notable exceptions to this general
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rule, one being the piquant Guindiila
vasca, A long, green and exceptionally
hot pepper, preserved in vinegar and
a popular Basque delicacy). The
famous Pimienlo de Gcrnika
(Gernikako piperra in Euskara) is
thought to have been growTi first as a
hot pepper, but had the heal bred
out of il over centuries of adaptation
to the mild and humid conditions of
the Cantabrian coast. Traditionally
left to mamre on the plant and
subsequently dried in long strings, It
vvas mainly valued as an ingredient
in such t)'pical Basque dishes as
bacalao a la vizcaina (salt cod with
peppers, onions and tomatoes) and
angalas al pilpil (elvers in olive oil
emulsified in fish stock). Over lime
this custom declined, and nowadays
the variety is used above all as a
green pepper, picked when it is still
sweet and tender, and used for
fr)ing. Grown mainly in the counties
of Txoriherri, Murguia and Busiuria
and harvested during the months of
April to November, it normally has a
conical, slender shape, a deep glossy
green color, and measures beiween
6-9 cm (2.4-3,5 in) in length. One of
its defining characteristics is its fine
skin, vvhich when cooked is so
delicaie chat it virtually melts in the
mouth.
The variety in question takes its
name from Gemika, a small town
near Bilbao with a tremendous
s)mibolic importance in Basque
politics and culture (the Picasso
painting Gucrnicct commemorates ihe
bombing of the towTi by the
Germans in 1937). The area around
Gernika was both the cradle of the
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variety, where it was princi]ialiy
grown, and where it vvas mainly sold
in the town's Monday produce
market. The Pimiento de Gemika is
now a hugely popular vegetable in
the province of Vizcaya, consiiiuiing
ihe region's most important
agricultural crop after lettuce. Of the
province's total crop, 40% is sold to
other parts of the Spanish state. The
variely has been protected under the
qualily control scheme for Basque
food products with the Kalilatea seal
since 1993. Moreover, the Gemika
pepper is likely lo have its verv' own
PDO b)' the end of the year.
Historic Basque cookbooks such as
E! Amparo (1930) and the
Marchioness of Paraberes
Enciclopedia Culinaria (1940) include
the Gemika pepper among their
specified ingredienis, AH the
imporiant Basque chefs of our time,
from Martin Berasategui (Martin
Berasaiegui Resiaurant, GuipOzcoa)
to Pedro Subijana (Akelarte
restaurant, San Sebastian) to Karlos
Arguiitano (famous for his cooking
programs on TV), are familiar wilh
this vanety and use it regularly juan
Mari Arzak (Arzak resiaurant, San
Sebastian) has been knowm to
describe his favorite dish as fried
Gemika peppers with egg and french
fries. Certainly the tendency is to
"keep il simple", and there is nothing
like brief ex-posure to smoking hoi
olive oil and a sprinkling of sea salt
to bring oul all the meking
sweetness of the pepper. Elowever,
Spanish culinar)' creativity being
whal it is, we are beginning to see
more complex uses of the Gernika

pepper, Al last year's Pinixo Coniesi
in Elondarribia (a pinLxo is equivalent
to tapa), one of the prizes went to a
ixiplron (baby squid in Euskara) and
lempura of Gemika pepper with
cold tomaio soup and lime perfume,
courtesy of Raul Fernandez and
Antonio Cristobal of the restaurant
Chelsy in Pamplona (Navarte). The
most avant-garde chefs are even
using the seeds of this variety, a
deliciously nutty idea in more than
one sense; assiduous diners at Josean
Martinez's resiaurant in the
Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao may
remember seeing on the menu a dish
of lamb wilh sherr)' sauce garnished
with lemon and toasted Gemika
pepper seeds.

A fine Rioja red
(pepper)
Pepper varieiies in Spain, like other
species of fruil and vegetable, are
very often linked lo iheir places of
origin by bonds of culture and
history. In 1896, the great
gastronome Angel Muro wrote in his
magnum opus El Practicdn: "La Rioja
has a well-deserved reputation for
the cultivation of the pepper", and
Dionisio Perez, aka Post-Thebussem,
author of the classic Guia del Buen
Comer EspaTwl (1929), menlioned
ihe La Rioja pepper as one of Spain's
egregious delicacies. The classic
pepper of the La Rioja region is often
known as the Pimiento najerano. After
the town of Najera, beiween Logrofio
and Santo Domingo de la Calzada,
where it vvas first cultivated. This is a
longish, conical pepper with a
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noticeable pico or pointed end, an
intense scarlet color when ripe, and
a partly uneven surface with two or
three distinct "faces". The Pimiento
Riojano has its very own PGl.
Peppers In one form or another are
practically omnipresent in Riojan
life. They hang in garlands on the
balconies of country houses, deep
red and wrinkled from the autumn
sun. They are roasted over vine
cuttings and preserved in jars or

tins-a delicious resource for the
winter months. The Riojano pepper
is mostly eaten when thoroughly
ripe, and an in-between type, halfgreen, half-red, called Emreverado,
is also valued locally for its gentle
flavor. Bui it's the red, sweetly
pungent, fresh, but thoroughly ripe
pepper that has the starring role in
Riojan cuisine. Moreover, il forms
an irreplaceable elemeni of the local
gastronomy: the phrase a la riojana.

in the style of La Rioja, implies the
presence of red peppers in the
ireaimenc of the main ingredient.
Like ils cousin in Gemika, the
Pimienlo Riojano is dear to the
hearts of those who grow and eat il.
Stuffed peppers are a cornerstone of
the region's tapas culture. Palalas a
la riojana, potatoes with red
peppers, chorizo (a type of red
sausage) and bay leaf, is a stalwart
dish of the rural working class,
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ofien cooked and eaten on a cold
day among the vineyards, while
caraaAes a la riojana, one of Spain's
best dishes with snails, gives these
humble mollusks a flavor boost
with red pepper, onion, garlic and
chopped ham. At Echaurren, the
region's best-known restaurani, in
Ezcaray, chef Francis Paniego (Spd/n
Cuiirmcmur No. 54) serves a
wonderful salt cod a la riojaiia in
the most authentic local style. Bui
lie also makes original use of the
local pepper in his own cunning
creations; in a first course of goats'
cheese and bean sprouts on a
translucent pool (he calls il a "veil")
of red pepper juice, and In a
curious marriage of pepper and
pineapple, lending its tangy
sweetness to a meaty scallop on
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what would otherwise be a bland
and visually neutral puree of
cauliflower.

Castillian classics
As yel, apart from the Pimienlo de
Elerbon, none of these peppers can
boast of a commercial presence very
far beyond its homeland. Usually
there Is a good reason for this:
Spain's specialty pepper varieiies arc
produced in such small quaniiiies,
and are so eagerly appreciated at
home, thai few of ihem ever escape
from their place of produciion. In
the case of the Pimiemo de EresnoBenavenie, ihe farihesi the product
ever got is Aslurias. The EresnoBenavenie pepper is an example of
the way that, given time and
patience, vegetable species brought

from other coniinenls can eventually
adapt to A given set of natural
conditions. The Valley of the Tera
River (northwest Spain), in whose
villages of Aguilar, Micereces and
San Pedro de la Viiia the local
pepper variely is widely growm, has
jusl the humidity and very high
summer teiiiperaiures the variely
needs forripening.Jusl 30 growers
produce this aromatic, fleshy bright
red mori on-iype pepper on a
commercial scale, ihough a legion of
smalt-time farmers also grow it in
backyard vegeiable patches for home
consumption. The fanners of Fresno
de la Vega, some 40 Icm (25 mi)
north in ihe province of Leon, claim
that their own local pepper has been
tirown in iheir region since 1700.
The Piniieuto de Fresno-Benavente
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has a single demarcated c|ualily zone
of 300 ha 1741 .icics!. straddling the
borders of the Leon and Zamora
provinces and uniting no less than
90 villages. This pepper will be the
only Capsicum grown to be eaten
fresh, as opposed to dried or
preserved, to have its own seal of
q:i.il!l)- L: I he u'liiiTi i C : i - n l ; . -! cnii
The Eresno-Benavenie variely
represents just over a quarter of all
Casiilian peppers, bui il's virtually
unknown beyond the borders of its
Autonomous Community. Anyone
who has followed ihe progress of
Spanish food over the last few
decades will be familiar with the
.scenario; a high-quality product,
unique to ils place of origin and
consumed there since lime
immemorial, of whose exisience the
outside world has only the vaguest
idea. Then comes official

'— Basque Country

Gallcia
•13

la Hioja

4
Castile-Leon

1. PGl Pimiemo de O Couto
2. POO Ptrnlento da HerWn
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

PGl Piml&nio de Arnoia
PGl Pimienlo de Oimbra
PGl Pimiento de Fresntj-Benavente
PDO Pimiento de Gamika
PGl Pimiento Riojano
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and promotion. The product begins
10 reach foreign markets, and before
long people in London and Paris are
talking aboul the peppers of Amoia,
Oimbra, Herb6n, O Couto, Gemika,
Ui Rioja, Fresno and Benavenie, jusl
as they talk aboul Raf tomatoes and
Ratlc potatoes. For too long these
excellent vegetables have been no
more than local heroes. Aimed wilh
its PDOs and PGls and a renewed
sense of confidence, hovvever, the
small world of the Spanish pepper
may at last be on the verge of
something big.

www.mediorural.xunta.es/es/areas/alimentaciort/
produtos_cle_calidade/en_tramitacion/
PGl Pimiento de Arnoia, PDO Pimienlo de Herbon, PGl Pimiento de Oimbra and PGl
Pimienlo de O Couto (Galician, Spanish)
www.mapa.es/es/alimentacion/pags/Denominacion/
hortalizas/pimiento_fresno_tienavente,htm
PGl Pimiento de Fresno-Benavente (Spanish)
w WW. euskolabel.riet/producto/producto.asp?producto=12
PDO Pimienlo de Gernika (English, Euskara, French, Spanish)

www.lariojacalidad,org/igp/pimiento.rioJano/informacion/index.html
PGl Pimiento Riojano (Spanish)

Paul Richardson lives on a farm in
northern Extremadura. Afreclance
travel and food wiiiei; he is the author
of A Late Dinner; Discovering the
Food of Spain (Bhomshury, UK, and
Sc rib net; USA).
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Restaurante
Pepe Vieira

Inlroduttion
Almudena Muyo/©ICEX
Translation
Jenny McDonald/©ICEK
Phoios, recipes
Toya Legido/OICEX
Photos, inlroduction
Toya Legido/©lCEX
Patncia R. Soto/© ICEX

Resiauramc Pepe Vicira
"Camino da Serpe"
Camino da Serpe, s/n
36992 Raxo-Poio
Pontevedra
www. pepevieira.com
info@pepevieira,com

Evolving, committed, audacious. These seem to be appropriate adjectives to describe
the cuisine offered by Xose T. Caniias at his restatirant Pepe Vieira "Camino da Serpe",
recently the winner of its first Michelin star. On property owned by the family in the
district of Raxo (Pontevedra), he and his brother Xoan Torres Cannas, sommelier and
Nari^: de Oro (Nose of Gold) 2004-who has chosen the wines for this selection of
recipes-have raised a spectacular building to house their restaurant. An untiring
researcher, Xose, founder of Grupo Nove (created to update Galician cuisine), focuses
on regional products and gastronomy, but casts off some of the old-school customs.
Tradition is seen as the starting point, the basis for creating open, discerning cuisine
with an identity Xose's extensive experience in kitchens in Canada, Scotland and
France has convinced him that the magic of cuisine lies not in tricks nor artifice but,
above all, in total respect for product quality.
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Squid coulant
(Calamar coulant)
This dish takes ils name from the
lanuuii couhirii by Michel Bras. In this
case, the surprise comes from the
Riojano pepper mayonnaise that pours
oul as you cut into the squid.
SERVES 4
For the squid: '1 squid; 50 g / 2 oz ftour;
2 eggs: 50 g / 2 oz homerTiade breadcrumbs;
salt; ejctra virgin olive oil.
For the Riojano pepper mayonnaise:
1 egg yolk: olive oil; 1 lima; 2 Biojano
peppers: salt,

Breadcrumbs
Take day-old bread and dry in the
oven. When cold, place between two
Gasironorai grids. Crush with a rolling
pin, repealing as necessarv' unlil the
bread falls through. The crumbs
should not be loo fine.
Squid
Clean the squid, trim lo shape and
season with salt. Dip in breadcrumbs,
pressing down to coat well, then fry in
extra virgin olive oil.
Riojaiio pepper mayoni\aise
Roast the peppers, peel and liquidize.
Make the mayonnaise, and add the
liquidised peppers.
To serve
Fill the squid with the Riojano pepper
niayonnaise and place in the center of
the dish.
Preparation lime
40 minuies
Cooking time
30 minuies
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Recoiiitncnded w i n e
Vina de Martin Escolma 04, by Luis
Anxo Rodriguez Vizquez (DO
Ribeiro), who is a great connoisseur of
the local soils and the varieiies that
grow in the DO Ribeiro. He is a
pleasant, affable person who is always
ready wilh a surprise, yet he transmits
credibility and a serious attitude,
ignoring passing fads and ensuring
that things are done properly And this
can also be said to be characteristics of
his wines. The freshness of this Vifia
de Manin Escolma 04 compleinenis
the acidity of the pepper and the fried
crumb coating on the squid, offering a
balanced contrast.
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Grouper with roast
O Couto pepper stock
(Mero con caldo de Pimiento de O Couto asado)
The O Couio peppers are among our
favorites because of the slight
sweetness ihey give to the slock.

SERVES 4
4 groupers, 100 g / 3 1/2 oz each; 2 ontons:
2 carrots: 2 leeks: 1/2 clove garlic: 6 O Couio
peppers: 5 black peppercorns; 1 1/41/4 cup
chicken stock; extra virgin olive oil; salt;
seasonal flower petals.

Cook the groupers in the sieam oven
ai 65°C / 149°F, jusl until the inside of
the nesh reaches 4 5 ° C / 113°F Then
place on a hot grill, skin side down,
until the skin is crisp.
Roast the O Couio peppers with salt
and extra virgin olive oil. Lightly fry
the onion, carrot, leek and garlic with
the peppercorns. Add the peppers.
Pour over the chicken stock and
simmer for 15-20 minutes. Blend,
strain and season with sail.

Recommended wine
As Sortes 06, by Rafael Palacios (DO
Valdeorras), This wine is the result of
the search for quality in liistorical areas
such as the DO Valdeorras (Orense)
where the star variety is Godello
(Wailing for Godello, page 28). This is a
grape that produces wines wilh volume,
creaminess and mineral touches,
making i l ideal to accompanj' the Emi,
elegant, gelatinous flesh of the grouper.

To serve
Pour the slock over the base of the
dish and add the grouper Decorate
with seasonal petals.
Preparation time
30 minuies

Cooking time
20 minutes
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V i l l a l b a c a p o n with Oemika pepper
drops and spicy cream of chickpeas
(Capon de Viilalba con pepitas de Pimientos de Gemika
y crema especiada de garbanzos)
Capons are mosdy consumed in
Galicia at Christmastime, and ihose
from Villalba are considered a special
treat. Documemar>' evidence shows
lliat every year, since 1838, the
Galician town of Vfllalba has
celebrated ils annual Capon Fair, when
high prices are fetched for prime birds,

SERVES 4
For the Villalfaa capon: 4 capon thighs;
1 onion; 1 carrot; 1 leek: 1/2 clove garlic:
10 g / 4 tbsp tomato sauce: 1 dl / 1/2 cup
white wine; 2 dl / 3/4 cups chicken stock.
For the cream of chickpeas: 100 g / 3 1/2
oz chickpeas; 1 bay leaf: 5 black
peppercorns; curry powder; salt.
For the Gernika peppers: 500 g / 1 ib 2 oz
Gernika peppers: 1/2 g / .02 oz agar agar;
1 1/4 1/4 cup sunflower oil: sugar.
Others: 2 wild asparagus spears; 1 dried
peach.

V i l l a l b a eapon
Chop the vegetables and try lightly.
When brown, add the tomato sauce
and while wine. Reduce, then add the
t hicken stock.
Before placing ihe thighs into this
mixiure, cut ihe top of the bone so
that it will be ea.sy to remove the llesh
later. Transfer the sofrito with the
thighs to vacuum packs and cook in
the Roner for aboul 12 hours at 85°C /
I85°P Bone, without pulling the fle.sh
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apart, then cut each ihigh into 4
pieces.
Strain and reduce the cooking liquid.
Cream o f chickpeas
Cook the chickpeas vvith the bay leaf,
black pepper and salt. Strain, peel and
blend, adding a lillle of the cooking
water and some curry powder.

Gernika peppers
Blanch the Gernika peppers and
liquidize. Add sugar, if necessary, and
ihc agar agar ;md boil. Transfer the
liquid to a squeezer bottle and squeeze
a few drops onto the cold sunflower oil
so that they set. Drain and set aside.
W i l d asparagus and d r i e d
peach
Cut the asparagus spears in half and
sear on the grill. Cut the peach inlo
julienne strips.
To serve
Cover the base oi the plate with the
cream oi chickpeas and then add, in
the following order, the capon, the
seared asparagus spears and the sirips
of peach. Top vvith a few Gernika
pepper drops and finish the whole
dish by glazing with the cooking juices
from the capon.

Preparation l i m e
12 hours, 15 minutes
C o o k i n g time
12 hours
Recommended w i n e
Gorvna 05 (DO Monierrei), by Vifiedos
Quinia da Muradella. Jose Luis Mateo
is the dri\ing force behind the small
Quinta da Muradella vvinerj', a projeci
ihai started up in 1990 with a view to
prtKlucing lop-quality wines based on
respect for the environmeni, tradiiton,
native varieiies and ihe identity given
by the local soils. They use grapes
from both very old and new vineyards.
In the mouth, this Is an Atlantic
wine-fresh, light, versatile, clastic and
fun. The wood is perfectly integraicd,
wiih no tannic edges, just elegani
velvet, and the finish is long and
pleasant. This is a very personal,
different wine, vvhich marries to
perfection with ihe smooth capon flesh
and ihe sandy le.xiure of the chickpeas.

Herbon pepper
and vegetables chargrilled
over Caiho vine wood
(Pimiento de Herbon y verduras
asadas al sarmiento de caiho)

The aroma from the vine wood coals
brings out theflavorof the peppers
and the vegetables. The adage used to
describe these peppers in Galicia is
"Some are hot, some are not".
SERVES 4
For the chargrilled vegetables: 16 Heft:(5n
peppers; 1 artichoke, quartered; 1 onion;
4 garlic shoots; 1 tomato; 4 wild asparagus
spears: 1 eggplant: 1 red pepper; Cano vine
wood: salt; extra virgin olive oil; smoked lleur
de sei.
For the smoked oil: 250 ml / 1 1/8 cups
sunflower oil; 250 ml / 1 1/8 cups olive oil.
For the cheeses: 20 g / 1 oz San Simon da
Cosla: 20 g / 1 oz Gamonedo; 20 g / 1 oz
Telilla; 20 g / loz cured Manchego cheese.
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Chargrilled vegetables
Prepare the red hot coals with the vine
wood. Peel the vegetables and cut into
pieces. Cook the anichoke in vvater
and sear on the grill. Gnll the
vegetables, sprinkling with olive oil
and salt.

To serve
Arrange the chargrilled vegetables on a
hot slate and sprinkle vvith the smoked
fleur de sei. Add small cheese wedges.

Smoked oil
Mix the olive and sunflower oil in a
pot. Add the trimmings from the roast
vegetables and confii at appro.ximately
eye 1149°F for one day Strain and
set aside. Jusl before serving, brush the
smoked oil over the vegetables to give
them a shine.

Cooking lime
45 minutes

Preparation time
1 hour 40 minutes

Recommended wine
Goliardo Calfio 06, by Bodegas Forjas
del Salnes (DO Rias Baixas). Raul Perez
and Rodngo Mendez have given a new
lease of life to Galicia's native Cai'fio
variety helping the DO Rias Baixas
reinvent itself with wines like this one.
Creativiiy and originality in a wine that
stands in a class of its own, this
purebred Atlantic wine links up the
contrastingflavorsin this dish-smoke
and fruit, coals and acidity. The
peppers are clearly influenced by the
vine wood fragrances.
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Girdled scallops
with fleur de sei
lime, apple and Arbequina oil
(Vieira ianada con flor de sal,
lima, manzana y arbequina)

After numerous experiments vvith
scallops, we have now found an
excellent formula in which fleur de sei
plays a leading role. And the
,o:i:l;i:i;ilion o! iKc Dcidii.- GtMiriy
Smith apple with the scallops is
perfect.

SERVES 4
For the scallop marinade: 4 scallops; 250 g
/ 9 oz sugar; 1 kg / 2 1/4 Ibfleurde sei; 4
limes; 2 grapefruits; 15-20 Jamaica
peppercorns; 12 juniper berries; Arbequina
extra virgin olive oil: black pepper: cardoon
petals.
For the apple Jelly: 2 Granny Smith apples;
ascorbic acid; xanthan.

Scallop marinade
Carefully trim the scallops, keeping
just the muscle flesh. Prepare a
marinade wilh the fleur de sei, sugar,
the juice and skins of the limes and
grapefruits, juniper and Jamaica
pepper Soak the scallop flesh in this
mixture for 20 minutes, remove and
wipe off the marinade.

Apple jelly
Liquidize the apples except for one
slice, and immediaiely add the
ascorbic acid and xanthan. Cut the
remaining slice en brunoise and place
m extra virgin Arbequina oil.

Recommended wine
Contraaparede 04 (DO Rias Baixas), by
Adega Dos Eidos. This winer); located
on the slopes leading down to the .sea
in the district of Padrifian, is
considered the superior represeniative
of the new Albarino school.
The nose suggests the characteristics of
the local soil, with touches of granite,
wild herbs and salinity The iodine
notes that come from the nearby sea
enhance the citric flavors in the dish.
These, together with the apple, give
freshness and harmony, bnnging out
the full flavor of the scallop.

To serve
Cut each scallop into four and arrange
on the base of a soup dish. Add a lew
drops of extra virgin Arbequina olive
oil and the bmnoise of Granny Smiih
ajiplc, the black pepper, cardoon
petals and apple jelly
Preparation time
30 minutes

Cooking time
20 minutes
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On the Move
Dale of foundation: 1983
Activity: Producing and marketing
refrigerated agri-foods
Workforce: 600 employees
Turnover for 2008: 130 million euros
Export quota: 8%
wvvw.palacios.es

New US factory for
Palacios Alimentacion

East meets West at
Ossiano

"Selling up this new plant in Miami
means that vve now have a production
facibiy closer to the growing American
markel and the countries on ihe
continent, from Canada to Chile, and
can iherefore be nimbler in our
response to their requirements,"
explains Florencio Lazaro, financial
direcior of Palacios Alimeniacion,
summing up ihe raison d'etre of the
company's new 5,257,000 euros
factory in Florida. It replaces the old
factory used by Palacios until October
31^ last year (the Spanish company
acquired it in 2005 after purchasing
the US company, Elore Enterprises).
The new 2,500 sq m (26,909 sq ft)
premises will produce cJion'co (a type
of red sausage), morcilla (blood
sausage) and other Spanish charciiterie
classics, plus more receni additions to
the range such as roscos (filled bread
rings) sold m the US market as
"spanwiches" The group's USproduced range will be rounded out
by Palacios brand chorizo and cured
pork loin imported directly from
Spain.

Catalan superchef Sanii Saniamaria has
opened a new restaurant—Ossiano-in
Dubai, his flrst international venture.
Saniamaria is a leading light in Spain's
food flrmament, where his four
restaurants have been awarded seven
Michelin stars between ihem. He is
personally involved in running
Ossiano, the concept behind which is
to bridge the East-West cultural divide:
it uses local ingredients-dates, citnis
fniits, mint, couscous, sumac-in
combination vvith Mediterranean
products brought in weekly from
Spain. Pride of place on the wine list
goes to the Cuv^e Saniamaria
collection, designed by the chef
himself and Joan Carles Ibafiez,
sommelier at his flagship restaurani.
Can Fabes
The food at Ossiano is in Santamarias
signature siyle-whai he calls "the real
thing '-for which his Spanish
restauranis arc famous. The emire
culinar}' team has been trained at Can
Fabes, and Santamaria will visit the
UAE at least four times a year to keep a
close eye on quality
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lie sees the venture as "a major
challenge, given our location within
such a huge complex" (his d6bui
restaurant is in the luxurious Atlantis
The Palm resort). Ossiano's decor-an
evocation of the mythological
underwater world of Atlaniis-is quite
an experience in itself: diners are
surrounded by glass panels that look
into the Ambassador Lagoon, a vast
aquarium containing 250 marine
species including sharks, rays, eels,
piranhas and other exotica.
Date of foundation (Ossiano): 2008
Workforce: 48 employees
Santi Santamarias restaurants: Four
in Spain (Cin Fabes. Santceloni, Evo
and Tierra) and one in Dubai
(Ossiano)
.'\nnual turnover: 35 million euros
Brands: Cuvee Saniamaria (wines and
cavas) and Gourmand Saniamaria
(gourmet food)
www.atlaniisthepalm.com/
diningcntertainmenl.aspx
wwvv.canfabes.com/santisantamaiia
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Casa Riera Ordeix launches
in KaDeWe
Since early this year, distribution
company .Antonio Viani Iniporte has
been marketing products by Casa Riera
Ordeix (.a Catalan firm) in Germany
Under the terms of the agreement, the
fomier has added ihe latter's top-

quality guaranteed authentic Legi'Iimo
Salcfiithfin de Vic sausage to its product
range, while Casa Riera OrdeLx has
succeeded in its quest for a local
operator whose business approach is
in tune with its own.
Via the German distributor, Qtsa Riera
Ordeix's .solcliichon and fuct sausages
have been launched in upmarket
shops such as Berlin's gourmei mecca,
KaDeVk'e, thereby lengthening the list
of prestigious European establishments
that carr>' products by these Catalan
master charcutiers (Harrods in
London, Galeries Lafayette in Paris and
El Club del Gourmet in Spain and
Ponugal have slocked them for some
time).
The arrangement also represents a step

forward in the conipan)''s designs on
central Europe. Despite its traditional
predilection for strongly-flavored
smoked charcuterie, this is currently a
market fufl of potential for top-of-therange cured meat products. With an
eye lo the future, Casa Riera Ordeix is
already poised to venture into other
priority markets such as the US, Russia
and Japan. All this activity is
underpinned by the company's guiding
principle, vvhich is to make the best
products and sell them at the best
shops in the world.
Dale of foundation: 1852
Activity: Manufacturing and
marketing charcuierie
Workforce: 20 employees
Turnover for 2007: 1.8 million euros
Export quota: 20%
vwwv.cro.cs

5J ham: At home in Harrods
The Osbome Group has opened its
first resiaurant outside Spain. Though
quiniesseniially Spanish in both food
and atmosphere. The Iberico Hain
Flouse is located in Harrods, one of
London's most iconic landmarks and
shopping destinations.
The menu is the work of top Spanish
restaurateur, Pepe Rodriguez Rey (of
one-Michelin-star El Bohio restaurani
in lllescas, central Spain). As in ihe
group's 15 restaurants in Spain, star
billing is given to jamcm 5J, a cured
ham that many connoisseurs consider
to be among the best in ihe world. 5J
(cinco jotas in Spanish) is acorn-fed

Iberico cured ham, obtained from
thoroughbred pigs fed exclusively
acorns and herbs found naturally in the
wooded scmbland where they range
freely, and selected by the master
jamoneros (ham specialists) at Sanchez
Romero Carvajal, a member company
of the Osborne Group.
The menu at The Iberico Ham House
includes iradilional favorites such as
croc{ueias de jamon (cured ham
cioqueiies), salmorejo andaluz (a denser
version ot gazpacho) and more
elaborate dishes such as menesira de
veiduras 5J (a fresh vegetable medley
cooked vvith 5J ham), coslilla de cerdo
ihCrico (Ib6rico pork rib) and a
panicularly good farta de verduras
(vegetable pie).
Date of foundation: 1772
Activity: Selecting, manulactunng and
marketing foodstuffs and beverages
Workft)rce: 1,000 employees
Turnover for 2007: 280 million euros
vvvvvv,osbornc.es
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Family Jewels
CASTILLO
DE CANENA
Olive oil company Caslillo de
Canena is named after the seal
in a lillle town in Jaen
(southern Spain) of a family
whose connections vviih the
product stretch hack as far as
1780. The company controls
ihe eniire produciion process
of its extra virgin olive oils,
whose hne quality has taken
ihcm LO over 35 countries all
over the world and won the
Coq d'Or prize awarded
hy the Guide des Gourmands.
Furthermore, this is an
environmenially-friendly
company commiiied lo
sustainahle development: its
ihree phoiovoliaic plants keep
il self-suflicient in electricity,
and i l is also pioneering a
scheme to creaie a torrefaction
plant so that paining remains
can be capitalized on.
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Madrid in the depths of winter. The
spacious drawing room with its
glowing fireplace is a welcoming sight,
and delightfully warm after the bitter
cold oulside. I'm al Rosa Vanos house,
vvhich serves as Caslillo de Canena's
HQ in Madrid: from here, she
coordinates commercial activities at
national and iniemaiioiial levels, and
organizes the variou,s launches and
preseniaiioiis that the company stages
for the extra virgin olive oils it
produces in the Utile town of Canena,
in }a&n province (souihern Spain). The
lable has been set for breakfast, and
features prominently the trademark
cherry red bottles designed by Sara
Navarro (a Spanish fashion designer
whose work has shared the caivvalk
with that of John Galliano and Marline
Silbon) for the Primer Dia de Cosecha
(First Day of Harvest) collection of
oils, the third edirion of which has just
hit the marketplace. Slices of countrv'
bread (some toasted, some not) and
tomatoes are the next ihings to catch
the eye. Ooh, and there's a homemade
sponge cake, completing ihe still life 1
wait to follow Rosa's lead: ignoring the
lomalo for the moment, we start by
lasting just bread and extra virgin
Arbequina olive oU, "Note the hints of
green apple and artichoke. It starts off
elegantly in the mouth and is sweet lo
the palate, though you'll notice that,
gradually a slighi piquancy sets m,
and a barely perceptible touch ol
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CASTILLO DE CANENA

bitterness," she says insimciively
.Vleanwhile, she also manages to tell
nie how her nearly ten years of
experience as a marketing manager for
The Coca-Cola Company taught her lo
communicate positive values, identify
wiih the consumer, professional or
otherwise, keep a close eye on qualily
and, above all, made her realize the
imponance of emotional resonances.
Indeed, it was these, fuelled by an
existential reassessment triggered by
turning 40, thai led to her selling up
the Castillo de Canena Olive Juice
companv- with her brother, Francisco
Vano. ".^11 40, you feel maiure and
resourceful: il's a time to slop and think
about whal you want to do with the rest
of your life. .And the idea of going into
business together and doing something
that revived the old family connecuon
with olives appealed to us. We decided
that he would see lo the land and the
oil mill and I would do the marketing
and selling," recalls Rosa.
The scheme was not something
conjured up out of the blue, but rather

it was underpinned by the notion of
honoring the family's olive-grow in^;
tradition, which dales back to 1780.
"My father, who is an economist and a
lawyer, is quite a cotmoisscur of olives
and olive oils, but until five years ago
he produced only bulk oil. My brother
and 1 left our respective jobs with
multinational companies vvith the
clearly-defined objeciive of creaiing a
brand thai would become a world
yardstick for lop-ol'-the-range extra
virgin olive oils. It was a tall order, but
not an impossible one given thai we
control the whole qualily chain:
grovving. nulling, storing, packing and
selling,"

Product, innovation
and image
We take a break from the company's
background slory to focus on the next
round of toast, over which we drizzle
extra virgin Picual olive oil. This lime,
1 have 10 be on the sensory alert for
balsamic aromas with hints of
peppermint, mint and a louch of
citrus, and the nicely balanced
bitterness and piquancy making their
presence fell in the mouth " .As 1
grapple with the finer poinis, Rosa
explains how excellence in the end
product begins wilh the work carried
out in the olive groves: "Our estate,
which is right in the heart of the
Guadalquivir Valley (which traverses
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.Andalusia, in southem Spain, from
east to west) is irrigated by water fi-iMii
the Guadiana Menor Riven Using a
drip feriirrigation system svA-eetens our
harvests and keeps ihings on an even
keel, guaranteeing that our produa is
consistent and its aromas and flavors
stable, harvest alter harvest. On the
basis of an integrated produciion
system, we draw up a template for the
harvest in advance, and we monitor
ihc olives constantly and exhaustively
so that we can spot when the fruit
reaches the optimal degree of ripeness
and development. We collect the olives
manually or using vibrating equipment
and umbrella-like mesh catchers, and
we imnsport them to the mill in under
three hours, where they are milled
Immediately in chilled conditions,
thereby guaranteeing that our cxira
virgin olive oils are fresh, wholesome
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and low in acidity." The process
cominues in the cellar, which is
climaie-controOed: it is equipped wiih
completely inert stainless steel tanks
which ensure that none of the oils'
organoleptic propcnics arc lost before
bottling. Furthermore, the bottling
process includes the addition of a little
dose of (compkiely haniiless) nitrogen
to each bottle to protect against
oxidation.
"At the moment we're looking into
using new gases that are less volatile
than nitrogen and eflcciive lor longer,"
Ro.sa informs me. Evidently, the
company's commitment to excellence
.ipplies to innovative techniques as
much as to the product itself "We
export b)' sea to countries such as
Japan, Brazil and Canada, and we're
currently doing research into new
packaging made out of

materials-unfamiliar to ihe olive oil
sector-thai withstand the rigors of sea
iranspori belter" Meanvvhile, there is a
cosmetics project afoot in conjunction
vviih a few laboratories, and an
ex-periment using dilfcrentiaied
growing techniques for different types
of olives.
For Rosa VaiTos, all roads lead back to
markel ing: product and innovation
must be backed up by image, and that
image must be uncluttered and
communicate certain messages. The
company's extra virgin olive oils
certainly illustrate her principles: the
Caslillo de Canena Reserva Familiar,
which comes in .Arbequina and Picual
varieties, is understated in presentation
and feaiures the eponv'moiis family
castle on ils label. (Built in the IS'*'
centur)- on the site of an old Arab
building which itself had stood on the
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CASTILLO DE CANENA
HESERVA FAMILIAR
This is the first extra virgin olive oil
to have tal<en the Coq d'Of prize
awarded by Paul Bocuse's Guide
a'es Gounvands.
• Picual varietal
Description: The fruits of this
variety are large, elongated and
pointed. The trees are open in
habit with strLicturaliy arranged
branches, and are a bright stivery
color
Tasting notes: This oil is a lovely,
bright golden yellow cxjlor with
warm green hues. In the nose, ft
starts off complex and individual,
with a wealth of elegant notes:
artichoke, eucalyptus, lettuce and
traces of peppermint, basil and
rosemary. It is nicely harmonious
in the mouth, with delicious
suggestions of ripe banana,
newty-cut grass, and touches of
sweet almond at the finish.
• Arbequina varietal
Description: The fruits of this
variety are small and round. The
tree Is medium-sized, leafy and
dark green in color.
Tasting notes: Within its notably
intense flavor and exceptional
Iruillness In the nose and mouth,
this full-bodied oil is remark^ly
delicate, welt-rounded and
complex. Its luscious vegetal
aromas are suggestive of lemon
peel, lemon verbena, tomato leaf
and olives. The flavor develops in
the mouth, progressing from a
velvety start Ihrough to an
explosion of green impressions
underpinned by an elegant
bitterness and a cheeky, piquant
finish.

PRIMER DIA DE COSECHA
Olive oil meets the art world for the third
year in a row at Castillo de Canena with a
20.000-bQttle run bearing a label by chic
jewelry designer, Joaquin Berao. He follows
in ;:vi iGOlslKiS :julll ;riL<:' Lnn;.!..::
Ponce and fashion designer Sara Navarro
(creator of the distinctive red bottle).
• Picual varietal
Harvest: Early November
Tasting notes: This is a bright green oil of
medium intensity, green olive faiitiness. It is
highly aromatic and quite complex in the
nose-balsamic with a hint of peppermint,
mint and a zing of cifrus. In the mouth It is
well structured and long lasting, with a very
nice balance between bitterness and
piquancy.
• Arbequina varietal
Hardest: Late October
Tasting notes: This oil has the smoothly
fruiiy aromas of fresh olives, with slight
hints of green apple and artichoke and ihe
slightly piquant nuance
that one expects of
Arbequina oils from the
Ja§n region: they
contain a high
proportion of oleic acid
and polyphenols,
which make them
exceptionally stable. It
starts elegantly in the
mouth, fluid and sweet
on the palate.

ACEITES DEL SIGLO XXI
This collection is intended as a group of
oils suitable for different uses, each with ils
own particular added value: a new take on
using and appreciating extra virgin olive oil,
• Royal Temprano
This oil is obtained from early Royal olives,
a variety native to Jaen province. This
variety was grown in ever-decreasing
quantities from the late 19t^^-early 2 0 *
century on, to the point of almost
becoming extinct: there are barely 1,200
ha (2,965 acres) of Royal olive trees there
today. The decline can be attributed to the
tact that its fruit is difficult to harvest and
yields less oil than other varieties, such as
Picual.
Description: Royal olives are targe, eggshaped and pointed, and lurn purple to
black when ripe, Tlie tree is of medium
vigor, open in habit with pendulous
branches and a dense canopy, it develops
a prolific root system and has thicker,
tougher leaves than Picual and is better
equipped to survive long periods of
drought.
Tasting notes; This green, golden-tinged oil
is remarkably elegani in the mouth, just
slightly bitter and with the slightest prickle
of piquancy. It is highly fragrant, with three
complex aromas emerging; artichoke,
green banana and fresh grass. The fact
that it possesses all three of these extra
virgin olive oil characteristics endows il with
huge personality which lingers on in a long
finish.
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site of a fomier Roman c.aslro, the
castle was declared a National
Monument in 1931 and is considered
to be one of the finest examples of
Andalu.sian Renais,sance architect ure).
Primer Dia de Cosecha oils, again
.•\rbequina and Picual varieials, are
more flamboyant in their appeal, the
tone having been set by the cherr>' red
bottle designed for their launch by
Sara Navarro; Aceites del Stglo XXI
(21*'-Centur)' Oils), a collection whose
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Worldwide market
As she finishes her description of the
CasiiUo de Canena range, Rosa
reaches for the sponge cake that has
been wailing in the wing.s Jurin;', .ILItypical .Andalusian breakfast. She
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Castillo de Canena's policy ol
environmental awareness is exemplified by
its three operational photovoltaic energy
plants, capable of generating 300 kW,
which make it electrically self-sufficient for
tertirrigation ot the olive groves,
In addition to this sustainable development
initiative, the company has an integrated
production farming certificate, to rationalize
the use of phytosanitary products;
maintains vegetal cover Ihroughoui the
farm, which obviates the indiscriminate use
of herbicides, reduces soil erosion and
preserves the native herbaceous
vegetation: and also uses pruning remains
as biomass to be used as a non-pollulant
ecological fuel.
The company has entered into an
agreement wilh the Geoponica firm to
make use of pruning remains, entailing the
installation of a torrefaclion plant for turning
them into ecological fuel in the form ol
charcoal briquettes.
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first oil (a Royal Temprano varietal)
has just been released onto the market,
comes in a black, rounded bottle with
while text.
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gives me a piece to taste, explaining
that it's made with Reserva Familiar
extra virgin Picual ofive oil instead of
butter, spelt flour and brovvn sugar
",,.much better for you, and easier to
digest.'' It is light and really delicious.
She goes on to point out that our
breakfast exemplifies new uses for
olive oil, and replicates a lechnique
thai the company uses abroad: "It's
what we do wilh foreign chefs when
we're opening up new markets. We
work with them to find out how our
oils can be used to enhance local
dishes. No one can put the qualities
of our product across as well as vve
can." And it pays off: in Japan they
use Castillo de Canena Reserva
Familiar in marinades, mixed with
soy sauce, and in seaweed dishes:
"Some are very bland and others are
too sally; in both cases, extra virgin
Arbequina olive oil redresses the
balance." In Russia, they use it in ihc
most basic examples of their cuisine:
in vegetable (especially cabbage)
dishes, and in purees and thick
soups, such as beetroot. In the UK,
patisserie and dessert chefs have been
replacing saturated and
polyunsaturaied fats vvith extra virgin
olive oil "...especially Picual oil,
because it has an extra piquancy" In
the US and Norway it is used for
marinades, for barbecue foods in the
former, and for herring and salmon in
the latter, vvhere it makes "a perfect
mixture with dill and sugar"

The same idea Is given a different slant
for what Rosa calls "Open Days": days
when journalists, chefs, buyers and
ojiinion leaders in general are invited
in for an oil tasting, followed by a
drinks and snacks pany at which the
food (cheeses marinated in oil, chicken
wings sauteed in liciial OHVL- oil,
Arbequina olive oil soullles..,)
showcases the company's extra virgin
olive oils. They have staged these in
places as far-flung as Hong Kong,
Dubai, japan, the United Stales,
Mexico, France and the United
Kingdom, "The most receni one was
ihe event vve held in London at the
end of last year, at Iberica (the Spanish
food and wine cenier on Great
Portland Street), It got a lot of
coverage, including a report in The
Times,"
A room at the company's productive
HQ, the actual Caslillo de Canena, has
been fitted out with public relations
events in mind. I vvas shown around it
some months ago by Francisco: a large
space located in the lower reaches of
the castle, it is almost certainly a
fomier cool room vvhere foodstuffs
were stored, The fact that the
temperature remains stable all year
round makes it perfect for tastings and
meetings, added interest and
atmosphere being provided by a little
collection of olive oils from around the
world and the press reports about the
company ihroughout its histor)' that
line the walls.

All lold, 11 comes as no surprise to
leani thai Castillo de Canena extra
virgin olive oils have a presence in
over 35 countries; upmarket food
shops such as Fortnum & Mason
(suppliers to ihe British Royal Family)
slock them in the UK, while John
Williams, Chairman of the Academy of
Culinary Ans and chef at the London
Ritz, uses ihcm prominently In his
cooking; in the US they are sold at
Whole Foods Markel, WilliamsSonoma (the leading chain of gourmei
food shops) and the New York
rcsiaurani Daniel; Joel Robuchon's
restaurant LAielier in Paris; at the
Palacio de Hierro depariment stores in
Mexico; in Russia at the Globos
Goumiei cliain; and ai the 7-star Burj
AI .Arab hotel in Dubai.
Rosa is also keen to mention: "Our
extra virgin olive oil has been selected
bv Harrods to be sold as Made by the
Vafio Family for Harrods'." The UK is,
in fact, Caslillo de Canena's most
importani markel, with sales in 2008
totaling 110,000 euros.
Fuiurc plans include bringing out a
range of "signature"' oils and
promoting "nionovarietals" made from
Andalusian varieties Hojiblanca,
Arbequina, Manzanilla Sevillana and
Pico Limcin, which will join Royal in
the Aceiles del Siglo X.X1 collection.
Rosa, recently voted Businesswoman of
the Year for 2008 by Fedepe (the
Spanish Federation of Managerial,
Executive, Professional and Business

Women) views all these changes
philosophically; "The imponani thing
is whal we are, not what we aren'i. We
must stay trtie to the essentials."
Ahmtdena Miiyo spent twelve years as a
jotiniaiist specializing in iniernatioiud
trade before taking up her current position
as cciuorial coordinator of Spain
C ,ini[-ii,-hii!i-.

C. A S T \ I I {)
D E CANENA

CASTILLO DE CANENA
Date of foundation: 2003
Activity: growing, milling, storing,
packaging and selling extra virgin
olive oil
Workforce: 75 employees
Turnover: 900,000 euros
Export quota: 50%
Main export markets: France,
Japan. Russia, UK, US
Head office
Remedies, 4
23420 Canena (Jaen)
Tel.: +34 953 770101

Fax: +34 953 770 898
VJ ww.Gastillodecanena.com
info@castillodecanena.com
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STILL LIFE
with Watermelons and Apples
in a Landscape
For this issue of Spain Gour?)ietour, circulated during the summer months in the northern
hemisphere, we have chosen a refreshing, sLtmnier)^ painting. It features die inost emblematic
of summer fruits: the watermelon. A skilled combination of light and shade makes the
fruits stand out against the shado'w/ landscape in the background. Beside them, with every
detail of their texture portrayed, lies a group of apples.

Luis Melf§ndez (1716-1780)
Luis Melendez is considered Spain's
most imponant still life painter of
the 18^*^ century, and in 2004 vvas
showcased by the Prado Museum in
its exhibition, Luis Melendez- Still Lifes.
The son of a painter from .Asturias
(nonhern Spain), he was

2009 SPAIN GOCRMIHOLR
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born in Naples, Italy, vvhere his father
vvas working, and came to Spain at the
age of one. In 1748 he traveled back to
Naples to complete his training, and
then returned to Spain in 1753 during
the reign of Ferdinand VI (1713-1759),
for whom he worked on commissions.

It was during the reign of Charles III
(1716-1788) that Mel^ndez staned
to specialize in srill lifes, including the
series he dedicated to the Prince of
.Asturias, the king's son.

'O

Photo
© Prado National Museum,
Madrid, Spain
Translalion
Jenny McDonald/OICEX

itilf Life with Watermelons and Apples in a Landscape / 1771 / Oil on canvas, 63 .\ 84 cm
© Prado National Museum, Madrid, Spain
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EL CELLKR nil <:,^> Hiu A
I ^1 H M I I \ I , \ H V T v m i ,<

tapas
a bite of SPAIN

El CcIIer de Can Roca,
una sinfonia faiitastica (El
Celler de Can Roca, a
Fantastic S)'mphony) by
Jamue Coll, Spanish.
.August 1986. Gerona,
Spain. The three Roca
brothers, Joan, Josep and
Jordi, hatched a brilliant
idea: opening a resiaurant.
And thus. El Celler de Can
Roca vvas bom.
This book tells its 20+ year
hisior)' and discusses the
culinaiy knowledge,
imagination, and stead Inst
commitment to avant-garde
techniques and concepts
that have made il a success.
With seasonal recipes to
boot (ir>' .Adaptation of
Calvin Kleins perfume
Eiernit)' or Traflle, anchovy,
Merlot), El Celler is nothing
shon of a s^miphon)' vvhere
three musicians bring every
aspect togeiher in perfect
harmony Do your five
senses a favor and check
out this bock.
(EtJidons Donteny.
www.ceUcrcanroca.com,
i r i f y f i ' l |-|'I,-U aPKlli Li L l ' l l l ' l

Text
Samara Kamenecka/
©ICFX
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Tapas, a Bite of Spain by
Janet Mendel. English. Few
would argue that the
essence of Spain lies in the
iradiiion of tapas, and what
beller way lo bring this
Iberian treasure inio your
home than vvith 140
awesome tapas recipes,
Mendel offers extensive
informalion on the custom,
a guide to Spanish cheeses,
helpful kilchen lips, a
glossar)'. tapas party menus,
and a wine guide, in
.iddition to delicious
suggestions such as broad
beans sameed with ham,
and potato loriilla vvith
chorizo and chard.
The recipes are all based on
traditional Spanish
products, none are
especially labor intensive,
measurements are
expressed in metric, British
and .American systems, and
recipes are organized by the
way they are prepared and
served (on toast, on a stick,
in cold salad, hot off the
grill, etc.). (Buen provecho!
(Ediciones Saniana, S.L,
U'w w.sa« icmubdoJjs. com,
info@sanlanaboo}:s.coni)

2009 Rcpsol Guide
English, Spanish. This road
atlas lor Spain, Portugal,
Andorra and Souihern
France, until now known as
Giiin Campsa, has been
around for three decades
and comes complete wilh
lourism infomiation.
Published for the first time
in English (to complement
the Spanish version), this
text includes ihe particulars
on more than 1.000 tourist
hotspots, 2.000 hotels, and
2,000 restauranis selected
by the Ro)'aI Spanish
Academy of Gasironomy. li
comes with two more
publicaiions: the traditional
Guide to the Best Spanish
Wines, and the new Guide
to Routes with a
Denomination of Origin,
Don'i give it a second
thoughi: gel oul there and
follow the advice of one of
the most well-traveled
guidebooks in all of Spain.
^Repsol YPE
wvvw. gu i a re pso 1. c om)

BARCELONA
GOURMAND,
EnnKkmK y MtjUrra^nltr. para el paladar

f u t 3 0 NE3PO

A fiiego negro, pinixos y
vinetas (.A Fuego Negro,
Pinixos and Cartoons) by
Iiiigo Cojo, Amaia Garcia
and E do rla Lamo. Spanish.
Creativiiy abounds in this
texl, where comic book
rneeis cookbook. The
authors offer a differeni
perspective of the Basque
piiifxos culture (specifically
Donostiarra), where every
recipe is the fruit of a stor>',
and every story comes as a
drawing. These gastronomic
suggestions-shot glass
appetizers, salads, etc.-fuse
tradition with modernity in
100 delectable recipes. Try
the vvaiermelon, feia cheese
and mint; fruil and flower
salad with essence of
tequila, or roast beef with
red pepper marmalade and
an herb veil. Smiles will be
twofold: one for die food
and one for the comic.
(Editorial Everest, S.A.,
wwv.everest.es)

The Perfect Marriage: the
Art of Matching Food and
Sherry Wines from Jerez,
English. The latest trend in
ealing is the sampler menu,
vvhich offers a succession of
small, lapas-style dishes
together wiih their best
accompani ment-sherry!
Behind this book is Btiiairis
top chef, Hesion
Biumenihal, and here he
features more than 50
recipes and detailed insighi
on sherry pairings from 15
of the best chefs in the UK.
including Fergus
Hendersen, Peter Gordon
and Skye Gyngell, Sherrv',
vvith so much complexity
and its range of styles, is the
perfect panner for tasiing.
From the coriander chicken
likka with oloroso to the
poached cherries and goals'
cheese salad with parnia
ham and manzanilla, this
open invitation to
experiment with
combitiaiioiis will have
your mouth watering in
record time. (Simon &
Sdiuster L'^K
Llti.,vvvviv.sii7iuns«ys.f0.u/;)

Barcelona gourmand,
emociones y scniimientos
para el paladar (Barcelona
Gourmand, A Palates
Emotions and Seniiments)
by Jorge Mas, Spanish, This
exquisiie book offers a
beautiful presentation of
select places in Barcelona
thai prioritise qualily and
strive 10 transmit their
passion for gastronom)' to
cusiomers. They are Spain's
flavor ambassadors. Mas
offers an exclusive look at
Barcelona's most
emblematic restaurants,
delicatessens, specialty
stores, bakeries, tea shops
and bodegas that share
three common keys lo
success: a unique space, the
best products and service,
and sincere enjoyment from
doing whal they do well.
From Da Giorgio to
Kuppers & Sson, the vivid
photographs make you feel
as if you were inside each
shop, and you'll feel an urge
to walk up the counter and
order some Iberian
ham/gourmet
chocolates/wine, (Viena
Ediciones,

Cocina para cualquier
oeasion (Cuisine for Any
Occasion! by Matio
Sandoval. Spanish.
Signature cuisine for
everyone: lhats the
proposal of Mario Sandoval,
the youngesi Michelin-siar
chef, as he presents his top
recipes lor any occasion.
I-Iis more than 60 dishes
offer modem combinations
and original creations, with
step-by-siep writteri and
visual explanations of the
most complicated
techniques, as well as
advice and ideas for being
the best host and improving
your skills in the kilchen.
Salmon carpaccio with
mango and vanilla
vinaigrette, and pasia salad
vvith bacon and yogurt
sauce are Jusi two delicious
suggestions. Whether its
Sunday bmnch, lunch with
the in-laws or dinner with
the boss, his complete
menus will save you time,
not to mention wow your
guesis! (Libros Cupula.
wnvvv. Iibrostupula.com; Scyla
Edilores, S.A..
vviwuscvlfl.com)

viena@vienaediiorial.com,
www. vienof Jittiiial. com)
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In Spain I
QBBtronomy

WINE 4 DtSIGN

VINO & DISENO

ln_Spain

Gastfooariy

CHEESE a lANDGCAPC

QUESOS 5 PAISAJES

IP
Comer con vino (Dining
with Wine) by Pepe Iglesias.
Spanish. Remember those
old iTtles, while wine with
lish and red wine wilh
meal? Iglesias maintains
that we need to move
beyond ihose siereoli'pes
and start matching the right
wine with the right dish. In
this text he guides readers
through the marriage
process, highhghting the
subtleties of specific
Spanish dishes and
explaining the rea.sons
behind each pairing wiih
fantastic detail. He offers an
overview of the i>'pes of
wines to drink wilh
everything from salads and
soups to cheeses and rice
dishes, and even includes a
selection of recipes. Did you
know ihai smoked salmon
goes hand in hand vvith a
drv' sparkling wine, and
dark chocolate brownies are
scrumptious with a glass of
muscatel? If not, read on...
(Astiirids GiistronoHiita, s.l.,
wchmaster@pepeiglcsicis.nct,
mwv.cnciclopediadegauronomia.
cs)

In_Spain. Vino & Diseno
(In_Spain. Wine & Design)
by Carlos Delgado. English,
Spanish. ln_Spain is a series
of books that brings
together businesses and
products that represent the
countr)'. This particular
book features S]3aiti5 most
avant-garde wineiies,
stretching from Cadiz to
Cuenca and from La Rioja
to Burgos, with
breathtaking photogr,i]-li^
and informalion on the
winery, its history, the
process, the technology the
final product(s) and the
pe>-'pl«" brirnc; n -i I Ariv k<
:ii. L.;d,- • \;k';;^:-; \K-ir-, • ill.'
power of landscape", "Irius:
bioclimaiic architecture",
and • Gonzalez Byass: the
icniple of sherr)' wines';
Spanish wines are a leading
light not only due to their
outstanding qualily but also
due to the design of ihe
wineries where they are
produced, so get ready for
some fascinating stories and
some mind-blovving
infrastnicture, (Udyat 2008,
ivii'iuin-.spainiiiiliJif.Liim,
conmnicacion@
in-spainonline.com)
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ln_Spain, Quesos &
I'aisajes (ln_Spam, Cheese
& Landscapes) by Enric
Canui, English, Spanish,
Step into the wonderful
world of cheese with this
book, which maintains that
cheese is ihe result of a
culture of subsistence and
behind each and every one
there LS a siorv' and a
landscape ihai has lieen
constructed over lime.
From "PDO Queso All
Urgell)' Cerdanya: the
humanized P>'renees" to
"iVsturian cheeses: the land
of 40 cheeses", learn about
produciion processes,
regional histories and their
resulting cheeses, a variety
of different types, brilliant
cheese makers, and much
more, "Fhese tales,
anecdotes and photos aboul
the twists and turns of
geography aim to bring the
tastes and aromas of Spain's
many cheeses right into
your mouth, (Udyat 2008.
u'vv w. i tl -spti i 11(1 n I i n £•. L11 m.
comwiicacion@
m-spainonlinccom)

QUIQUE

DACOSTA

Quique Dacosta 20002006. English-French,
Spanish-Italian. This
project, like its subject, is
completely cutting edge: it
fuses book and website
(www.quiC|uedacosta.com)
into a single foruiri,
presenting the singular
work of chef t^uique
Dacosia. The mastermind
behind El Poblei (Alicante),
here he shares more than
90 recipes, complete with
complementary videos
online. This lext also
discusses his background,
the culinary ecosystem in
which he works, his
dedication to research,
milestones achieved al his
restaurant, and his historic
importance in the culinary
world. You'll be dazzled by
the recipes (cheny
gazpacho vvith prawns:
cuttlefish eggs with pepper
vodka emulsion), the
presentaiion, and Dacosia
himself, who raises the bar
on a daily basis. (.Vfujitagiui
Edit ores, S.A.,
mv( V. m (111 tagu d .com)

Aceilcs linrges Potu, S.A.
Tel: (34) 973 501 212
Fax: (34)973 314 663
abp.cxporl@borges.es
vvvvw.horgcs.es
Page: Inside front cover

FJ. Sanchez Sucesorcs, S.A.
Tel: (34) 950 364 038
Fax: (34) 950 364 422
fjsarit:hezsa@larural.es
www. fj Sanchez,com
Page: Inside back cover

Lore 10 Spcciatllv Fuods, S.L.
Tel: (34) 934 U 3 8 2 5
Fax: (34) 955 711 056
info@cenlo,com
wvvw.cenlo.com
Page: 4

Angel Camaelio
.Alimcntacion, S.A. (Fragata)
Tel: (34) 955 854 700
Fax: (34)953 850 145
m l'o@a camaciio, com
vvwvs' acamacho.com
Page: 10

Federico Paternina, S,A.
Tel: (34) 941 310 550
Fax: (34) 941 312 778
patermna®patc mina,com
www, paiernina.cora
Page: 11

Rafael Salgado, S.A.
Tel: (34) 916 667 875
Fax: (.34)916fi66218
expon@rafaelsalgado-com
vi'ww. rafaelsalgado.eom
Page: 6

Fenavin
Tel: (34) 926 254 060
Fax: (34) 926 232 401
secreiaria@Ienavin.org
www fe nav in. org
Page: 7

Sanchez Romaic Hnos., S.A.
Tel: (34) 956 182 212
Fax: (34) 956 185 276
expon@romaic.com
wvvvv.roni,ire.t:r>in
Page: 131

Bodegas Protos
Tel: (34) 983 878 011
Fax: (34) 983 878 015
www.bodegasprotDs.coni
Page: 132

Gonzaleii Byass, S.A.
(Tio Pepe)
Tel: (34) 956 357 004
Fax: (34) 956 357 044
iIopez@gonzalezbyass.es
www, gonzalezby ass. e s
Page: 13

Sanchez Romero Carvajal
Jahujo, S.A. ( 5 Jotas)
TeL (34) 917 283 880
Fax: (34)917 283 893
5j@osborne.es
www.os bo me.es
Page: Back cover

C.R.D.O. Navarra
Tel: (34) 948 741 812
Fax: (34) 948 741 776
info@navarrawinc.com
www.navarravvine.com
Page: 129

Grupo Gourmets
Tel: (34) 915 489 651
Fax: (34) 915 487 133
jram@gourmcts.net
vvvwv.gourmols.nel
Page: 12

Extenda-Agencia .\ndalu2a
de Promotion Exterior
Tel: (34) 902 508 525
Fax: (34) 902 508 535
lnfo@extenda es
www.extenda.es
Page: 5

Indiislrial Qucsera
Cuquerella
Tcl: (34) 926 266 410
Fax: (34) 926 266 413
rocinanie@manchanet.es
www.rocinante ,es
Page: 130

Tiirismn de Exiremadura
Coiisejcna dc Cuhura y
Turismo dc la J u n u de
Ex I rem ad n ra
Tel: (34) 924 008 343
Fax: (34)924 008 361
dgturismo.q'i©
juntaextremadura.ncl
www.iurismoextremadura.com
Page: 9

Bodegas Franco Espafmlas
Tel: (34) 941 251 300
Fax: (34) 941 262 948
francoespanolas®
francoespanolas.com
vvvvvv. francoespanolas.coin
Page: B
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If you would like lo know
more about any subject dealt
with in this magazine, except
lor lourisi infomialion, please
vvriie to the ECONOMIC AND
COMMERCIAL OFFICES .AT
THF FMRASSIES OF SPAIN,
marking the envelope RV.V:
SPAIN GOURMETOUR,
AUSTR.AL1A
EdgctlilT Centre, Suile 408
203 New South Head Road
Edgecliff NSW 2027 Sydney
Tels: (2) 93 62 42 12/3/4
Fax: (2) 93 62 40 57
sidney@mcx.es
CANADA
2 lilooT St. Cast, Suite 1506
loronio Ontario, M4\V 1.A8
Tel: (416) 967 04 88
Fax: (416) 968 95 47
toronlo@mcx.es
CHINA

Sp.iin Bldg., 5th-6th Floor
Gonglinanlu Al-b, Chaoyang
District
100020 Beijing
Tel: (10) 58 799 733
Fax: (10) 58 799 734
pekin@mcx.es
25lh Floor, Wcstgale Mall
1038 Nanjing Xi Ro.id
200041 Shanghai
Tel: (21)62 17 26 20
Fax: (21) 62 67 77 50
5ha[ighai@mcx,es
DENM.ARK
Vesierbrogadc 10, 3°
1620 Copenhagen V
TeL (33) 31 22 10
Fax: (33) 21 33 90
CO pc n haguc@nicx .c s
HONG KONG
2004 Tovver One, Lippo Centre
89 Queensway Admiralty
Hong Kong
Tels: 25 21 74 33/25 22 75 12
Fax: 28 45 34 48
Hongkong® mcx.es
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IRELAND
35. Molcsworih Street
Dublin 2
TeL (1) 661 e>3 13
Fax: (1)661 01 11
dublin@mcx.es
ITALY
Via del Vetchio Politccnico. 3 16"
20121 Milan
Tel: (02) 78 H 00
Fax: t02) 78 14 14
milan@mcx.es
JAPAN
3Fi, 1-3-29. Roppongi
Minato- Ku
Tokyo 106-0032
Tel: (3) 55 75 04 31
Fax: (3) 55 75 64 31
tokio@nicx.cs
MALAYSIA
20lh Floor, Menara Boustead
69, Jalan Raja Chulan
50200 Kuala Lumpur
PO. Box 11856
50760 Kuala Lumpur
Tek (3) 2148 73 00
Fax: (3) 2141 50 06
kualalumpur@mcx.cs
NETHERLANDS
Burg. I'ati|nlaan. 67
2585 The Hague
Teb: (70) 364 31 66/345 13 13
Fax: (70) 360 82 74
lahaya@Tncx.cs
NORWAY
Karl lohansgaie. 18 C
0159 Oslo
Tel: (23) 31 06 80
Fax: (23) 31 06 86
oslo@mcx es
RUSSIA
Ul. Vo;dvi£henka, 4/7
(enter via Mokhovaya 7.
Business Centre Mokhovaya,
3rd Flcor"!
125009 Moscow
Teis: (495) 783 92
81/82/83/84/85
Fa.x: (495) 783 92 91
moscu@nicx.es

SINGAPORE
7 Temasek Boulevard,
#19-03 Suntec Tc>wer One
038987 Singapore
Tel: 67 32 97 88
Fax: 67 32 97 80
singapur@mcx.es
SWEDEN
Scrgcls Torg, 12, 13 tr
SE-111-57 Stockholm
Tel: (8) 24 66 10
Fax: (8) 20 88 92
cslocolmo@mcx.es
UNITED KINGDOM
66 Chikem Street
W I U 4LS London
Tel: (20) 7467 23 30
Fax: (20) 7487 53 86/7224 64 09
londres@mcx,c5
UNITED STATES
405 Lexington Av. Floor 44
10174 4497 New York, NY
Tels: (212) 661 49 59/60
Fax: (212) 972 24 94
nucvayork@mcx.cs
For lourist mlormaiion,
contact your nearest TOURIST
OFFICE OF SPAIN
CANADA
2 Qloor Street West
Suite 3402
Toronto, Ontario M4W 3E2
Tels: (415) 961 31 31/40 79
Fax: (416)961 19 92
loronto@lourspaiii.cs
WWW: lours pain t oron 1 o. on. ca

t m\.\
Tayuan Office Building 2-12-2
Liangmahe Naiilu 14
100600 Beijing
Tels: (10) 65 32 93 06/07
Fax: (10) 65 32 93 05
pekm@iourspair.es
DENMARK
Frederiksg.tde, 11,2
DK-1265 Copenhagen K
Tel: 33 18 66 30
Fax: 33 15 83 65
cnpenhague@tourspain.es
\v"vvw.5panicn-iurist.dk

ITALY
Via Broleilo, 30
20121 Milan
Tcl: (02) 72 00 46 17
Fax: (02)72 00 43 18
milan@( ourspain.es
wwvv.turismost)agnolo.ii

SWEDEN
Sturepkin, 6
114 35 Stockholm
Tel: (8)611 19 92
Fax: (8) 611 44 07
estocolmo@tourspain.es

Via del Monaro, 19
Inlcrno 5
00187 Rome
Tcl: (06) 678 31 06
Fax: (06) 679 82 72
rom.i@tourspain.cs
www.tunsniospagnolo it

UNITED KINGDOM
79 New Cavendi.sh Street,
2nd Floor
London W1W6XB
Tel: (20) 7317 20 10
Fax: (20) 7317 20 48
londres@tourspain.es
www.tourspain,co.uk

JAPAN
Oami Toranomon Denki Bldg.
6F-3-1-10 Toranomon
Minalo Ku, Tokyo 105-0001
Tels: (3) 34 32 61 41/42
Fax: (3) 34 32 61 44
lokio@tourspain.es
vv'v.Av.spaintt)urcom

UNITED STATES
Water Tower Place
Suile 915 nasi
845 North Michigan .Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611
Tel: (312) 642 19 92
Fa.\:(3l2) 642 98 17
chicago@iourspain es

NETHERLANDS
Laan van Muerdervoot, 8 A
2517 The Hague
Tel: (70) 346 59 00
Fax: (70) 364 98 59
lahaya@tourspam.cs
www. spaans ve rkccrsbureau.nl

8383 WiLshire Blvd. Suile 960
Beveriv Hills, CA 9021 1
Tel: (323) 658 71 95
Fa.x: (323) 658 10 61
losangeles@lourspam.cs

NOKVV.VY
Kronprin.sensgate, 3
0251 Oslo
Tel: (47) 22 83 76 76
Fax: (47) 22 83 76 Tl
oslo@iourspain.cs
wvvvv.iourspain-no.org
RUSSIA
Ul.Tverskaya - 16/2
Business Center "Galeria
Aktor", 6lh Floor
Moscow 125009
Tel: (495) 935 83 99
Fa.x: (495) 935 83 96
moscu@lourspain.es
SINGAPORE
541 Orchard Road « 09-04
Liat Tower
238881 Smgapoie
Tcl: 67 37 30 08
Fa.x:67 J7 31 73
singapore@tour5pain,es

1395 Brickell Avenue
Sutie 1130
Miami, FL 33131
Tel: (305) 358 19 92
Fax: (305) 358 82 23
miami@lourspam.es
666 Fifth .Avenue, 35ih floor
New York, NY' 10103
Tel: 12121 265 88 22
Fax: (212) 265 88 64
nuevayork@tourspain.es
wvv-wokspain.org
PARADOR CrNTR.Al.
BOOKING OFFICE
Rcquena, 3
28013 MADRID
Tel: (+34) 915 166 700
Fax; (+34)915 166 663/4/5
www parador es
rese rvas@pa rado r es

Insiiiuio Galcgo da Calidade
.Alimcntaria
(IGP Pimiento de .Arnoia, IGP
Piniiento de Oinibra, IGP
Piinicnto de O Couio y DOP
Piniiento de HerbOn)
Tel: (+34) 881 997 276
Fax: (+34) 981 546 676
ingacal@x-unta.es

Q,WSOS

Salt
Ciuolingia Dbtribucionca, S.L.
Tel: (+34) 916 335 043
Fax: (+34) 916 028 453
carolingial@ielefonica.net
www.carolingia.es

PREMIUM QUALITY SPANISH CHEESE
-THE GRANDEE OF SPAIN-

Casanovas Catering Tniitcur, S.L.
Tel: (+34) 934 236 508
Fax: (+34) 934 233 848
caiering@ca,sanovascaiering.com
wwwcasanovasbarcelona.com
Especias del Sol, S.L,
Tel: (+34) 927 413 868
Fax: (+34) 927 484 334
jmr@especiasdelsol,coni
www,e,speciasdelsol ,coni
Award winning 12 month matured
Manchego D.O, from La Manctia October 2008
Awarded first prize Manchego cheese at the annual
Manchego cheesemakers guild contest.

Gusto Mundial Balearides, S,L,
(Flor dc Sal dTis Trciic)
TeL (+34)971 649 797
Fax: (+34) 971 649 793
norde,sal@ierra ps
wwwgusiomundial.com
The following lisi includes a
selection of exporters. It is
not intended as a
comprehensive guide and for
reasons of space, we cannot
list all the companies devoted
lo ex-port of the featured
products. The inforniation

I. QUESERA CUQUERELLA, S.L, - QUESOS ROCINANTE
rocinante@rocinante,es - www.rocinante.es

TARTESANA, S.L
Tarquessia de La Mancha"
ctra. de Toledo, s/n
13420 Malagon (C.Real) Spain
Tel: +(34j 926 266 410
Fax: +(34) 926 266 413
tarquessia@tartesana.es

Original

Spanish

Cheesecake"

INFOSA

inciuflcd IS supplied hy ihp

(FInr del Delta)

individual sources.

Tel: (+34) 935 884 404
Fax: (+34) 935 886 544
I n fosa@infosa.com
vvvv^vinfosa.com

Food
Products
Peppers
-Asociacion l*rofesional de
Produclorcs dc Piniiento
Najerano y dc Sanlo Domingo
(IGP Pimicnio Riojano)
Tel: (+34) 941 512 571
Fax: (+34) 941 512 583
info@lariojacalidad.org
\v^vw.Iarioja.org
Consejo Regulador IGP
Pimienlo de Frcsna-Bcna\ cnlc
Tel/Fax: (+34) 987 770 296
piniientodefresnoybenavente@
hoimail.coni

The

llijos de Juan Bcvia Guijarro,
S.L,
(Sal La Cococha)
Tel: (+34) 607 214 627
Tel/I"ax: (+34) 965 665 653
rosabevia@sal-lacococha,com
www. sal-lacococha .com

Kalilatea Fundacion
(DOP Pimiento de Gernika)
Tel: (+34) 946 030 330
arocha@euskolabel nei
www. euskolabel, net

Sal Costa. S.A.
Tel: (+34) 932 237 890
Fax: (+34) 932 235 270
info@saIcosia.coiii
wwwsalcosla.coin
Salinas Marinas de
Fuencalicnte, S.L.
Tel/Fax; (+34) 922 411 523
salteneguia@
salinasdefuencalicnlc.com
www. sal ina.sde fucncat ten I e, com
Salinas y Cclebraciones San
Vicente, S.L.
Tel: (+34)956 881 918
admin@salinasanvicenie.es
wvwv.salinasanvicente.es
Salinera Espaiiola, S.A,
Tel: (+34) 971 432 255
Fax: (+34) 971 432 748
tcniral@saIineraespanola.com
wvvvv..salineraespanola.com
Source: ICEX
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Godello
pp. 28-38 Patnci;i R Soio/©ICEX
pp. 39-40 Harold Hcckle/®1CEX
pp. 41-42 Patncia R. Soio/©ICEX
pp. 43 Photo: Patricia R
Soto/©lCE.\ Map: Javier Bclloso

Wine and Design
pp. 44 liian Manuel Sanz/®1CEX
p. 45 Illustration: Manuel Esirada
pp. 46-47 Juan Manuel Sani'OICCX
p. 48 Espelt V'uicultcirs Ijbel, Juan
Manuel Sanz/OICEX
p, 49 4Kilos
p. 50 Illustration: Manuel Estrada
pp. 51-54 Juan Manuel San:/®1C"EX

tradition and imno-uard

New Takes on
Techniques
p. 56 lomas /.irr.i/K'K FX
pp. 57-61 Toya Lcgido/©lCEX
p. 62 Restaurante V ivaldi
p. 63 Toya Legido/®lCEX
p. 64 Tomas Zarza/©ICEX
p. 65 Toya Lcgido/®ICEX;
Restauranie Mugariir/Josc Luis Lope:
dc Zubina
p. 66 Toya Legido/®ICEX
p. 67 Vlanin Bcras.ucgui
Rcsiaurani/Josi Luis LOpe: de Zubiria
pp. 68-71 Toya Lcgido/©lCEX

World Heritage Sites

Cover
Juan Manuel S.<ini/®ICE.\

Contents

"prpto$>
a»w;vt7.b(){J(;<;asf) rotos.com

p. 2 Juan Manuel San;:/©1CEX
p, 3 From top to boilom: Patricia
R. SouV®lCnX. To>'a
LegidiV©ICEX, Consejcria dc
,Agntuliura, Ganadcrla y Desanollo
Rur.il-Gobicrno de ta Rioja: Toya
Lepido/©ICEX

Salt
p. 14 Juan Manuel San2/©1CE\
p. 15 Oscar Pipkin/OICEX: Juan
Manuel Sanz/©1CEX
p. 16 Juan Manuel San;/©ICE.\
p. 17 INFOSA
p. 18 Oscar Pipkin/©1CEX
p. 19 Mike! Linda. Juan Manuel
Sanz/SICEX
p. 20 Oscar Pipkin/©ICEX, Juan
Manuel Sanz/©1CE<
p. 21 Asociacidn de .Aniigos de las
Salm;is de Intenor
p. 22 Juan Manuel Sanr/©ICEX
p. 23 iaiina San Vicente
p. 24 Osear Pipkin/©ICEX
p. 25 Oscar Pipkin/©1CEX;
Sal de San Pedro
p. 26 Map: |avier Bclloso, |uan
Manuel SanifOiCEX
p. 27 Salina San Vicente

pp. 72-76 Fernando
Madariaga/SICEX
p. 77 Tcmando Madanaga/OICE.X:
Map Javier Belloso
pp. 78-80 I cin.mdo
Madanaga/©ICEX
p. 81 Map: Javier Belloso
p. 82 Fernando Madanag.V®RTEX
p. 83 Fernando Madanaga/®1CEX;
Felix Lomo/®lCEX
pp. 84-87 Fernando
.Madanaga/®ICEX

Peppers
p. 88 Coruscjerla de Agricultura.
Ganaderta y Dcsarrollo RuralGobiemo de La Rioja
p. 89 Illustration: Luis Serrano
p. 90 Conscllcrla do Medio RuralXunia de Galicia
pp. ')l-99 Illustration Luis Serrano
p. 100 Consejerin de Agricultura.
Ganaderla y Dcsarrollo RuralGobierno dc L.i Rioja
p. 101 Map: Javier Belloso;
Fundacion Kalit.ilea Funda^ioa

Recipes
pp. 102-103 Patncia R Soto/®ICEX
and Tov^ Legido/©lCEX
pp. 104-113 Toya Legido/®K.EX

On the Move
pp. 114-115 Illustrations .WI

Castillo de Canena
pp. 116-121 Castillo de Canena

Artist s Palate
p. 122 O Musco Nacional del Prado
de Madnd - .Spain

ll
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The products of

Pedriza are Fruits o f a unique nature,

that o f the south o f Spain. Selected one by one and
enriched in the purest tradition o f the Mediterranean.
Specially made f o r those w h o wish to enjoy the best
of a thousand years o f a cuisine w h i c h IS conquering
consumers all over the w o r l d .
Pidiluced

by:

= 1 F . J . SANCHEZ S U C E S O R E S , S.A.
—

C7 C,tin[Kin;ii i() - Aparl.idii I'o.sl.tl n"4 - 04270 Snrlia^ (/\lni(.Ti;t) Spain
Tet: 54.V)t}M4{]~,H - ,^4.'J,'.()..^(,-in(,() - I'nx: 34.'J;'.0..It,4422 - 'rolf.^: 7ry3ci
>M Ivm.iil: Ijsniichez.saCo'larural.fs

LA
PEDRIZA.

tr''4 .

Cinco Jotas
SANCHEZ ROMERO CARVAJAL
JABUQO OSldS 1879

